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Rumors of changes to 
the student dental plan 
were false. 
See Campus. AS 
MEDIA MAN 
New head of Center 
For the Study of Race 
and l'v1edia Reltions. 
Paul Dealm;y 
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RACE ISSUES 
lwenty Student Lead-
ers Discuss race in 
America. 
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Students are flock.in2 tQ 
an ar~ book store, tinct 
out why ... 
See Thmpo, B I 
Weekend Weather 
TODAY: Sunny 
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Campus 
Crime Takes 
a Plunge 
By J ASON T. SMt I ti 
,Managing Editor 
Reported incidents of on-campus burglary and 
motor vehicle theft plunged from 1997 to 1998, 
while reports of other crimes declined during the 
same period, campus police said. 
Between 1997 and 1998, the number of burglary 
reports dropped from 80 10 47. while the number of 
robberies on campus fell by 19. In 1he same period, 
the number of vehicles reported stolen from the Uni-
versity decreased from 25 to 17. Police report that 
there was one arrest on campus for drug possession 
in 1998. Incidents of sex.uni offense decreased from 
eight to seven. 
The findings come from a report released earlier 
this semester by Campus Police detailing the three-
year trend in campus crin1e. Schools receiving fed-
eral financial aid are required by the U.S. Department 
of Education to publish crime statistics annually and 
make lhem readily av-Jilnble to students. 
Bookstore Celebrates Grand 
Opening, Awes Students 
A Hilltop analysis of the figures come< weeks after 
repons that a student in the Howard Plaza Tower," as 
se.,ually assaulted. and following an alleged alterca• 
Lion be1ween a campus police oflicer and a student. 
Campus police ""re unavailable for comment 
Las1 year's decrea,;e lo crime ha, led some 10 ,ay that 
1998 was a banner yc.1r for Campus Police and Chief 
Reginald Smi1h, who started with the department last 
year. 
Marilyn Hoosen. Howard Uniwr-.i1y Student Asso-
ciation president, said tbe ,rati,tics should help stu-
dents feel more comfortable on campus. 
By Kn.I.I D. Esnms 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Gr.ind Opening Celebration for the 
new Uni \'Cr.i1y Bookstore at Howard Cen• 
1er. dubbed "the HUB of the African-Amer-
ican culturnl experience,'' begin, today and 
will continue through Th,u,day, 
.it Howard Cen1er opened its doors for busi-
ness on Monday. 
The new two-level store is complete with 
a video wall, sofa< and lounge chairs, Cyber 
Cafe with lniernet hook-ups. in-housecom-
pulcr outlet and --HU" engraved carpel. 
MWly curious ,rudenLs "ent on opening day 
tu check ou1 1hc new store. 
Mike Nelms, a sophomore criminal psy-
chology major. Nelms said that he finds 1he 
location of 1he store very convenient 
When Tori Holmes, a junior chemistry 
major, went into the new bookstore on 
Monday afternoon to purchase a textbook, 
she was surprised at the building's appear-
ance. 
··or course anytime our Howard studem, ,ue able to 
live in a safer environment it is a posi1hc forthe Uni-
versity as a whole," she said. "Since the majori1y of 
crimes on campus are student against student. this 
shows that we are relating better with each other· 
The news of the decreasing crime rnle on campus 
w.i., well receh'Cd among this year\ freshman cla'S, 
who often fall prey to c,1111pus robb.:rie,. 
The newly ex1>anded Univer,it} Book,t""' "This [bookstcre] is ill," ~id an amazed See BOOKSTORE, AS .. l thjnL it'~ a goc d thmg that c:imp.h <;nm ... ,t~\I 
~" CRI:'>IE, A5 
Second Pipe Bomb Blast 
Rocks Florida University 
Jackson to Speak Today at Convocation 
By T IA Mn CIIF.I I. 
FAMUAN Staff Writer 
lALI.AHASSEL. Fl. - The second time in lhree 
weeks, TAM LI has been rocked by the detonation 
ofancxplosivcdevic,:. At 10:4711.m. Wednesday, 
a bomb wcn1 off in a second-0oor men\ bathroom 
in the Perry Paige building, which has four Ooors 
of laboru1ories. 
Although administrators and faculty in nearby 
offices felt 1hc blast from 1hc explosion, no one was 
hurt. Studenis and faculty were immediately evac-
uated. 
FAMU officials said that a phone call wru, made 
to a local television Mation 15 minutes before the 
c,plo,ion. Al press time, It was nol known wha1 
station was contacted or whether the school \\as 
alerted. 
A Navy ROTC officer discovered the bomb 
when he wa., entering 1hc bathroom. 
"IL blew the door open," said Ca1>1. Robert Cun• 
ningham Jr .. profes.,or of naval science. Cunning• 
ham ,aid the explosion had a lnrgc impact b«au-;c 
it de1onatcd in a restroom rhnt did not have win• 
<lows. 
''If someone would have been in the restroom. 
the} would be hurt," Cunningham said. "My ears 
were still ringing minutes after." 
Cunningham said he and another officer wem in10 
the restroom after the e.,plosion 10 see whether 
someone wa., injured. No one wa.s in the restroom. 
but Cunninght1111 and the other officer did find 
another suspicious pt1ckage on the floor. They 
immediately began running through the halls and 
telling people 10 leave. 
Eddie Jackson, ao;sociate vice president for pub-
lic affairs, s,1id the bomb ,v-.i.s stronger than the one 
that detonated in Lee Hall Aug. 3 I. At press time, 
investigators still had not identified any suspects 
in the first bombing. despite posting a $10,000 
reward. 
The bomb in Lee I lall wa., found in the men's 
resLroom on the first floor. A phone cnll was made 
before the explosion to TI1omas Cavano. coordi-
mtlor of administrntive services and Lee Hall's 
Se,• FAJ\lU, A5 
Reverend Jesse Jackson, 
Sr .. wilt speak at Howard Uni• 
verslty's 132nd Opening 
Convocation today At 1 O am 
tn Cramton Auditorium. 
Jackson was once an 
assistant of stain civil rights 
leader Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., In the Southern 
Leadership Conference. In 
1971, Jackson founded Peo-
plo United to Savo Humanity 
(PUSH), a group committed 
to economic empowerment 
encl edueallonal access for 
people of color. 
Thirteen years tater, the 
Reverend founded the 
Natlonel Rainbow Coalition, 
a program to bring people 
together across lines of race, 
class, gender and belle!. 
Filo Photo 
From Nikki With Love ... 
District Medical Marijuana Initiative Passes 
Congress Outlaws Legalization of Drug In Capital 
ft,(l{o l!y Eric Hnll 
Fnmed poet Nik~i Glom"nl ,hitcd tnmpu.s Sundu) to ~pea~" ilh stu~ 
dents :111d ,ign her ne,\e,t book. 
.. 
By J ASON T. SMI I'll and 
K 1: 1.1.t Esnms 
Hilltop Writers 
If District voters had their way, 
growing, selling, and smoking mari-
juana in the nation's capital would be 
legal. Last fall. nea.rly 70 percent of the 
,-oters supported Initiative 59, a mea• 
sure that would legalize the herb for 
medicinal purposes, according to the 
D.C. Board of Election and Etl1ics. 
But shortly before the Nov. 3 ,-ote, 
Congress passed laws that would make 
legnlizntion of the drug impossible, 
sending the hopes of vo1ers up in 
smoke. 
The board reports that 141,977 vot-
ers turned out last fall and that the 
measure won out 69 percent to 3 1 per-
cent. Results were released Monday. 
District officials held up releasing 
the votes last fall after Congress passed 
an amendment that would bar the Dis-
tricl from legalizing marijuana in the 
nation's capital. The drug is currently 
legal in four states. 
The American Civil Liberties 
Union sued on behalf of the initiative·s 
organizers to have the results relc.'lSCd, 
and last Friday a federal judge agreed. 
Board Chairman Benjamin F. Wil-
son said the board was originally set 
to release the results but felt com-
pelled to abide by the law. 
"Once the dilemma became appar-
ent, the board sought immediate relief 
in the court. the proper forum for such 
a resolution,'' said Wilson. "Recog-
nizing the right to have one's vote 
counted is a precious constitutional 
righ1, which must not be taken lightly. 
The board argued that the District of 
Columbia voters were entitled under 
the First Amendment to know the elec-
tion results and to have them certified. 
The board is gratified that the court has 
affirmed this position." 
Supporters of the measure say the 
drug can help ease pains brought on by 
cancer, AlDS, and other illnesses, 
while detractors say legalizing mari-
juana opens the door to similar initia• 
Lives supporting more serious drugs. 
Reaction to the vote on Howard's 
campus is still being gauged. Some 
students feel thnt Congress does not 
have the right to override the ,'l'ters • 
decision. 
"I feel thnt when 1he people decide 
what policies they want to adhere to. 
the ,-oice of the people should be man-
dated rule, no questions, no debate;· 
said Ayanna Mackins, a theaicr arts 
administration major. 
One student expressed his percep-
tion of Congress·, true intentions. 
"'I was under the unprcssion that 1he 
U.S. was giving money to the drug 
trade,'' said Wayne 111ylor, sophomore 
business mnjor. He foll the real reason 
why the government does 1101 want 
marijuana 10 be legalized in the Dis• 
trict is because it would hurt area busi-
nesses. 
"If the government legalized mari-
juana, they would be allowing com-
pelition against itself," ·Thylor ,aid. 
Some student, could ,ee Cungre,s 's 
reasoning for keeping marijuana ille-
gal in the capital. 
"Congress can do what they want," 
said Dana Camak. a junior telecom-
munications management major. 
"Marijuana i~ not the best drug to be 
filtering in the community." 
Another student agreed with Con-
gress, but for a different reason. 
"M,uiJUlllut ought not to be legal-
ized," ,aid Semaj Tucker, a senim 
archit~'Cture major. He said that if mar· 
ijuana "~s lci;alited. the price for the 
drug on the street would rise drasti-
cally. 
"If the government were 10 control 
the distribution of m:uijunna. it would 
be detrimental t<> smoker.." he said. 
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CAMPUS 
'Verbal Armageddon' Rappers Prepare For Next Battle 
By JON•:1.u; W m TL.OCK 
Hilltop Staff Wri1er 
The intense rounds of the Verbal 
Armageddon. 1he campus-wide rap 
competition. are back. Over 700 SIU• 
dents a11ended la.s1 year's three round, 
of emcee competition. 11 remains the 
largest organized hip hop competition 
ever 10 hit Howard's campus. After 
the first years success. this year's 
tournament is anticipated to be even 
more event fut. 
O.C.'s own emcee Fung-Sai-U was 
crowned the first Verbal Armaged• 
don champion. This year, he will 
defend his title against 25 emcees. In 
the past year he has worked with The 
Roots and Black Thought. Currently. 
he"s working on an album. 
"Winning made my name more 
known among the people," he said. 
"It really ain't a thing about winnin' 
or losin". It's about skill. You goua 
make the crowd move. I feel it might 
be raw this year. I heard it's some nice 
emcees in 1he joint." 
This year's freshmen arc showing 
lots of enthusiasm and talent, said 
even I coordinator I man Kennerly. a 
junior from New Jersey. "Last year·, 
freshmen emcees shocked many peo-
ple." he said. "This year, I'm 
impressed with the energy and ;kill 
of the freshmen:· 
Kash'ka Sain is definitely anxious 
to get things going. "Age is not the 
determining factor." he said. "The 
freshmen aren't gelling much respect 
from the upperclassmen and I don't 
mean to brag, but I'm ranked number 
2. Even if I don't win, I just want to 
get as far as I can." 
D' Artagnan Love. a freshman who 
was ranked 111h last year. said. "The 
freshmen have the illesl emcees on 
campus. I don't rap for the sake of it. 
I try 10 make sure I'm saying some-
lhing." 
Other returning emcees are also 
excited about the upcoming rounds. 
"La,1 year's tournament left people 
amped," said junior Charles Cole-
man. "I'm looking forward to sharing 
my gift and performing. I like the fact 
that anything can happen in the end. 
Regardless of rank. anyone can win.'' 
Silence, a sophomore, is involved 
for the sheer love of the art. When 
asked why he is participating in the 
Verbal Armageddon tournament. he 
responded, "Poets go 10 poetry read-
ings: I rhyme:· He credits his life 
experiences while growing up and the 
world itself a, inOuential compo-
nents 10 his art form. When asked 
Counseling and Career Development 
Provide Services For Students 
By J ONELLE WmTLOCK 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Students came out in the pouring 
rain Tuesday 10 sample relationship 
workshops, speak with staff. collect 
health paraphernalia. and enjoy the 
refreshments provided by the Howard 
University Counseling Service. 
Audrey Chapman, host of WHUR 's 
Saturday morning relationship show, 
was on hand at the open house to talk 
to students. The relationship coun-
selor conducted a workshop on qual-
ity relationships. 
"It is important 10 remember that 
people do not change for you, they 
change for themsel\•es," she 10ld 1he 
si,, ,tudents who gathered to listen. 
Chapman. who has been a counselor 
a1 Howard for 19 years. also spoke 
abou1 the importance of loving and 
knowing oneself before moving on 10 
pursue intimate relationships with 
others. Her live radio talk show airs 
between 8 and 9 a.m. 
Among other .iaff members and 
counselors was Dr. Thomas R. Wes-
sel. dean of counseling and career 
development. He said that the coun-
seling service has been accessible 10 
students for 30 10 40 years. S1uden1s 
of all walks of life seek counseling 
service. for issues both personal and 
academic. he said. 
"You don't have to be in serious dis• 
1ress before seeking help," he said. "It 
is important to come in early 10 dis• 
cuss stressful situations whether it 
pertains 10 stress at home or school 
life." 
During Freshman Orientation. 
counselors conducted special pro-
grams on date rape. sexual assault, 
health, and safety. Drug education 
and prevention programs for the 
whole University continue to be pro-
vided. 
The next project for the service is 
coming in October. II is National 
Depression Screening Day. which has 
been in existence for almost four 
years. Students are invited 10 come 
for screening tests 10 see if they are 
depressed. The testing is sponsored 
throughout the country and helps stu-
dents deal with deeply embedded 
stress as well as obvious stress issues. 
Counseling services are required 
for all universities. Howard has a pri• 
mary mission 10 service Muden1' with 
its counseling services; however, fac-
ulty. ,taff. and Howard alumni can 
also receive coun,eling. 
Students with any slress-rcla1cd 
problems or concerns arc encour-
aged 10 come 10 the center without 
any worry of privacy. Dean Wessel 
assures students that every session is 
cor.fidential; parents are not informed 
of the students visits, records of vis• 
itation are nol kept. and the confi-
dentiality of studellls is protected by 
law. 
The University Counseling Ser• 
vice\ hours are Monday through Fri• 
day. l! a.m. to 6 p.m. Personal coun• 
seling and psychotherapy also are 
available. Career counseling is 
designed 10 assist students in select• 
ing a major. and counseling services 
provide aid 10 campus agencies with 
staff development. human resource 
development. and research assis-
1ance. 
Ra1kirn ll.an1t."' 
i1abu kntmn n., 
''Siknce .. 
1'.l-en,m Hates 
t, alw "-no'ltn &.\ 
•·K-Ruckui..,'' 
Jam<-,, Collins 
buMkoowna., 
"frktion•• 
Rakim \luhamrrl<'.d 
is ll110 loXMn a'\ 
"Rah-V i1'lf' 
Jetr\\alsh 
b•l..., knownM 
•~rfrcto01 
about any anticipation for the upcom-
ing ballle. Silence said, "There's 
never a plan. I'm down for whatev-
er:· 
Students enjoyed la,1 year·s banles 
and are even more excited about this 
year's. However. said sophomore 
Karma Ardrey from Maryland. "I 
don't go for 1he ba11ling aspect." She 
a11ended the first two round, la.,t year. 
·•1 go fur the en1er1ainmen1 There 
were many first )car ,1uuenis that 
repre,ented, which was definitely 
Crowning Moments 
good. The poetry in the second round 
was especially intere,iing. It added a 
nice ambiance 10 the whole thing." 
Promoter:, of the event stress the 
imporlance of supporting culture• 
enriched and s1uden1-run events like 
Verbal Armageddon. "'The 1ourna-
men1 gives the HU community an 
inside look on the hip hop culture 
which is obscure 10 hip hop fans," 
said Kennerly. "No muller what your 
1a,1e in music. people of our genera-
tion have a love for black music. 
Pho!,> By Lr1< BJll 
Junior theatre arts major Ronald Lee H)sten, Jr., and junior theatre 
arts/dance major April Thomas \\ere crowned the ne\\ \Ir. And Miss 
Ar Ls and Sciences Wednesday night. The decision came after a half hour 
deliberation from the judges. The pageant's theme \las "LO\e and Hap-
piness." Scenes included the e,·eninggo\\n portion, entitled"First Date," 
and ·'The Com·ersation" in which the contestants pretended lo call each 
other on the phone and ask questions. 
Other schools crowned their •·Mr." and "Miss" representatives at 
pageants held )CSterday and toda)\ Winners from each school \\ill com-
pete for the co,·eted Mr. and Miss Howard Unh·ersity title during Home-
coming. 
--Compiled by Rajiah Dm·is 
especially hip bop, which has 
expanded and touched different types 
of music." 
Champion Fung-Sai-U said. "I feel 
it's up 10 the -iudeni- 10 show up and 
give love; 10 come ou1 and suppon 
the emcees who arc doing ii just for 
the love:· Last year. he participated in 
a Source Maga,me Tournament 
which featured 50 emcees. "Bigger 
tournaments go smoother. If s1udents 
would come out and support Verbal 
Armageddon like they would a Jay-
Z concen. it would draw more nation• 
al sponsorship.'' 
Round one will begin in Black-
burn's Ballroom on Monday. Sept. 27 
a1 7:30 p.m. Tickets arc being sold for 
S2 at the Cramton BOJt Office. Dur-
ing the 10urnamen1. rankings will be 
posted on the UGSA door in "Power 
Hall" in Blackburn. Send questions 
or comments 10 verbal_armaged-
don@hotmail.com. 
Howard Receives $1.4 
Million Gift, Commits to 
Partnership with 
Pharmaceutical Giant 
By MARK Wu I.JAMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Sidney 11,urcl. chairman of the 
board. pre,idcn1. and chief execu• 
1ivc officer of global pharmaceuLi• 
cal giant Eli Lilly and Company. 
made a commitment Wednesday 10 
give Howard Univer,i1y SI .4 mil-
lion over the ne.\1 three years. 
Eli Lilly and Company is a 
global research-based pharma-
ceutical corporation dedicated to 
creating and deli,·ering innova• 
11ve pharmaceutical-ba,eJ health 
care solution, that enable pen pie 
to Ii ve longer. healthier. and more 
active lives. 
The gift coincided with the 
announcement of the establishment 
of a long-1erm pannership between 
the 1wo institution,. This "preferred 
partnership" between the unhersi-
ty and Eli Lilly will benefit all par• 
ties involved. Relationships will be 
eMablished with department, in the 
area, of chemistry. biochemistr), 
biolog), pharmacy. pharmacology. 
engineering. finance. marketing. 
sales. and la\\c 
In a speech given in the Reading 
Lounge. Taurel showed great inter• 
e,1 in the !acuity and ,1uden1s of 
Howard by saying. "We \V"Jnl 30 or 
more Howard ,1uden1s 10 have 
intern experiences al Lilly 1h01 help 
them prepare for their careers -
some of them. we hope. with us:• 
The president of the pharma-
ceutical company al>o showed 
,nterest in receiving faculty 
members as teachers and stu-
dents within a corporate envi-
ronment and gelling at least 25 
Howard graduates 10 become 
members of the Eli Lilly and 
Company family. Eli Lilly also 
plans 10 give $300.000 in schol-
arship, o,er the next three years. 
The tint imtallmenr of rhi< gen-
erous donation will reach campus 
in the spring of cOOO. 
··Our students and faculty repre-
sent a valuable pool of future tal-
ented employees and top notch 
researchers for Eli Lilly.'' <aid Pres-
ident H. Patrick Swygert. 
'This is cxcellenr! .. said Howard 
University Student Assocrntion 
Vice Prc,ident Q. Torah Jackson. 
"A 101 of people are worried nbout 
coming 10 a HBCU. but 1hi, proves 
10 evcrvone thaJ at HU not only will 
you exc~I. blll people arc cag ·r to 
get Howard University graduate, " 
Jackson also commented that who-
ever brought together Howard and 
Eli Lilly should be highly com-
mended. 
~merica's Promise' Reaches Out to Youth 
By FARAJ! ANTOINE 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
General Colin Powell has starred an 
organization with hopes of helping 
children who are al risk. Powell's 
organization, America's Promise. has 
forged a national strategy promoting 
positive youth development and its 
popularity is escalating across Amer-
ica. 
··we have failed young people by 
not giving them the vision. the 
resources. and the purpose they need 
10 grow up as law-abiding. success-
ful. and contributing members of 
society. We have failed by leaving 
them vulnerable 10 drug abuse. 
gangs. violence. premarital sex, and 
other societal pathologies:· General 
Powell stated on his Web site as his 
main reason for ,tarting the project. 
Powell and supporters of his cause 
feel the need 1hroughou1 the country 
for effective solutions 10 the problems 
of youth. 
General Powell sought support 
from :,II sectors of American life 10 
nchicve his goal. According to him, 
"Children need caring adults in their 
li\-es. They need safe places and con-
structive 1l1ings 10 do in their after 
school hours." 
America ·s Promise was founded in 
April 1997 a1 the Presidenfs Summit 
for America's Future in Philadelphiu. 
At the s11mmi1. all five living pre,1-
dents. with Mrs. Nancy Reagan rep-
resenting President Reagan, were 
present. They challenged all Ameri-
cans to con1rib111e their time, talents. 
nnd treasure 10 support America\ 
young people. 
America ·s Promise has a mission 10 
ensure that children and yomh have 
access 10 1he fundamental resources 
they need 10 become successful 
adults. Hoping 10 serve as a nation-
wide ca1alys1, public, private-owned. 
and non-profit organizations are 
asked 10 focus their combined talents 
and resources JO improve the lives of 
America's youth. 
So far. thousands of corporations, 
nonprofit organizations, philan-
thropic foundn1ions, service 
providers, communilies, and nalion• 
al. stale. and local go,-ernments have 
joined the nationwide alliance by 
making:, commitment to America's 
Promise. 
As part of the progrnm. these 
groups from every sector of the 
nation agree 10 make and follow 
through on five basic promises that 
the organization feels are necessary 
for the successful development of all 
children. In fulfilling these promhes. 
organizations put their unique skills. 
talents, abilities. and resources 
toward improving the lives of Amer-
icn·s young people. The promises 
made include mentoring, protecting. 
nurturing, preparing, and serving 
children and youth. 
So far hundreds of millions of dol-
lars of increased suppon for youth 
development programs have already 
been generated. Hundreds of com-
muni1ies are working with J\merica·s 
Promise 10 address the needs of their 
youth. Coordination among youth 
development organitmion, is incrcas• 
ing. 
Some of the universities 1ha1 have 
made a commitment to America\ 
Promise include George Wa,hing1on 
University. Morchou,c College. 
Florida State University. and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. Howard Uni-
versity is in the process of making i1, 
commitment lo 1hc cause. 
Amiko Mat,umolo i, the Director 
of the Office of Community Services 
al George Wa,hington University. 
According 10 Matsumoto. "General 
Powell is an alumni of George Wash-
ington and a, an ins1i1u1ion, the uni-
versity is very dedicated 10 service." 
As part of its commitment 10 the 
cause, GWU agreed 10 host a local 
summit 10 recruit 01hcr univer~i1ie~. 
It, first summit wa, held last spring 
and served a, a catalyM for the pro-
gression of America·, Promise. "We 
have been able to mobilize effons in 
a phenomenal way because of this 
program. America ·s Promise encour-
ages pannership and gets bu,inesses 
from all sectors 10 look at the 
resources they have and see how they 
can use them to meet lhe need, of 
kids.'' Matsumoto said. 
Knowledge of America's Promise 
on campus seems 10 be a word of 
mouth issue. Not many people have 
heard about the organi1ution and 
those who have heard about ii vague-
ly recall learning something about ii 
through somebody else. "( heard a 
report on it on the news:· said sopho-
more marketing major Anthony 
Jones. 
Campus Digest 
HU Associate Dean Honored by CBC 
The Congressional Black Caucus Veteran's Braintru\l 
honored Howard University's Or. Joseph P. Reidy la,1 
week. 11te associate dean of the Howard University 
Graduate School and professorofhi,tory wa., given the 
Braintrust Award tor his significant contribut,ons on 
behalf of African-American veterans with his w,,rk on 
the Civil War Soldiers and Sailors ProJCCI. Reidy ano.l 
his student> at tl1e University have been especially 
involved in documenting the history of sailors from the 
Civil War. 
Chapel Officers to be Installed 
The Rev. Or. Frederick Hayne,. pastor of Friendship 
West Bapust Church in Dalla,. Tc~a,. will be the guest 
,peaker at Rankin Chapel Sunday. 
Officer installations arc also on Sunday. 
HU Grnd School Recehc., Award 
111e Howard University Gmduate School has won an 
award m the amount of $99.000 for the proposal titled. 
"Developing Collaborntive Africa-America Graduate 
Schools." The money was awarded by International 
Partnerships in Higher Education for International 
Development :md the United State, Agency for lnter-
na1mnal Development. 
Phnrmaceutlcal Company Giws Large Gift to HU 
S,dnev Toure(. chatrman of the board, pre,idenl. and 
CEO ·or global pharmaceutical giilnt Eli Lilly ,md 
Company. presented How·.lrd Uni\-ersity with a large gift 
on Wednesday. The gift coincided with the wmounce-
ment of the establishment of a long-term p,1r1nership 
between the two institution,. 
Relationships will be established with dep,1r1meo1s in 
the an:.,, of chemistry. biochemistry. biology. pharma• 
cy. pharmacology. engineering. finance. marketing. 
s,lle,, and law. 
Fall 1999 Theatre Season Opens 
Howard Uni,-ersity's Department of Theatre Arts opens 
its fall 1999 theatrical season with Michael Cristofer's 
Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-winning drama 'The 
Shadow Box." The play will be presented in Ira 
Aldridge 111eater Sep!. 29-0ct. 2 and Oct. 6-9. 
HU nod HUB Present Conference on Death and 
Dying 
The Howard University D.!partment, of Theatre Arts, 
Sociolog). and Anthropology. along with Howard Uni-
versity Hospital. will present a one-day conference tilled 
"Lesson, on Living: Dialogues on Death and Dying•· 
on Friday Oct. 8. The conference is designed 10 focus 
on the hopes. wishes, and need; that terminally ill 
patients, their caregivers, and their families face at the 
end of life. 
The conference fee is $ 125 for individuals. Students 
with valid iden1ifica1ion can register for $30 (lunch is 
not included in 1he student regi:,1ra1ion). Registration 
may be called in with a Visa or Mastercard to (202) 806-
7914 between IO a.m. and 6 p.m. 
--Compiled b.v Rujiah Dal'is 
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Voices 'Peeping Tom' Spotted At Quad 
and 
Views 
Do lvu Feel Safe 
On Campus? 
''Where we live [School 
of Divinity] the area's 
nice and it does feel 
secure down there. 
You're well protected in 
the School of Divinity 
because the residents 
look out for you." 
-Mourtt1' UO/lmt, 
firsH·tt1r Plwrmat'_\ gruel• 
'"''" Jtudent 
"Personally. ;,round 
main campus I feel safe. 
You have to be smart 
about where you go. Any 
area has the potential to 
be dangerous if you·re 
not cautious." 
-Sha-..·ono \folktr, 
f,r.tl·.\~ur Phimnur-..· 
grutlmllr .t1"dt11I 
ByKEsuA FEE 
Special to The Hilltop 
Campus Police and Tubman 
Quadrangle administrators 
attempted to calm freshmen 
fear, about an alleged "Peeping 
Tom" at a meeting Thursday 
night. 
At 2:30 a.m. on Sept. 7. a man 
was spotted by smdents in the 
courtyard outside of Frazier 
Hall in the Quad. 
Within moments, Resident 
Assistant Sadiqa Abdullah 
reported rhe incident to campus 
securiry. Although six orhers 
were able to identify the sus-
pect, he was nut apprehended at 
that time. Instead, he was cap-
tured on Friday morning around 
the same time. but was released 
shortly afterward due to a lack 
of evidence. 
Doors were double checked 
and one was found to be broken. 
Donna Green. community 
director of the Quad. had the 
locks changed soon after the 
discovery. 
Following the repair of the 
door. Green, Abdullah and the 
Re\'. Dr. James Coleman. assts-
tant dean of Residence Life. 
explored the Quad to make sure 
that all other doors and gate-
ways were secure. They found a 
window left open by construe-
tion workers in one of the halls 
being renovated. 
The suspect cou ld have 
remained unknown. but he 
retu rned to the scene of the 
alleged inciden t on Friday 
morning. Freshman Jaida Bella-
vance recalled the details of his 
return; " It was about 2:30 a.m. 
and Danielle fa friend] was 
leaving to go to her room and 
just happened to look out our 
window and saw this man run-
ning around looking in windows 
in the courtyard. She was like 
•Jaida. Jazelle [her roommate). 
someone is out in the court-
yard.'" 
The suspect was held and 
questioned in the lobby of the 
Quad. where he allegedly lied 
about his purpose for being in 
the Quad and his affiliation to 
the school. 
Joy Adams. a business major. 
said, "Because he wasn't in 
handcuffs and not being appre-
hended in any physical manner. 
I thought he was an officer him-
self until I noticed that hi, cloth-
ing matched the suspect's 
de,cription. In fact. he W.L, lean-
ing against the counter a, if 
nothing happened, and he 
,vasn·1 being questioned." 
The officers said that they 
could not arrest the suspect 
because Howard docs not have 
any "Private Property" signs 
po>ied and because they did not 
see him looking into any win-
dows. Campus security said that 
there was nothing they could 
do at that time. Abdullah filed 
a residence hall incident report 
that was given to Green. Cole-
man. York Campbell. Dean of 
Residence Life. and a host of 
other people. 
In response to student con-
cerns, a police official said. "I 
feel assured that before this hap-
pened they were already check-
ing back there [ the area of the 
Quad under construction]. 
keeping nn eye on the Quad. 
Now, I know that y'all are upset 
with campus security ,Ind 
evcrythmg. bur y'all must 
remember that this person pur-
posely tried to make himself 
unknown to everyone:· 
The official added. " It was 
unfortunate for him that he was 
caught, but fortunately for y'al l 
that he was. I don't think that 
they [campus security] were try-
ing to disrespect y'all in anyway 
by letting the suspect go -
sometimes it's Just how the law,, 
fall." 
Louis Anderson oi Pough-
keepsie. N.Y. . fa ther of fresh-
man Lauren Anderson. a firsr 
floor Fra~icr Hall resident who 
saw the suspect. said he is very 
displea,ed with the way the sit• 
uation has been handled so far. 
"Even though I don't li\'e on 
the first floor, I feel victimized 
by the incident. It is one thing to 
be looking in a window, but 
what if he gets in? Then there 
are 320 of us that are affected." 
said Chan taline Todman. 
younger sister of second floor 
R.A. Charmaine Todman. 
Some re.,idents have said that 
the officers on the scene han-
dled the situation unprofession-
ally. 
During the mandatory resi-
dent security meeting at the 
Quad on Wednesday. Sept. 14. 
Captain A. Goodwine was 
unh;1ppy lo hear of the manner 
in which the men he trained 
allegedly handled lhe situation. 
Goodwine promised 19 look fur-
ther into the situation. Because 
of his strong feelings concern-
ing the safety of"his new-found 
children:· there were officers 
supervising the halls overnight. 
When first floor residents of 
Frazier saw Officer Andrews 
approaching, they gave him a 
big round of applause. 
"I ha1~ and will continue to do 
everything humanly possible 10 
insure that our home is safe and 
secure. I mean that with all of 
my heart." said Green. the com• 
munity director. after the meet-
ing. Deputy Chief Harvey Arm-
strong promised, "If seen he 
will be arrested for being on our 
property."' 
Although the suspect has been 
barred from all Howard Uni-
versity-owned and -operated 
property. freshman Adrienne 
West, a commuter student, said 
she saw the suspect on campus 
Monday while visiting her 
father, John West. a buyer for the 
University. at the C.B. Powell 
building. "I was walking by and 
he said 'hi."' said West. "I didn't 
realize who he was until I saw 
the flyer while visiting a friend 
in the Quad. Because I don't 
live in the dorm I didn't really 
worry about it. but now I feel 
bad for the people who live in 
the dorms:· 
Quad residents just hope that 
the matter will come 10 a close. 
"I believe everything happens 
for a reason and sometimes we 
do not know why things happen. 
My only goal is 10 fulfill my 
purpose. So if that means talk to 
every administrative person on 
campus, I will do that until I feel 
safe again .... and rest assured I 
will feel safe again," said Abdul-
lah. 
"Yes. generally I'm 
comforrable. I don't have 
any problems once I'm 
on campus." 
-Ktilh £/quay, 
psyclrofog_r 
grmlucllt 'itudtnt 
Race and Media Center Remains Promising 
"Yeah. I do. Even if I 
stay around late, 
I Howard•, campus I has a 
good security system. I 
wouldn't stay around 
after 3 a.m. on Georgia 
by myself." 
-vlkosua Amoako 'otta, 
wpl,omo" 
jmmu,/;.\,n/udi·trt;.t,ng 
majnr 
-Compiled by Tro,1• Tie11el 
By J oN•.Ll,b Wtn t LOCK 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Paul Delaney cannot answer 
many questions concerning his 
position at Howard University. 
There simply ;,re not many 
answers to give. 
Delaney was brought to 
Howard Uni\'ersity in May to 
fill a position left open by Alice 
Bonner as the director of the 
Center for the Study of Race 
and Media. He ha, come to 
learn what Bonner's eleven 
months in the position taught 
her; There i, no Center for the 
Study of Race and Media. 
'Tve been trying to put togeth-
er a Board of Directors. The 
first meeting will be next 
month. If I had a SI million. the 
Center would be in existence 
tomorrow," he said. He hope, 
that one of the sources from 
which he is requesting funding 
will provide aid soon. 
After three years. the School 
of Communication's Center for 
the Study of Race and Media i, 
still merely an idea. The idea 
began in 1995 when William 
Worthy. a communications pro-
fessor. conceived the idea of a 
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,abbatical at Howard. Worthy. a 
I 957 Nieman Fellow. wanted 
Howard's Center to be sinular to 
the Nieman Foundation for 
Journalbm at Harvard Univer• 
sity. 
The Nieman Foundation was 
established in 1937 in memory 
of Lucius W. Nieman. founder 
of The Milwaukee Journal. It is 
open to mid-career journalbts 
with at least three years of expe-
rience to study a specialized 
area of journalism. 
In 1998, Paul Delancy. former 
chair of the University of Alaba-
ma Department of Journalism. 
founding editor of Our \\vrld 
Nell's. and a veteran correspon• 
dent and editor of the Ne"' lork 
Times for 25 years. wa, named 
co-director for the Center. When 
Dr. Bonner left Howard to con-
centrate on other projects. 
Delaney became director. "I 
envision the Center as being the 
expert voice whenever the issue 
of race arises in the media." 
All involved have high hopes 
for the Center. "Once the Cen-
ter gets started. I see all types of 
possibilities." Worthy said. "For 
example. a multifaceted forum 
on campus including Janet 
Reno. Howard University law 
professors. FBI representatives. 
members of the American Civil 
Liberties Un.ion. and psycholo-
gists to discuss what is current• 
ly going on with the govern-
ment. The forum would bring 
about dialogued solutions that 
would cater to academics. com-
munity. and nationwide ramifi-
cations:· 
Dean Dates recalled when she 
addressed the idea of the Cen-
ter to Dr. Alice Bonner. 
See CENTER, A5 
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WantA 
Challenge? 
Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force 
Officer Training School. There you \-Viii become a comm1ss1oned 
ott,cer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enJoy great pay, 
con,plete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year, 
www.airforce.com 
plus the opportunity to travel and 
see the world. To discover how h•gh 
a career in the Air Force can take 
you, call 1-800-423-USAF. or visit 
our website at www airforce con, 
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10-17.5 hours per week 
flexible Schedules Available 
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of Wasl1i11gton, D.C.'s, 11e1vest, 111ost exciti11g cultural landniark 
(" 
Tlze "HUB" o tl1e A rica11-A1nerica11 C11ltural- Ex erience 
. . 
RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY 
2225 Geor ia Ave. N. W. Washin ton D.C. 
Friday, September 24, 1999 
2 p.m. 
Join us for a Grand Opening week of books and fun! 
(Free parking across the street fron1 the Bookstore ·weekda~ s after 5 p.n1. and all \\ eekends!) 
Saturday, Septen1ber 25 • l 0:30 a.n1. 
Find out about the "games people play" when Dr. Calvin Sinnette (Class of '49) ,ign, copic, of his 
boo~. Forbidden Fairways: African Americans and the Game of Golf. Euler our free raffle and you 
could ll'in a Toshiba VCR! 
/)r ( 'ah in \111111"/lt I '491, '•'P'· !5 
Sunday, September 26 • 1 :00 p.n1. 
Sounds like Sunday! Enjo) the ,oul-stirring harmonic-., of a Vnivcrsit) Gospel Quartet as: ou 
fellowship with Rankin i\,lemorial Chapel speaker, Rev. Dr. Frederick Haynes. 
i\,londay, Septcn1ber 27 • 6 p.m. 
Get down to business with Howard University Trustee Earl G. Graves, Sr., puhli,hcr and CEO of 
1111b1nt,r, l.'11rt<i. Grn,n ,,., .\,·p1.11 Black Enterprise, as he signs copies of hi~ book. How to Succeed in Business i\'ithoul Being H'hile. 
11//1 R·Y~,J fl/\ '"Cafr 96, .. 'irpt.18 
I 
Enter our drawing and you could win a laptop computer! 
Tuesday, Septenll>er 28 • Noon 
Hot Tunes on Tuesday! Grab a bile in our Cyber Cafe and place )Otir musical lunch order lire with 
\VHUR's "Cafe 96,, hostess, Triscina Grey! Enter our drawings and you could win a copy of 
Microsoft Publisher 2000 or a copy of Bookshelf 2000! 
Wednesday, Septeinber 29 • 6 p.m. 
Calling all kids! Bring your children to story hour with one of the cit) 's favorite mo1ns, the ~tayor,s 
1nother, Virginia Hayes Williams! Free gifts for all young n1aders ! 
\IT\. \1f11inia II. \\illia,m, \l'pl. lY Thursday, September 30. 7:30 a.nl. 
II rr<:.f'ox 5 \lomi11K \e• 1, \cpl . . 1/J 
"\Vake Up, \Vashington!" Get your morning coffee and join \VTTG's FOX 5 ~lorning News tean1 
live at the "HUB!" Enter our drawings and you could win one of three great prizes: a laptop 
computer, a printer or a copy of Microsoft Office 2000! 
Find out what's happening al the "HUB!" Call 202-238-26./0 or 11isil our web site al www.Howard.edu. 
J 
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Delaney Takes Helm 
Race, Media Center 
of 
From CENTER. A3 
"I remember her bursting in10 tears. 
She said tha1 she had been thinking 
about the Center being at Howard for 
so long and it fell so right.'' said 
Dates. 
At the time, Bonner was still work-
ing on her doctorate a1 the Universi-
ty of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. In 
1997, Bonner, a Nieman Fellow, 
Howard University journalism grad-
uate, veteran journalist. and former 
director of journalism education for 
the Freedom Forum, became the 
Center's founding director. Dates said 
Bonner will not be returning 10 
Howard because she has chosen to 
concentrate on other projects. How- an undergraduate course for journal-
ever. Bonner is still a member of the 
Board. 
The Center for the Study of Race 
and Media will be comprised of five 
main components. The first compo-
nent will be the competitive process 
of selecting six distinguished jour-
nalists. These chosen fellows will 
design a program of study and will be 
required to publish one scholarly 
journalistic work based on their study 
and research. 
Second, the Center will conduct a 
national search for a scholar with 
expertise in the areas of history, cul-
ture. or political science as it relates 
to media. The selected professor will 
offer seminars on these issues. leach 
ism students, and will be invited to 
present lectures to the entire Howard 
community and to the public. Third, 
1he Center will provide race and 
media symposia and conferences 
with subject matter pertaining 10 the 
mission of expanding the national 
consciousness on issues of race as 
portrayed in the media. Fourth, the 
Center will publish a journal dealing 
with race and media. 
The last component is lhc Center 
Awards. Center Fellows will have the 
opportunity 10 nominate journalistic 
colleagues who have demonstrated 
extraordinary commitment to accu-
rate and insightful reporting issues 
involving race. 
Revitalization, Watt Upgrade Under-
way at Student-Run Radio Station 
By CulU~'TOPHt;R WtNOHAM 
HiUtop Staff Writer 
and personalities from WHBC will be 
on hand. They will be giving away 
tickets and prizes for those in atten-
dance. 
The event will provide a chance to 
mix and mingle with current students. 
faculty, staff. and alumni. 
requests for new equipment for 1he 
current studio of WHBC. 
Requests aren't always granted. In 
the pasl, WHBC put in a request for 
money and was denied by lhe Uni-
versity. 
"WHBC needs more financial sup-
porl from the University," said Fred-
dy Harris. Jr .. program director for 
WHBC. "With bigger and betrer 
Phoco By Troy Ti<u<I 
",tudml ~><U hi, teeth d<aned at the IIO\\ard School o( Dl-nthll'). Som• fe-an'<I th< rr .. ,. .... ~ MOid end. 
Howard Denies Rumor of Cuts in Student Dental Plans 
By Kf;Lt .t D. EsTt:RS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Rumors that have been circulating about a cut in 
Howard >1uden1,· dental plans are false. the admin-
i,tmtion confirmed this week. 
Leonard Williams. director of Risk Estate and 
Asset Management. said thal he does not know why 
the rumors started. 
'The same coverage is in effect from last year.'' he 
said. 
The insurance plan for this year took effect Aug. 
I. Students are still entitled to the ;amc benefits as 
last year. 
The dental insurance has allowances for oral diag-
nosis, radiology. emergency scrvkes. dental hygiene. 
edodon1ics, oral surger): restoration. and peridontics. 
There was some talk about changing 1he plan at the 
end of last year. but officials decided to keep it the 
same. said Larry Lowe. the >tudent insumnce rep-
resentative. 
Vernon Woelke of Mega Life. the student insurance 
provider. did not return The Hilltop's phone c.ills. 
Despite the University's insistence. however, some 
students and dentnl personnel are still under the 
impression that students' dental coverage is in jeop-
ardy. 
Anita Hackett. a senior dental hygiene student. said 
that she heard the rumor and if >tudents· dental insur-
ance were to be cut it would definitely effect her case 
loads. 
..We will do anybody. but we definitely depend on 
students," Hackett said. "A lot ofourclicnts are stu-
dents." 
To receive dental treatment. students must be 
referred by lhe Univer.;ity Health Center to the out-
patient clinic of the Howard University College of 
Dentistry. 
Students are only eligible for 1he allowance stipu-
lated in the Schedule of Dental Allowance. 
The Howard University Student 
Association will host a celebration 
for WHBC 830 AM today from 6 10 
10 p.m. on the Blackburn Thrrace. 
The evenl is to recognize WHBC for 
the revitalization of the station and a 
20-watt upgrade of power that will be 
occur in upcoming months. 
Several problem areas of WHBC 
had to be fixed in order for the station 
to be revitalized correctly. The signal 
is bad or non-existent in on- and off-
campus dormitories. The equipment 
in the studio has remained the same 
since the station opened back in 1974. 
equipment and a better signal. the '-------------------------------------------' 
"It's a coming out event," said event 
coordinator Nikita Adams. "We want 
everyone to know that WHBC is alive 
and well." 
In addition to the celebration, 
exhibitors will be on hand in the 
Blackburn Ballroom from Motown, 
Atlantic, and Arista Records to 
answer questions and promote 
upcoming artists. Several student 
organizations, including "Spotlight," 
a student-produced show that airs on 
WHUT-TV, will be in attendance. 
On the Blackburn 1errace. a live DJ 
CRIME 
is down. But it does foster a false 
sense of security since a large num-
ber of robberies and burglaries occur 
between sa1elli1e dormitories and the 
main campus where Campus Police 
don't have jurisdiction." said Darius 
Smith, a freshman music education 
major. 
Though the annual listings are a 
help, there is a need to provide more 
campus crime information on a more 
timely basis. Hoosen said. 
"That's important because such 
information can be used as a 1001 for 
s1udents in crime prevention and it 
FAMU 
auditorium. warning him to leave 
the building. The device, which could 
have been deadly had it not mal-
functioned, caused minor damage. 
"We don't know if 1he [Perry 
Paige) bomb looks like the one in Lee 
Hall." Jackson said at press time. 
Although lhere were a number of 
people around the bomb scene, he 
said police had no suspec1s and 
received no phone tips. 
Thking it to heart 
Several faculty members of lhe Col-
lege of Engineering Sciences, Thch-
nology and Agriculture were in their 
offices at the time of the Perry Paige 
blast. One administrator said she not 
only heard but felt the explosion. 
"AU I know is it jarred in here." said 
Gilda Johnson, assistant to the dean 
of CESTA, pointing to her heart. 
As smoke began to seep from the 
restroom to doors down from her 
office, Johnson noticed Cunningjlarn. 
At the time of the blast in Perry 
Paige. many students were on the 
Set, the social epicenter of campus, 
attending the Student Government 
Association-sponsored Clubs and 
Organizations Fair. 
"A man came out and told the 
gospel choir to 1urn the music off 
because there was a bomb," said Wnl-
ter Brown, 18, a freshman psycholo-
gy student from Daytona Beach. 
"'Then a guy on rhe mike told every-
one to leave, but they didn't believe 
him at first." Because the master of 
ceremonies had been joking with the 
crowd, many students did not take his 
Senior Jonathan Norris, general 
manager of WHBC, led the campaign 
to revitalize the station. Some steps 
toward revitalization were taken when 
WHBC put in a request to the Uni-
versity to have two new studios built. 
One of the new s1udios is 10 be buih 
down the hall from WHBC's current 
location in the basement of the CB 
Powell Building. 
Station execut ives also put in 
can also show students how best to 
deal with these incidents in the 
future," she said. Hoosen added that 
talks are underway to sci up a cam-
pus crime symposium. 
Most colleges and universities have 
a dail> police log or blouer that 
chronologically describes all reports 
of campus crime. "usually including 
the time, date, locarion and general 
description of the incident," accord-
ing to the Student Press Law Center, 
based in Arlington, Va. Though such 
documents are provided to Universi-
ty officials. a daily log that students 
can access at police headquarters 
does not exist, according to research 
done by The Hilltcp. 
early warnings seriously. Eventually. 
they realized he was telling the truth. 
A threat to Foote-Hilyer 
The FAMU Police Department was 
accompanied on the scene by the 
Florida Department of Law Enforce-
ment, the FBI. and the Leon County 
Fire Department and Bureau of Alco-
hol. Tobacco and Firearms. FAMU 
President Frederick S. Humphries 
was in Washington, D.C .• at the time 
of the explosion. He was due back in 
town Wednesday evening. 
By noon, the Foster-Tonner, Gener-
al Classroom, Architecture, Jackson-
Davis and Student Union buildings 
were evacuated. 
Jackson said someone called 
FAMUPD around I p.m. saying there 
was another bomb in the Foote-Hily-
er Administration Building. Though 
no explosive device was found, uni-
versity officials decided to cancel all 
classes at 3 p.m. Three dorms near 
the bomb site were evacuated until 
5:30p.m. 
The entire incident left many stu-
dents seeking information and won-
dering out loud about campus safety. 
Their reactions ran 1he gamut from 
anger to fear to comic relief. 
One student said with a laugjl. 'The 
HBCU bomber strikes again." 
K,lly Harmon, Cassie Smirlt and 
Marlon A. \\biker co11rrib111ed ro 
this story. For more abo111 rhe 
FAMU bcmbi11gs go ro 
wwwthefamuan.com. 
sound quality will improve" 
In an effort 10 achieve a better sig-
nal. WHBC is planning a 20-watt 
upgrade of power that will be heard 
throughout the campus. 
However. students who tune in to 
WHBC in recent weeks expec1ing a 
better signal mighl be disappointed. 
According to Jonathan Norris. the 
upgrade could be a lengthy process. 
"In the process of upgrading rhe 
system. a transmitter repon mu>t be 
done to tell us what', wrong with the 
system." ,aid Norris "The next step" 
to fix the problem, and 1hat take, 
time." 
Currently, the be,1 places to hear 
WHBC 830 AM arc Drew Hall, 
Meridian Hill Hall. Carver Hall, and 
the CB Powell Building. 
Until 1he signal is fixed, WHBC 
will continue to operate seven days a 
week. from IO a.m. to 12 midnight. 
WHBC will continue to be a stu-
dent-run radio station wi1h a formal 
of hip-hop. jazz. talk. and new,. 
"WHBC is Howard', personal 
vibe." s.tid Nikita Ac.lams. 
On air pe"onalities represent dif-
ferent school, at Howard. Some per-
sonalities are business majo"· some 
are fine arrs major.;. Most of the per-
sonalities are from the School of 
Communications. 
'They come to sharpen their skills. 
have fun. and give back to Howard." 
,aid Adams. 
One of the more popular shows 
aired on WHBC is hosted by Top 
Dog. Sky and IM. The show airs 
Tuesday, and Thursdays from 4 to 6 
p.m The show discusses a variety of 
topics from hair weaves to "What 
women were to nightclub,." One of 
the funniest segments on the show 
asked the question: ''Why when Juve-
nile's 'Back Thai Thing Up' is played 
in the club. females don't want to 
·back that thing up'T The show 
mised eyebrows and prompted many 
listeners to call in with opinions. 
From Page One 
BOOKSTORE 
" I could hardly tell it was Howard:· 
Holmes said. "It's really nice:· 
Holmes said that she liked the new 
shelving system and found her book 
with ease. 
Many students took a liking to the 
new Cyber Cafe. 
"I am really excited about the cafe:· 
said Megan Livingston. junior Eng-
lish major. 
Director of Bookstore Systems 
Antwan Clinton said that this week 
will be packed with special events 
and promorions. The celebration will 
kick off with a ribbon cutting cere-
mony today. 
Dr. Calvin Sinnette will be in the 
store on Saturday to sign copies of his 
book, "Forbidden Fairways: African 
Americans and the Game of Golf." 
and a VCR will be rafned off. 
On Sunday, the Rankin Memorial 
Chapel speaker. the Rev. Dr. Freder-
ick Haynes, will hold fellowship in 
the bookstore while a University 
Gospel Quartet fills the air with har-
monies. 
On Monday, Howard University 
Trustee Earl G. Graves, Sr .. publish-
er and CEO of Black Enrerprise, will 
sign copies of his book. "How 10 
Succeed in Business Wi1hou1 Being 
White." Also. there will be a drawing 
for a laptop computer. 
A live broadcast from the Cybcr 
Cafe with WHUR's Triscina Grey 
will take place on Tuesday along with 
drawings for compurer software. 
The mayor's mother, Virginia Hayes 
Williams. will be in the store on 
Wednesday to read to young chil-
dren. Free gifts will be given to young 
readers. 
Thursday morning, wake up to 
WTl'G's FOX 5 morning news team 
live at the ·'HUB." 
"Howard University Bookstore is 
unique," said University President 
H. Patrick Swygert. "Unlike other 
bookstores. ours draws on the Uni-
,-ersity's 132-year-old legacy. Howard 
has always been a hub for African-
American artb1s and intellectual:· 
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New Train Station 
Brings Excitement to 
Columbia Heights 
BY ALON WASHINGTON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Tears of joy rolled down the face of 
Fayett Williams. For IO years she has 
relied on family and friends to trans-
port her children to and from school 
every day. On Saturday, her troubles 
were over. Williams, along with hun-
dreds of other Columbia Heights res-
idents, joyfully watched as the new 
Columbia Heights metro station 
opened. 
"The new station is absolutely won-
derful. My kids are even excited 
about it. I can't afford a car and it 
wasn't fair that we didn't have a Metro 
station over here. Now my children 
and I have a safe means of trans-
portation," Williams said. 
The station, located at 14th and Irv-
ing streets, NW, expects to add 4,000 
passengers daily to the Metro system. 
"We feel that it's time for construc-
tion. It's a new day for Columbia 
Heights," said Jose Nunez of the D.C. 
Redevelopment Land Agency. Nunez 
feels that the new station will add to 
the general improvement of the area 
as well as provide more jobs for res-
idents. 
The Advisory Neighborhood Com-
mission is elated to finally witness 
the $643 million project completed, 
but is still angry about the construc-
tion delays. The construction began 
in 1994 and was supposed to be com-
pleted two years later. Engineering 
problems prolonged the project. 
"I'm just happy to see that the city 
really cares. I have no complaints 
whatsoever," said Tony Foster, 58, 
who is a Columbia Heights native. 
Foster said the area has not seen any 
productivity since the 1968 riots. 
The D.C. Redevelopment Agency, 
responsible for the redevelopment,of 
several sites, has big plans for the 
area. In addition to the Metro station, 
Columbia Heights will see a new 
Giant Inc. supermarket, movie 
screens, retail stores, and a residen-
tial component. The entire exterior 
and the lobby of the historic Tivoli 
Theater will be restored and used for 
commercial purposes. The actual 
construction will begin in 12 to 18 
months and is expected to be com-
pleted in two years. 
Some people in the neighborhood 
have concerns over development 
plans for the area. Many residents 
spent Saturday protesting at the 
Metro station grand opening. Their 
protest follows another demonstra-
tion at a neighborhood picnic with the 
mayor on Sept. 12. 
Their protests follow discrepancies 
in the manner in which the develop-
ers of the majority black and His-
panic area were chosen. The Horning 
Brother's firm of Washington, D.C., 
and Grid Properties have been select-
ed as the major developers of the 
area. 
Metro gave free tickets for rides on 
the new Green Line in recognition of 
the completion of the original subway 
plan for central Washington. 
"This is definitely a milestone. We 
are very pleased to be a part of the 
development. It is happening and it 
will be done," said Nunez. 
Program Introduces 
Kids to College, Careers 
BY MARK HARRIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The College for Kids program 
kicked off its second year in the 
Washington, D.C. area at WJLA-TV, 
as twenty nine- to 12-year-olds 
received a first-hand look at the 
inside workings of a television news 
program, and news anchor Derek 
McGinty shared his experiences with 
the children. · 
The nine-week program, based on 
Howard's campus, is designed to 
expose young children to the options 
that they have after graduating. "Nine 
years old isn't too young, and twelve 
years isn't too old," said national 
director Janelle Thompson. "Before 
they get to 14 or 15, we want them to 
get used to the idea not of, )\m I 
going to college?' but of 'What will 
I do in college?"' Each week, the stu-
dents are exposed to a different career 
field, such as communications, busi-
ness, law, technology, and medicine. 
In its first year, the program was 
mostly in a classroom setting. 
Thompson believes that a hands on 
approach is more effective. Thus, this 
year, in addition to WJLA-TV, the stu-
dents will visit a police station, con-
duct a mock trial at the courthouse, 
visit the Capitol, and take a tour of 
Howard University Hospital. 
The National Political Congress of 
Black Women started College for 
Kids in March of 1994 at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. In 1998, the 
national director of the NPCBW, C. 
Delores Tucker, obtained national 
sponsorship from Toys 'R Us. That 
same year, the program expanded to 
Washington, D.C., Akron, Ohio, 
Newark, N.J ., Richmond, Va., and 
Baltimore, Md. According to 
Thompson, proposals for grants are 
D.C. Healthy Families Sunday 
Churches across the city focused 
eir services Sunday toward aware-
ess of heath insurance for children. 
. C. Healthy Families, a free health 
nsurance program, provides health 
are to families living in the district 
ith low to moderate incomes. 
ayor Anthony Williams declared 
he day ''D.C. Healthy Families Sun-
ay" in hopes that the religious com-
unity would be able to participate 
· alerting families to the need for 
ealtb insurance for children and par-
nts through religious services and 
nrollment drives. 
HU Receives Community 
mprovement Grant 
Howard University received a 
going out in October this year so that 
the program can gain more sponsor-
ship and expand further. 
McGinty's tour started with a look 
at the newsroom. The children were 
most interested in the studio where 
newscasts originate. Parents mar-
veled at how makeshift the studio 
looked, while the children got a 
chance to sit in the anchor chair, 
examine the cameras, and touch the 
weather station. McGinty was more 
than happy to conduct the tour. "I like 
any time I am working with the chil-
dren," he said. 
Earnestine Reese has two children 
currently in the College for Kids pro-
gram, and had a daughter go through 
it last year. "It was a great opportuni-
ty to explore different careers," she 
said. She added that her daughter has 
more self-esteem since starting the 
program, and that she told people at 
church and at work about the program. 
Kevin Jackson, 12, enjoyed the visit 
to WJLA. "I liked how they showed 
us how the people in the studio heard 
stuff from the producers without the 
audience knowing," he said. Jasmine 
Pope, 11, added that the program 
was not only educational but enjoy-
able. "It's a great way to meet new 
people," she said. 
Currently, students only attend the 
program for one session, but Janelle 
Thompson has hopes for expanding 
the program. "We would like to cre-
ate a College for Kids II as well as a 
College for Teens," 1'hompson said. 
She also hopes to increase the num-
ber of participants. About 40 kids are 
in attendance at the session this year. 
"A representative from the school 
system was at our orientation, and 
next year we want to have as many as 
two or three hundred children in Col-
lege for Kids," said Thompson. 
$150,000CommunityOutreacbPart 
nership Centers I'rogram New Direc 
lions grant to ftmd working relation 
ships with community base 
organizations in the University area . 
A previous grant in 1996 enable 
improvements on Georgia Avenue. 
This grant will allow for further com 
munity involvement in the Shaw, 
LeDroit, Edgewood, Eckington, 
Pleasant Plains, Bloomington and Pet 
worth neighborhoods. Some of 'lb 
programs the University will pursu 
are: health lifestyle programs in 
nearby honsing project, communi 
workshops on fair lending practices, 
and a microloan program to suppor 
economic development along 
Street. The grant was part of $7. 
million Housing and Urban Develop 
ment program to help colleges <level 
op nearby low-income neighbor 
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Photo By Howard Brown 
Students from Casa Del Pueblo Community Center have shared a piece of their wor.ld 
through artwork in the Columbia Heights neighborhood .. 
Students Show Love For 
Multi-cultural Community 
Through Artwork 
By LYNN SIMMONDS 
Nation & World Editor 
Students from Casa Del Pueblo 
Community Center have shared a 
piece of their world through artwork 
in the Columbia Heights neighbor-
hood. The mural that is permanently 
placed in the Columbia Heights 
Metro station is the product of two 
years of work by 12 to 18 year-old-
artists. "Woven Identities" is the a 
collection of graffiti art with tag 
names, faces of people in the com-
munity, and a large image of Rigob-
erta Menchu, a Mayan humanitarian 
from Guatemala. Menchu, the 1992 
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize and 
a human rights activist, is well known 
in the Hispanic community. 
The I 4 students who worked on 
the program are from diverse back-
grounds; they are Latin American, 
African American, African, South-
east Asian, and European American. 
The idea for the large-scale project 
was conceived under the supervision 
of Megan Walsh, an architect from 
Bethesda, Md. Walsh welcomed 
"anyone that came and was commit-
ted to the project," she said. Most stu-
dents attended Lincoln Middle 
School, Bell Multicultural High and 
other area schools. 
'The program gives kids something 
to do and take pride in," said Walsh. 
In the first few stages of the project, 
Walsh asked the kids to do sketches 
of buildings and people. Instead of 
coming back with what she asked, 
she said they returned with their tag 
names written in many different 
ways. Then they took her to a railroad 
tunnel covered in graffiti. "I knew 
then we really had to do something 
with it," she said. 
The two years spent on the mural 
were important to Anousorn Phom-
savath, now a 20-year-old student 
studying culinary arts at Johnson and 
Wales University. "This is something 
I'm proud of, the mural and the new 
Metro system," said Phomsavath. 
Funding for the mural came from 
the Initiative to Strengthen Neigh-
borhood Intergroup Assets. Walsh is 
pleased that the students surpassed 
Metro's expectations for the project 
because the work came from such a 
young group. "Our main goal was to 
put it in Metro where many could see 
it. Many people were already inter-
ested in the mural," she said. 
BY APRIL DAVIS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Metro has recently introduced new 
ways to accommodate people who 
utilize the metrorail and bus sys-
tems. Metro committee members 
and D.C. city officials are address-
ing the issue of extending hours and 
have added new routes. 
"We no longer have a city that 
gets off work at 5 p.m. or works in 
specific areas," said Jim Graham, a 
D.C. council member. "We have a 
diverse city." 
Metro extended routes to Colum-
bia Heights and Georgia Avenue 
stations last Saturday. The city is 
currently awaiting a decision that 
would extend hours of operation 
from midnight until 2 a.m. on Sat-
urdays and Sundays. 
Graham, along with many metro-
politan residents, feels that the 
extension of Metro is a wonderful 
idea. "I am glad they are extending 
the routes and the times," said 
Yolanda Tracey, a retail store man-
ager at White Flint mall. "I nor-
mally travel Metro, but during hol-
idays and shipments I have to make 
other arrangements because the last 
train stops at midnight." 
Metro has the earliest closing time 
among the nation's leading transit 
systems. According to Metro, 
extending the hours would generate 
7,200 more trips, which would 
increase revenue to cover the expan-
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sion costs. "The final decision to 
increase the hours will not increase 
fares," said Metro spokeswoman • 
Cheryl Johnson. "Riders will still 
pay non-peak fares and it will be . 
beneficial to businesses and pas-
sengers as well." 
The new extended bus routes are 
also a part of Metro's new expan-
sion. "We love encouraging people 
to ride Metro and we are trying to 
make it more convenient to sched-
ules and places," Johnson said. 
To promote bus routes to Columbia 
Heights and Georgia Avenue stations, 
passengers can ride free on new 
Routes 98, 99, H5, H7, and shortened 
routes 60, 62, 64, and 73 until Oct. 2. 
Although excited about the expan-
sion and convenient times, residents 
were still concerned with safety. 
"I live in the Columbia Heights 
area and I travel Metro frequently; 
however, I am concerned with safety 
after the midnight hours," said Shani-
ta Young, a Northwest resident. 
Metro has said that safety and 
communications features will con-
tinue to be enforced. Hot lines to 
transit police and the fire depart-
ment will be readily available. Pas-
sengers will continue to have access 
to a station manager as well as mon-
itoring of all stations, elevators, and 
some parking lots. 
"It's time to broaden service to all 
riders," said Carlos Edmund, a South-
east resident. "Times and routes 
should accommodate those who 
work and utilize Metro the most." 
To Write For The City 
Call Saba @ 806.6866 
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NATION& W<JI n 
Clinton Approves Gun Buyback 
By LYNN SIMMONDS 
Nation & World Editor 
President Clinton has approved a $15 
million gun buyback program to reduce 
the number of guns on America's streets. 
This announcement follows the success of 
the District of Columbia ·s two day gun 
gather 300,000 guns. Most of the gun col-
lections will occur near public housing pro-
jects in the cities. 
show and the spotlight of the news media 
circus. and nothing about enforcing exist-
ing federal laws to take armed criminals, 
one by one. off the streets of America. And 
when the circus of nonsense is over, Bill 
Clinton and Al Gore would leave the lions 
uncaged 10 prey upon the audience of 
American citizens." 
muionwidc. 
Those who find fault with the gun buyback 
program say that potential crime victims are 
left helpless without a gun 10 defend them-
selves, that those who are giving up their 
guns are those least likely to commit a 
crime, and 1hat cheaply made firearms are 
being stolen or purchased simply 10 be 
turned in for the cash incentive. 
_______________ __. buyback in August. About 2.300 guns 
"I don't know if I think that it would be 
effective in cutting down on gun violence, 
looking at where the recent gun violence has 
been: the suburbs," said Giovanna Thylor. a 
senior legal communications major. 
''Although I like the program. I don'I know 
if it will be getting to 1he problem." 1hylor 
feels gun violence is a nationwide problem, 
so collections should not take place solely 
in major cities, and that Clinton needs to 
give support to current gun laws. 
LaPierresaid the$15 million would be bet-
ter spent on "Project Exile." According to 
Bill Powers in the NR/\s office of Public 
Relations. "Project Exile" is the full enforce-
ment of existing gun laws in a state. It also 
stresses that if any convicted felon is found 
in possession of a firearm, a five-year sen-
tence should be imposed. 
"Any step or approach that reduces the 
number of guns is a step in the right 
direction. This [gun buyback program) is 
one of many steps in a multi-faceted 
approach," said Dr. Charles Harris, pro-
fessor of political science. "I think strong 
legislation is probably the most effective 
form of gun control but the gun buyback 
will contribute 10 the reduction of gun 
violence." 
News From Around The World 
,------------------, 
Chavez Proposes 
New Constitution 
CARACAS, Venezuela- President Hugo 
Chavez proposed the creation of a new Venezue-
lan constitution in August, and the idea is still 
under debate. One of Chavez's ideas was to 
change the name of the country 10 Bolivarian 
Republic of Venezuela, after his idol, South 
American hero Simon Bolivar. Assembly mem-
bers rejected the proposal because expensive 
changes such as reprinting money and altering 
textbooks and documents would have to be made. 
Over90perceot oftbe 131-member assembly arc 
Chavez supporters who won assembly seats in 
July. Opponents. such as assembly member Jorge 
Olavarria, worry the paratrooper president will 
increase the presidential term to six years with 
an opportunity for immediate re-election. The 
current term is five years and the candidate can-
not run again for one decade. Another worry is 
that military soldiers will be allowed to vote. 
Olavarria said Chavez's 70 percent approval rat-
ing is the result of fear. Chavez and President 
Clinton will meet to discuss the reform plans. 
Caribbean Leaders Plan 
New High Court 
GEORGETOWN. Guyana- Caribbean Com-
munity Leaders will meet to sign initial paper-
work to start a Caribbean Court of Justice on Oct. 
27 in Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. The leaders want 
to replace Privy Council, 1hc highest court for 
most former and current British colonies. due to 
a lengthy appeal process and restrictions on 
enforcing the death penalty. In 1993, the Privy 
Council ruled in favor of a five-year deadline for 
death sentences. If a criminal was not pul to death 
within the allocated time. the sentence would be 
replaced with a life imprisonment sentence to 
avoid what i~ considered cruel and unusual pun• 
isbnent. 
The new court would be located in Trinidad, but 
supported by Barbados, Jamaica and Guyana. 
Some members of the Organization of Eastern 
Caribbean S!lltes may also join. 
Indian Elections Fuel Vio-
lence 
ANDRA PRADESH, Indio- Four policemen 
were killed by a landmine Sept. 20, one day after 
Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee ordered 
tighter security during elections. The officers 
died while looking for landmines in 1he southern 
state of Andra Pradesh. The Peoples War Group, 
a Maoist-Leninist group that opposes the elec-
tion campaign, is suspected of planting the land-
mine. 
In the northeastern stale of Assam, Vajpayce's 
Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party is the 
country's ruling coalition. A candidate of that 
party, Pannnlal Oswal, and two campaign work-
ers were ambushed. O;wal was kidnapped. and 
the assailants, from the Separatists, demanded 
50 million rupees ($1.2 million) as ransom. 
The United LiberaliQn Front of Asom, which 
wants an independent homeland, is pushing for 
a boycott of the elections. The group threatens 
violence if !he Oct. 3 voting takes place. 
More Displaced People, 
Food and Shelter Shortages 
LUANDA, Angola- An additional 40,000 dis-
placed people entering the city of Kuito has 
caused a strain on resources. Governor Luis dos 
Santos said there is a food shortage and too few 
tents for shelter. Shelter is especially important 
now, as la1e September marks the start of lower 
temperatures and more rain. The go,-ernment and 
UNITA. 1he National Union for Total Indepen-
dence of Angola. are engaged in a civil war. 
59 Soldiers Sentenced to 
Death for Treasou 
LUSAKA, Zambia- Fifty-nine soldiers con-
victed of treason were sentenced to be hanged by 
Judge Japhet Banda of Lusaka High Court. One 
was sentenced to 21 years of hard labor for hav-
ing knowledge of but not participating in the 
planned coup. Eight others were acquitted. On 
Oct. 28, 1997. the junior military officers 
stormed the state's broadcast center and 
announced a military takeover on state radio. 
President Frederick Chiluba shattered the 
attempted coup. The death penalty is the manda-
tory punishment for treason. 
Compiled by Lynn Simmonds from Associated 
Prt!ss reports 
were turned in by District residents to the 
metropolitan police department in 
exchange for $ I 00 per firearm. Clinton 
said every gun turned in would be one less 
possible tragedy. 
The federally funded program will allow 
$500,000 for each participating police 
department. Guns will be purchased from 
citizens for $50 each. After collection, all 
stolen guns will be returned to their owners, 
and the remaining firearms will be 
destroyed. The aim of the program is to 
Jo-Ann Enwezor, a senior public relations 
major, said the buyback program is a won-
derful idea. "Now that legislation is not work-
ing, I think it will be successful," she said. 
However, not everyone is praising the gun 
buyback program. National Rifle Associa-
tion (NRA) Executive Vice President 
Wayne LaPicrre said. "It's all about the 
This effort began about two years ago in 
Richmond, Va. Since then. Rochester. N. Y .. 
and a handful of other cities have followed 
in the footsteps of Richmond. Powers said 
the NRA is urging Congress to appropriate 
at least $50 million to enforce the program 
About SI million of the SI 5 million will 
• be dedica1ed to researching the effecti,-encss 
of gun buyback programs on gun violence. 
U.N. to Seek Extension of Mission in Haiti 
Bv RANOY SHORT 
Special Projects Editor 
Assuming Haitian President Rene Preval 
requests the new mission. which is likely, ii 
is expected to be formalized by the Gener-
al Assembly sometime after its annual ses-
sion opens Sept. 20. 
United Nations troops and peace-keeping 
forces from the United States have been in 
Haiti since 1994. The delicate political sit-
uation has many experts worried. Haiti's 
very fragile economic status is paired with 
a potentially explosive political culture. 
The United Nations' presence likely will 
aid the reconstruction of Haitian society. ln 
spite of fi,·e years of democracy, Haiti's 
sociopolitical and economic affairs are in 
ruins. Haun1ed by a legacy of severe social 
and political upheavals, the beginnings of 
economic recovery are expected to take 
decades. These problems are compounded 
by class tensions, universal poverty. eco-
logical devastation, and a high population 
growth rate. 
Haiti is the Western hemisphere's poorest 
country, with a per capita GDP of USS330 
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and an unemployment rate of 70 percent. 
Haili has the lowest school enrollment and 
literacy rates (around 50 percent} in the 
hemisphere. Epidemics of measles. menin-
gitis. rabies. and anlhr,l)( arc common: tuber-
culosis is widespread and malnutrition is a 
major cause of illness. The population is 
growing at 2 percent a year. which means 
that there could be 20 million Haitians by 
2040. 
Haiti's infrastructure is in total disrepair. 
Less than 20 percenl of Haiti's road~ arc 
paved. The main port is heavily congested, 
poorly managed, and has antiquated equip-
ment. Only eight out of every 1,000 people 
have phones. Power supply is concentrated 
in the capital and limited 10 a few hours per 
day. There is a severe water supply defi-
ciency and no sewerage system. 
lwo-1hirds of Haiti's labor force lives in 
rural areas. ye1 agriculture contributes 
only one-third of the country's GNP. Agri-
cultural production per capito has fallen 
steadily since the 1970s. Increasmgly. this 
situation forces people to cle:lf the few 
remaining forests, move to the cities. or 
emigrate to the Uni1ed States or Canada. 
Recently. Haiti has become a point for 1he 
transshipment of drugs to the United 
States and face, a dramatic rise in its 
crime rate. 
It is under these Mark circumstances that 
Hai1ians face upcoming elections, where 
violence and social disturbances are likely. 
Howard University Caux Scholar Attends 
Summer Program 
BY VALERIE TIIOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"My work is in education and my area is 
in the inner cities of America. This is what 
led me to the Caux Scholars program," said 
28-year-old education graduate student Ken 
Clayton. Clayton is one of two scholars 
chosen from Howard University to partici-
pate in the program. 
The Caux Scholars is designed to help 
individuals to attain peacemaking skills to 
change the face of the world through sem-
inars and conferences. The >1uden1s who 
participate in the program learn about all 
of the aspects that contribute to conflict 
between individuals. communities, and 
nations. whether the conflict deals wi1h 
religion. ethnicity. or socio-economic fac-
tors. 
The program's main focus is 10 aid in cre-
ating" conflict-free environment. Regard-
less of background. each participant is 
e.xpected to maintain an open mind about 
issues that plague various communities. 
The students create a panel and meet with 
world leaders. The Caux Scholars program 
"helps students learn how to create a glob-
al community," Clayton said. This is the 
eighth year of the program. So far. 136 stu-
dents from 42 countries and 98 universities 
have graduated. 
"There were 22 individuals invited to 
attend the program this summer: lwenty-
one actually attended. and one dropped 
out," said Clayton. There were two stu-
dents chosen from Howard. but Steven B. 
Jones was not able 10 attend. The students 
who participated in the program this sum-
mer were from all walks of life. They 
came from the University of Cambridge 
in England, the University of Miami, Grif-
fith University in Brisbane. Aus1rnlin. and 
Forah Bay College in Sierra Leone. 
among others. 
The s1uden1s were housed at the Mountain 
House in Caux. Switzerland. which over-
looks Lake Geneva. At this ,ite discussions. 
lectures. and peace negotiations were held. 
It was originally used as a house 10 accom-
modate those who fled 10 Switzerland after 
World War II. For months after. the Moun-
lain House was full of people from all over 
Europe. It became a magnet for lenders of 
Post-War Europe, attracting more and more 
dignitaries. Prime ministers. cabinet minis-
ters. and trade union officials visited in 
order to develop the skills needed 10 help 
them settle conflicts among people in their 
own lands. 
"Although the men are not housed in the 
Mountain House. we were there most of the 
days," said Clayton. "The environment was 
full of quite a few elders and everybody 
wanted to meet us. You are constantly 
engaged in conversation." 
Clayton recalls several important members 
of the house. "While working in the kitchen, 
I had the opportunity to meet a king from 
Nigeria," said Clayton. 'These experience 
broaden your mind in terms of being able 
to see things from other's perspec1i,-e." 
Clayton engaged in several discussions 
with the participants in the fellowship. 
These discussions were passionate, cspe-
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ctally for those individuals living in con-
flict at that moment. "I realize how nec-
essary it is 10 resolve conflict because of 
the differences. [This program] really 
takes you to a place where you will fig-
ure out how to resolve challenges," said 
Clayton. 
The Caux Scholars program is open to 
undergraduate students in their third or 
fourth year and graduate students 
Requirements include a high GPA. lead-
ership ability, prior foreign language 
study. community service. and an interest 
in the ethical dimensions of world affairs. 
"I would advise Howard University stu-
dents to get involved in this type of pro-
gram. It is a life-changing experience. 
You will be connected to these i ndividu-
als for life," said Clayton. "We need more 
African Americans involved. especially 
Howard University students.'' 
Clayton is holding a forum in order 10 edu• 
cate others on how to address conflict issues 
in public schools. He is looking for Howard 
Uniyersity students to help him design a 
forum on non-profit education. He is also 
recruiting Caux Scholar, for next summer. 
Clayton can be reached at wellesleyClay-
ton@hotmail.com. 
War in Sudan Claims 1.9 Million Lives, Spurs Slave Trade 
EDITOR'S NOTE: What follows is the 
complete text of an article that original-
ly appeared in theSept. 17 edition of The 
Hilltop. 
BY SIOBHAN Bovo 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Sudan, the largest country in Africa, is the 
home of the longest ongoing civil war in the 
world today. Around I. 9 million people 
have been killed, more than in any other war 
since World War II. Sudan is also home to' 
millions of refugees and what many 
observers say is a burgeoning slave trade. 
More than 50 experts, administrators, fac-
ulty and students gathered Sept. 8 in the 
Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Cen-
ler for a discussion on Sudanese slaves and 
refugees, moderated by the Bunche Center's 
deputy direc1or, George Mitchell. 
Panel members included Roger Winter, 
executive director of the U.S. Committee for 
Refugees, Congressman Donald M. Payne, 
Democrat of New Jersey and an executive 
board member of the Congressional Black 
Caucus. and Dr. Charles Jacobs. president of 
the American Anti-Slavery Group in Boston. 
Jacobs testified to attacks that he said are 
commonplace in the south. 'The soldiers 
surround the village. storm it. capture the 
women and children, then slaughter the 
men." He said the captured women and 
children arc shipped to the north where 
they are sold as slaves in cities such as 
Khartoum. the capital, and Port Sudan. In 
1996, U.N. representative Gaspar Biro 
investigated and confirmed that slavery in 
the Sudan was increasing. 
Government planes also make regular 
passes over the southern landscape. drop-
ping bombs in civilian areas., according to 
Winter. He stressed tha1 'There is no other 
country in the world where a government 
bombs its people so routinely as the coun-
try of Sudan." In November of 1998, one 
such bomb damaged a civilian hospital in 
Yei jusl hours after Winter and USCR del-
ega1es had visited. 
The 15-year civil war has created over 4 
million internally displaced refugees. As 
towns are bombed and burned. those who 
survive seek refuge in other areas of the 
south or the !urger. more modern cities of 
the north. As many as 350.000 Sudanese 
leave the country for protection in neigh-
boring Chad. Ethiopia. Kenya. Eritrea, or 
Uganda. 
The war began in 1983 as relations 
between the historically divided north and 
sou1h, which were complicated by colo-
nialism. began to dcteriora1e. Several mili-
tary coups marked the decade until the cur-
rent president, Omar Hassan Ahmed 
al-Bashir. took power in 1989. He strength-
ened the presence of Shari'a, Islamic law. 
throughout the country. 
Shari'a is the natural religious government 
of the north, which is occupied predomi-
nantly by Arabs and black Muslims. How-
ever, the southern population consists of 
black Africans who practice Roman 
Catholicism or one of many tribal religions. 
Tung Choi Kolnyin. a >1uden1 at the Uni-
,·ersity of the District of Columbia and a 
nath-e of southern Sudan, stressed the impo-
sition the war places on southern residents. 
"We are not agamst Arab traditions or cus-
toms." said Kolnyin. "We arc against the 
wrongdoing of people forcing their beliefs 
on us, enslaving us and killing us." 
Also in attendance were Dr. Ibrahim Sun-
diata. chair of Howard University's History 
Department, and Mr. Keith Jennings of 1he 
National Democratic Institute. Both ques-
tioned the world's, and ~pecially the Unit-
ed States'. response 10 the problems in Sudan. 
Sundiata referred 10 an article from the 
April 19 edition of Time maga:Linc that doc-
umented U.S. involvement in conflicts 
around the world. Although Sudan's death 
1011 was by farthe highest. U.S. intervention 
was limited 10 approximately SI billion in 
food relief compared 10 the deployment of 
U.S. troops in Kosovo. Sundiarn is critical 
of the glaring discrepancy when comparing 
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Howard Student Leaders Discuss Race at Forum 
BY MARK HARRIS 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
In honor of Historically Black Colleges and Universi-
ties Week, twenty Howard students came together at the 
Department of Veterans' Affairs Monday afternoon to 
open a dialogue on race and discuss how race has affect• 
ed and will affect their lives and careers. 
They were each selected by the associate dean of stu-
dents both for their positions of leadership and for their 
potential for leadership in the Howard community. Among 
the attendees were HUSA President Marilyn Hoosen 
and HUSA Vice-President Q. Terah Jackson, Ill, Mr. and 
Miss Howard, Nwaji Jibunoh and Asha May. UGSA 
coordinator Alisa Alston, student trustees Louis Sterling 
and Che' Sayles, Hilltop Editor-in-Chief Aprill 0. Turn-
er, as wellas Homecoming Chair. Rob Hall, and Cam-
pus Pal Chair. Ronnie Hysten. 
Alice E. Bell and Marvin R. Eason of the Department 
of Veteran,• Affairs moderated the,e,sion. It ,tarted with 
Eason asking the students to rate the state of race rela-
tions in the United States on a scale from one to ten. The 
first three student~ gave scores of three to five. Hoosen. 
an international student pursuing a graduate degree in 
African studies, disagreed. 
"I think it's a two," she said. ' 'I've been here for seven 
years, and black people here seem to lack economic and 
political power, which are essential." 
Channing Hawkins.of the Homecoming Steering Com-
mitee shocked the room by rating the state of race relations 
a,~ a seven. He explained that he believed black people had 
plenty of opponunities. but that we have to take advantage 
of them. Others gave lower scores. Jibunoh, a Nigerian 
national. concurred with the other international student in 
rating rncc relations as abysmal. 
A probe into what had shaped the participants· current 
feelings on race prompted a flurry of reminiscences on 
how several student~ had been brought up and the types 
of schools they had attended. Che' Sayles and Djinge 
Lind•,ay, a sophomore Campus Pal, related what it was like 
to attend schools where busing occurred. Several others 
miked about going to predominantly white or predomi-
nantly black schools. 
Eason delved further into the students' personal expe-
riences by asking what had prompted them to come to 
Howard. The split. as seems typical across campus, was 
fifty-fifty between those who had always wanted to go 
to Howard and those who ended up here almost as an 
afterthought due to guidance from a friend or a men-
tor. Steven Walker. a senior Campus Pal, related how his 
pastor had encouraged him to attend. while Ralph 
'fyson and Reggie Adams talked about how rheir dis-
appointment with "majority" institutions had led them 
to the Mecca. 
The final two directed questions gave the participants 
in the forum an opportunity to explain their own person-
al philosophies on how to succeed in life as a black per-
son and to lay out their future plans for how they will 
attempt to "uplift the race:· J. Sharp. a graduate student 
in the School of Law and one of the coordinators of next 
year's HBCU conference. talked about his "Talented 
Tenth for the 21'' Century." while others expressed some-
what more modest goals. There was an intense debate on 
the nature of success and the duty of black people who 
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have the opportunities to gain power and influence. In the 
end. Eason went around the table and found out what each 
student wanted to do to bridge the gap between the races. 
Said Eason ruler the program. "I think that a lot of good 
stuff came our of it. I think that it wa., good for them to 
hear each oth~r·s ideas. We have to start somewhere." 
BUSA President Hoosen added. "I think that it's impor-
tant that we have more healthy dialogues like this to enable 
us to network with each other so that we use the resources 
within our community for the overall uplift of our peo-
ple." 
Association Seeks to Save Students from Bad Credit lrap 
BY KRISTY H INDS 
Business Editor 
Every year mill ions of students across the country are 
bogged down by the stress of a universal subject: Debt 10 I. 
Before most undergraduates have completed their gener-
al education courses they have become very experienced 
phone call screeners. Avoiding creditors is an everyday task 
mastered by college students all over the country. 
When your cash now is low and you just must have that 
latest CD, or maybe it's a hundred-dollar hook for physics, 
applying for a cretlit card seems to be a rational ideal. 
Along with a credit card comes the creditors' theme. "buy 
now. pay later:· While most "starving students" are eager 
to buy now. it is very unlikely that with a minimum wage 
job. or no job at all, they can afford to pay later. 
Unfortunately. when students cannot afford to pay their 
bills, they are stuck with the legacy of bad credit reports 
and interest rates that are continually skyrocketing. Final-
ly there is an association that claims to be dedicated to help-
ing college students get out of debt. The USSA. or The 
United States Student Association. is a group that works 
to increase economic opportunities for college education. 
Currently. one of the most significant issues affecting 
college students is their lack of financial resources. 
USSA:s mission statement says. "We believe that devel-
oping sound personal finance habits early in college will 
benefit students beyond graduation." 
Marketing major Christopher Holbert said. "College cre-
ates the classic ·Catch 22· for its students." He added. 
"finding a job that pays well enough to cover my expens-
es just means that I will have 10 work longer hours, which 
leaves less time for studying. but if I decide not 10 work. 
of course, I have more time for .iudying but there are sti ll 
necessities that I need. and when I'm offered credit card 
after credit card it just seems like a quick fix. It's easy to 
buy things now and figure out how to pay them later:· 
"The quick fix" is exactly the type of money manage-
ment habit that the USSA is trying to get college students 
to avoid. The association recently joined with Master Card 
International. but both claim the merger is purely for edu-
cational purposes and will in no way result in marketing 
credit cards to college students. 'The goaJ of teaming up 
USSA and Master Card is to help students become wise 
users of credit cards," according to the USSA. 
Considering that many college students are in charge of 
their personal finances for the first time. opening check-
ing and credit card accounts is a monumental step toward 
adult life. Such accounts mark the beginning of a student's 
financial history record. which will inevitably display to 
creditors rhe student's level of responsibility. 
The USSA recommends that students access Web sites 
such as www.credittalk.com. or any 01her site that claims 
to aid those with bad credit orno credit ,n personal finan-
cial management. 
U. Louisville Black Students Protest lreatment 
By MICHAEL A. TYNAN 
The Louisville Cardinal 
University of Louisville 
(U-WIRE) LOUISVILLE. Ky. -
Last Friday nearly 250 black Uni-
versity of Louisville students held 
what they called the first of many 
protests against rhe administration 
and faculty. 
The students, most dressed in black, 
gathered within the rotunda of 
Grawmeyer Hall outside President 
John Shumaker's office. 
Protesters said they staged the sit-
in for a variety of reasons. not just as 
a reaction to the Aug. 25 incident in 
which Secret Service agents stormed 
into a meeting of Porter Scholars and 
mistakenly arrested a scholarship stu• 
dent. 
Students have demanded an apolo-
gy from University police and the 
Secret Service over the incident. The 
Secret Service said it has reviewed 
the incident and says no wrongdoing 
took place. 
Ralph Fitzpatrick, assistant to the 
president for minority affairs. said the 
University did send a letter to Porter 
Scholars apologizing for the event. 
but that it was mistakenly sent only 
to freshmen scholar,. The letter was 
sent two day, after the arrest. 
According to University spokesper-
son Denise Fitzpatrick. not only did 
the University send the letter to the 
Porter Scholars - but Vice President 
for Student Affairs Denise Gifford 
contacted the student who was arrest-
ed because "she just wanted him to 
know the University had concerns," 
"The University understands that 
the students are disgruntled and 
upset. and in light of their concerns 
has scheduled two open forums," R. 
Fitzpatrick said. He said the Univer-
sity isn't only concerned about the 
incident that happened, but is con-
cerned to make sure that it does not 
happen again. 
But students involved in the protest 
say their frustrations also stem from 
treatment by the Department of Pub-
lic Safety and the U of L advising 
staff, as well as from what they see 
as the University's failure to hire 
more black professors. 
Currently 60 of U of L ·s 1.432 full-
time professors are black: the Uni-
versity has set a goal of bringing that 
number to 85 by 200 I. 
Shumaker offered to meet with 
Communication Professor Ede Warn-
er over the incident, but Warner and 
another professor declined and the 
protest was held instead. 
"We're protesting against the gen-
eral disrespect of black students at the 
University of Louisville," said Jami-
la Waddell . Junior Pan African Stud-
ies major. "We're fighting for change 
- we want respect.'' 
"We need to see change from the 
treatment by DPS." Hajj Turner. 
junior Pan- African studies major 
and men's basketball forward said. 
"Whenever black students congre-
gate DPS is notified," 
Turner said DPS is also reluctant to 
provide security for on campus events 
sponsored by black students. but will 
do so for white students - in panic-
ular for fraternity parties that take 
place on campus. 
"A fraternity can drag a person 
down the street naked and nothing is 
done. even though there are com-
plaints." Turner said. 
DPS Lt. Tom Fitzgerald said both 
the accusations are not true 
He said when someone reports 
excessive noise. officers are require 
to respond - no matter who i, hav-
ing the party. And officers never go 
out and specifically look for black 
students gathering on campus. 
"I don't know of an incident where 
officers targeted any minority group:· 
Fitzgerald said. 
As far as DPS providing ,ccurity. he 
,aid once guidelines ,et by the Uni-
versity are met, they do their job. 
"I know of no problems," he said. 
"I don't know what they are miking 
about. We get notified thnt such-in-
such activity is taking place (through 
the University Alcohol Policy) and 
take it from there. I'm just not aware 
of any problems - it's new to me." 
For his part, Turner said black ,tu-
dents are advised not to take Pan-
African studies classes. while white 
students are encournged to take Euro-
pean studies courses. 
"It's all a smoke screen by the Uni-
versity faculty and adminimation," 
he said. 
Danielle Herriford. a Junior politi-
cal science and Pan-African studies 
major who helped organize the 
protest. said U ofL isn't as diverse as 
the administration would have people 
believe. 
"We don't feel that (the administra-
tion) is trying to make a diverse cam-
pus." she said. ··1t is a shame that it 
took (the secret service arre;t) inci-
dent to mobilize us- this is the first 
of many incidents that the campus 
can expect to ,ee," 
Indeed. protesters warned others 
on campus rhat they will continue to 
be heard. 
"After today. there's going to be 
hell to pay." Herriford said. 
Bridgette Pregliasco, associate vice 
president for Student Life. said the 
protest fell within University guide-
lines of what a group of students can 
do. 
"Peaceful protests are fine as long 
as University functions are not dis-
rupted." she said. 'The University 
(can set) reasonable time and place 
guidelines · · in this case there wa, 
no need for that." 
The Forums planned by the Uni-
versity will be held on Wednesday 
and Thursday of 1his week. 
Wednesday's open forum will be 
held from 8:30 - 10 a.m. in various 
rooms throughout the SAC - this 
forum will allow students to meet 
with various administrator's m a 
small group setting. 
Thursday's meeting will be in the 
Red Barn from 12 • 2 p.m. and will 
be a large forum meeting. Both Pres-
ident Shumaker nnd Pro\'ost Carol 
Garrison are expected to attend the 
forums. 
Berkeley will punish April ethnic studies protesters 
By Pf;rEK WOODAi.i. 
Daily Californian 
University of California-Berkeley 
(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Cali f. -
University California-Berkeley offi-
cials said Monday the uni,-ersity is 
planning to proceed with formal 
action against students involved in 
April's ethnic studies protests, 
despite the Third World Liberation 
Front's demand that criminal and stu-
dent conduct charges be dropped by 
today. 
In a Sept. 7 letter to UC Berkeley 
Chancellor Robert Berdahl, the Third 
World Liberation Front said all crim-
inal charges .1gainst eight students 
and student conduct charges against 
seven students should be dropped by 
Tuesday's deadline. 
University officials said Tuesday 
that the Office of Student Conduct 
will continue to evaluate the students' 
ac1ions. based on the charges that 
were brought against them. 
"The seven outstanding student 
conduct cases will proceed forward, 
respecting the important principle of 
due process," said Janet Gilmore. a 
UC Berkeley spokesperson. 
Gilmore said that no one could 
comment on the specific universi1y 
student conduct charges because the 
office's proceedings are confidential. 
In addition, Gilmore said the uni-
versity stmed in a Sept. IO letter to the 
Third World Liberation Front that it 
will uphold all terms of an earlier 
agreement designed to end the 
group's hunger strike. Immunity for 
those arrested during last semester's 
protests is not included in the agree-
ment. 
If the group's demands are not met 
today. members plan to hold a rally in 
front of C'llifornia Hall on Thursday 
afternoon. said Chris Zamani. a lib-
eration front member who faces both 
criminal and student conduct 
charges. 
The scheduled rally is intended to 
show the campus and the communi-
ty that the organization is still active 
and that the struggle is not over. said 
group member Cynthia Gomez. one 
of the authors of the letter to Berdahl 
demanding that charges be dropped. 
Zamani said he was not worried 
about the criminal charges because 
he and the members of his group did 
not engage in violent protest. 
"I don't see how the university and 
the UC police depallment can say 
thnt we were the violent element." he 
said. "It's simply not true." 
But Zamani added that he is con-
cerned about hi s student conduct 
charges. 
"You don't have a right to a trial," 
Zamani said. "All you have ha con-
ference with Doug Zuidema (who is 
the manager of the Office of Student 
Conduct)." 
The lcner written by rhe Third 
World Liberation Front also request-
ed that Berdahl ask the district attor-
ney's office to drop criminal charges. 
But UC Berkeley has no jurisdic-
tion over 1he criminal charges. said 
John Adams. an Alameda country 
assistant district attorney in charge of · 
the students· cases. 
'The bottom line is thnt it's not 
their call," Adams said. 
Adams added that there have been 
no consultations between UC Berke• 
Icy and the district attorney's office 
in the case. 
Gomez. however. said that although 
it is not within the chancellor's power 
to drop the charges, his opinion could 
sway the district attorney's office. 
"lf Berdahl wrote a letter to the 
D.A .. asking that charges be dropped. 
ir would certainly be well received.'' 
Gomez said. 
The Barrows Hall protesters case is 
scheduled for a pre-trial hearing on 
Oct. 21, according to John Mifsud. 
Alameda County deputy distric1 
attorney. 
The maximum penalty for the mis-
demeanors with which the students 
are charged is $500 or six months in 
county jail. Adams said. 
Millions Lose Lives in Sudan War, Slavery Surges 
From SUDAN. A 7 
Sudan's figures with those of Kosovo. Nearly two mil-
lion have died in Sudan, compared with thousands in 
Kosovo. 
Jennings was also critical of the discrepancy. He looked 
to the location of the conflict as a possible explanation. 
''The value of human life is measured differently when 
you're talking about African people," he said. 
Although U.S. involvement has been scarce, Congressman 
Payne spoke of new legislation rhat he introduced in the 
House of Representatives in June. The resolution con-
demns genocide, harboring terrorists and g1>vcrnment• 
sponsored slavery. 
Dr. Jacobs' American Anti-Slavery Group has also begun 
lobbying the United States government to take action in 
Sudan. Its petition, addressed to President Bill Clinton, 
Secretary of State Madeline Albright and United Natioos 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, requests that the U.S. and 
U.N. demand the freedom of I 03 named slaves along with 
tens of thousands of others. The group also wants the U.S. 
and U.N. to secure vulnerable villages and ensure repa-
rations from Sudan for the slaves· labor. 
Documentation of the Sudanese slave trade has increased 
during the past decade. Publications such as the New York 
Times, Calgary S1111 and Baltimore S1111 have either sent 
reporters into Sudan or run open letters from others who 
have been there. 
The question and answer period of the session revealed 
that many in attendance felt the panel was biased. Sever-
al Muslim attendees were concerned by the one-sided dis-
cussion, which lacked Muslim voices and those of the 
northern Sudanese. 
Mitchell assured those concerned that he was aware of the 
bias and had invited a Muslim to be on the panel, but that 
that person was unable to attend. He also stated his inten-
tions of hosting another dbcussion about Sudan, noting 
the large turnout and the need for a more diverse panel. 
Adrienne Quarry. a senior international issues major at 
Georgetown University. was impressed by the speakers 
and what they had to offer, but was also concerned with 
presenting both sides of the issue. "I thought it was an 
excellent panel;' said Quarry. "I think it was a little 
underrepresented. It would have been imoortant to have 
heard the opposing view points.•· 
Andrew Horge, a senior history major :u Howard Uni-
versity. also enjoyed listening to the speakers, stating. "If 
they have another forum like this I think I would like to 
come back.'' 
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The Real Meaning of Service 
The recent controversy concerning the premise that these individuals have a the missing money from the vision of leadership and a desire to serve, HUSA executive account has not a vision of checks and a desire to get 
brought with it many interesting ques- paid. True service has no price tag, and 
tions concerning what should happen though it is quite unfortunate that some 
for the remainder of the school year. HUSA officials' livelihoods may be seri-
Should Unity 2000 suffer ously affected by not receiv-
the consequences for the ....-----------. ing a bi-weekly stipend. they 
financial mismanagement Our View should still perform their In light of the missing funds 
of past administrations? from the HUSA executive duties, as pay should not 
Given the Herculean con- account, Unity 2000 officials have been the greatest moti-
tributions ofHUSA execu- should be commended for vator in running for office. 
tives in terms of time and working Our HUSA executive offi-
without stipends. 
effort, can the student body cials should be motivated by 
justify expecting them to knowing that they are mak-
work for free? Should the General ing a sacrifice that will play a pivotal role 
Assembly have given HUSA moneys for in setting things straight. They might 
programs but left them without a means also explore the possibility of using their 
of personal income? The answer to all program funding to sponsor interesting 
these questions is a sympathetic but forums that would generate revenue from 
resounding "yes." which they could be paid. Still, for now, 
We comend the 1999-00 HUSA admin- in line with the real meaning of service. 
istrtion for continuing with the tasks at HUSA officials must to work for free. 
hand without a paycheck. m When we 
elect officials to serve us, we do so under 
Gun Buybacks: A Step in the Right Direction 
As tragedies of unchecked gun weapons. We remind the NRA that the violence continue to occur. the two disgruntled teens at Colombine and prospect of a remedy to one of the angst-filled day trader in Atlanta 
America's most pressing social prob- hardly fit the profile of hard criminals. 
lems seems more and more bleak. We should all rejoice in the fact that 
Months have passed since ~--------~ Washington has finally 
the Colombine disaster, yet Our Vien come up with a plan to 
we remain no closer to any decrease gun violence Although gun buyback pro-
tangible solution of getting grams are not the final solu- instead of continuing the 
guns off our streets. Sens- tion to the problem of gun silence that followed this 
ing the urgency of the situ- violence in America. they year's multiple shootings. 
ation, the Clinton adminis- will help to get firearms off Gun buyback programs 
the streets. 
tration recently announced across the nation will 
a massive national gun buyback pro- encourage responsible 
gram in which citizens can turn in guns thinking about gun ownership. More 
for $50 a piece, no questions asked. guns turned in mean that fewer people in 
A similar progra1n in the District of our society will find it necessary to arm 
Colombia resulted in 2,306 guns being themselves. Regardless of who is turn-
turned in in just two days. For the ing guns in. that can be considered a sue-
nation's homicide capital, that means a cess. 
significant decrease in the number of Gun buyback programs cannot be con-
guns available for violent use. sidered the solution to our gun violence 
Critics of the gun buyback program problem. Instead of depending on social-
(most notably the omnipresent National ly conscious citizens, our government 
Rifle Association) insist that hard crim- must take steps to limit the access of 
inals are not the ones turning in their guns to criminals. 
Students Need More Access to Board of Trustees 
Students are the very reason that Howard hall meeting. If the Board of Trustees 
University exists. Nearly every decision thinks that registration and BANNER 
that is made has a major impact on our conjure up pleasant memories for the 
lives. The faculty is another major piece average Bison, shouldn't they know dif-
of this University puzzle. So why is it that ferently? If the Board thinks the Towers 
when there is an important decision to be is Internet- and cable-ready, shouldn't 
made by the Board of someone be the bearer of 
nustees that wiU heavily ~---0-u_r_V_i-cw---~ the truth? If President 
impact either of these two Swygert's contract is up for 
parties, they have the least The input of students and review, shouldn't the stu-
input? faculty should be more inte- dents and faculty be able to 
gral in the review and deci-
'Iwo student voices are not participate in some sort of sioa-making processes of 
enough. 'Iwo faculty voices the Board of'lhlstees. opinion poll or survey that 
are not enough. Student would provide the Board 
representation costs the with a wider cross-section 
University nothing, so there should be of how we feel? 
more of it. Why doesn't the entire Board The decision to include four representa-
ever meet with students? It shouldn't be lives from the student and faculty con-
that President Swygert holds a town hall stituencies was in the proper vein. Still, 
meeting, filters the concerns expressed the representation that cuJTently exists is 
by the students, and reports what he inadequate and insufficient. If Howard 
chooses to the governing body of the University's first priority is to truly serve 
University. NO! The Board of Trustees is the students better, it should know how 
the body that should be holding the town the students need to be belier served. 
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Gun Buyback 
Programs: 
Yes!!! 
CHARLES CoLEi\t,\:-., .It{. 
As an inlern on Capi10I Hill lhis summer, I was able 10 learn more aboul legislative 
issues than I had previously imag-
ined possible. Amids! 1he usual 
political deba1es concerning abor-
1ion, the death penally, and lax cms 
laid the argumenl over gun control. 
Due 10 1he nalurc of mosl of 1he legislation Congress 
reviewed 1his summer, I spent a fair amount of lime 
researching and smdying guns in America. so I do know 
a liule abou1 the subjec1. And whm I do know is thal at 
the heart of all my sta1is1ics and studies were simple facts 
that all poin1ed 10 one 1hing: There are too many guns on 
American strceLs and they are costing our society precious 
lives daily. 
Gun buyback programs are exccllen1 initiatives 1hat mke 
a first ,tep toward disarming America. Despite the "law 
and order" 1hat exis1s wilhin our na11on·s borders. more 
people are killed through gun violence in lhe U.S. on n 
yearly basis 1han any 01hercountry in 1he world. Gun vio-
lence is a serious th real and gun-related acciden1s are even 
worse. Every day firearms claim 1he lives of thirteen 
(1ha1's right, 1hirteen) children age 14 and under. These 
statistics arc powerful. but lei's look at the logis1ics 
behind a pro-gun buyback s1ance. 
The more guns are turned into police stalions. the less 
guns are on the street. It's a simple but important premise. 
The less guns are on the streels, the less crimes cnn be 
commiued with guns. The argumenl can be made by anti-
gun buyback supporters that these programs only occur 
in urban areas, and furthermore, that they only serve 10 
\HE- CR.U6L lZeALIT'y OF 6UN 
12:,uy ~k... -PR.06RAMS, 
~~~ 
Gun Buyback 
Programs: 
No!!! 
i\lARK HARRIS 
In n,e \\l:,shi11gto11 Post on Aug. 25, Raymond Math-is of Hyausville, Md .. complained of the Aug. 23 and 24 gun buyback. "Look around. Where are the young guys. the people who arc making a living wi1h firearms? They arc no1 here!" 
Even more telling is 1he off-hand commen1 of a woman 
iden1ified only as Mrs. Lowery. who turned in a .22 cal-
iber handgun: "I don't see anybody here who couldn't use 
SIOO." 
Whal is 1his'/ The police chief estimates that 20 percent 
of the guns collcc1ed came from outside the Dis1ric1. lf1he 
young "thugs" aren·1 turning in their guns, which admit-
tedly cost $500 to $2000. and one in five people mrning in 
guns come from Prince George's County or Fairfax. then 
why was 1he gun buyback of Aug. 23 and 24 declared such 
a success? Apparcn1ly, not many criminals felt impelled to 
lose money on their investments, especially with them s1ill 
turning dividends! 
We are left 10 wonder exactly wha1 the gun buyback pro-
gram tha1 neued 2,000-plus guns for 1he me1ro police. or 
the nalionwide programs resuhing from President Clinton's 
recen1 S 15 million appropriation, are really intended 10 do. 
Criminal experts agree that gun buyback programs have 
done Huie to stem the 1ide of violent crime in 1his country. 
Police officers coun1er thal the gun buyback programs keep 
guns from endangering people in a household. However, 
if that is the reasoning behind gun buyback programs. why 
are they sold as solu1ions 10 urban violence? Why do they 
become popular in the wake of random drive-by shootings. 
and not in the wake of daily accidenlal shootings in peo-
ple's homes? Moreover. why do gun buyback programs tar• 
gel inner cities. when most guns (and accidental shootings) 
arc in ou1lying areas? 
disarm law abiding citizens who care enough to give up ~=========;;;~=====~~===r=======..=============; 
their firearms - as opposed to the street thug who keep, Race In Gun buyback programs have been in vogue since the mid-1970,. Howe,-er, the number of programs bas increased in this decade. Herc in Washing1on. gun buyback programs 
"-ere held in 1991, 1993. and, most notably, in 1994. when 
3600 guns were collected in Anaco,ria at SI 00 a pop using 
funds donated by Riddick Bowe. However. Anaco>1in 
remains the most dangerous part of the nation's capital. 
his weapon and robs you blind. To that I respond 1hn1 Pres-
ident Clinton has rccenily expanded the program to a mer1ca 
national level, which will affect more areas. and charge 
that the less guns are cireula1ed 1hroughout the stree1s.1he 
more difficuhy street thugs will have gelling their hands 
on guns in the first place. 
LOUIS STERLING 
People suppon gun buybacks largely because they believe 
1ha1 lhey lower crime. This has not been shown in any of 
the cilies where programs have been inslituled. Arc lhc 
police informing people that turning in their guns will have 
a negligible effec1 on crime in their neighborhoods? No. 
because if they were. we might see far less than 2.300 guns 
cnllec1ed the nex1 lime the police offer "paper for pistols." 
Now. let's look closer to home and examine 1he black 
community. Black-on-black crime has plagued us like a 
virus, and we have searched endlessly for an effective 
solution that will serve to remedy the situation on a wide-
spread level. Having fewer guns in our communilies is a 
step in the right dircc1ion toward lowering the numbers 
of blacks who are murdered by olher blacks. 
I am not sold on 1he argumenl of some conspiracy the-
orists who profess that this i., the first slep in disarming 
the lower classes and bringing lhem a slep closer loward 
total submission. I also don't agree wilh the school of 
thought that suggcs1s thal people withou1 guns will 
become walking robbery vic1ims waiting 10 happen. I am 
from 1he south side of Jamaica, Queens. and 1hough my 
neighborhood was never the worst. I have never needed 
a gun 10 tra,-el anywhere in New York City. 
In a sense, 1he presence of firearms alone perpetuates 
violence. Psychologically. when a person has a gun, he 
or she is ten times as likely 10 use it as a prim:uy means 
of defense or arguably, offense. than someone without a 
firearm. Sen,;eless deaths occur when p.:ople e~ercise 
itchy trigger fingers. llchy 1rigger fingers become aclive 
when people have guns. 
Gun buyback programs work. and they sef\'C 10 get 
entire communi1ies involved in the improvement of1heir 
own neighborhoods. Regardless of whether they s1ar1 in 
urban areas. it is a s1ar1 in gelling more guns off the s1rcc1s 
and moving toward a more peaceful society. ldealis1ie? 
Maybe. Yet. to give up because of 1he argument I hat "peo-
ple will always use guns no mailer what" re;embles a cop-
our ani1ude. 
I applaud Presiden1 Clinton for taking the firsl slep in 
auempting 10 gel more guns off American s1rce1s. There 
are many elements to fighting this baule effectively. 
including curbing the power and in0uence of the Nation-
al Ri0e Association and passing stricter gun legislation. 
Ye1 for now. Clinton has forged ahead in addressing a real 
problem wi1h a real solution. 
Charles Coleman, Jr. is a j1111ior political science major 
and the Editorial Editor for Tire Hilltop. 
I• race ,1111 a pressing issue in America? Surpris-ingly. depending on whom you talk to, the an,wers to this question will vary. Some p.:ople arc pre-disposed 10 believe lhat mce-while once a debil-
irating factor-is merely a social construct. Olbers. 
bowe\-et feel that comingent upon the simation. race may 
or may not be a factor. Finally, 1here are those who 
believe lh.11 mce i, omnip=n1 in 1hcirdaily action, (i.e., 
1he ract't store manager who a,k> the while customer. 
who was definilely llhead of you in line. for her order 
before he a,ked for yours). 
A, a twenty-one-year-old African-American ma.le. I 
constantly grapple with this ques1ion of race and. more 
specificall:,\ where we a., a na1ion stand. Considering ear-
lier discus.ions wilh my parents and with eltkrs. I feel 
America has progressed. T0<L1y we do nor have 10 use 
segregated facilities like schools. ba1hrooms. and drink• 
ing founlains. Also, I think we all would concur 1h31 there 
arc a greater number of African Americans in prumineni 
positions than e,•er before. In corporate America. black 
business moguls like Ken Chenaull. Earl Grave,. and 
John Rogers have cr,1cked lhc p.:rva,ive glass ceiling. 
thus opening door,; for 0lhen;. In entertainmenl, one sim-
ply has to look 10 the succe.,s of Senn "Puffy" Combs. 
Debbie Allen, or Ma.srer P 10 realize thal the multimil-
lion dollars generated by 1his nouveau nche cla." of 
blacks is obtainable. Funhermorc. African-American 
entrepreneurship is on the rise with clothing manufnc-
rurers like Karl Kani and FUBU. 
While these African Americans are now able 10 afford 
expen,ive cars and homes, I slill ask wha1 i, the stale of 
our people as a whole? Ha, 1hc1r success eradicated the 
stereotypes and negalhe scnlimenls lhat main,1ream 
America ha, traditionally held of our people"? :-10,1 
imporlanlly, will !heir progress signify to Amcric,1 that 
race is no longer a cons1rain1 in the social roobili1y of 
African Americans? 
Allhough I would like 10 think that America 1s pa,1 lhis 
sensilive race issue, I am con,1an1ly reminded that we 
s1ill have a long way 10 go. In fac1. spons-one of 1he 
most revered industries-truly epilomizes this nolion. 
Even though African-American athle1es comprise a sig-
nificant percentage of the NFL. lhe NBA, and 1he major 
leagues. we arc for some reason nor granted the same 
oppor1uoities off the field as our counterparts. The 
number of black coaches and black general managers is 
no1 cornmensurote wi1h our reprcsen1a1ion on these 
teams. As far as owner.-hip. l 10 this day cannot recall a 
block majori1y-owned teruned. Michael Jordan. the most 
loved athle1e in all of ,pnr1,. was not even given n fair 
chance 10 buy Ille Charloue Horneh. I guess we sh<>uld 
1u,1 become con1en1 wilh dribbling. throwing, and hit-
ting a ball. 
So whal strides has America talc.en as of late to address 
1his race issue? Recen1Jy President Clinton bas stancd 
a dialogue on the race issue: the President ·s Jnitiati,'C on 
Race Relation,. While Presidcn1 Clinton's actions must 
be applauded for initializing this constructive dialogue 
on mce. I ,vonder how effective ii will be and what cxacl-
ly will result from a round1able di~ussion of race? Gi\-cn 
my rccenl participation inn symposium on race relations 
wilh twenty otlicr Howard ,1uden1 leaders, I am no longer 
certain thal our nalion is really ,incerc in its efforts. 
Prepared 10 engage in an aclive discu"ion ot mce in 
America. my colleagues and I bec:IIDC dismayed at 1he 
lack of senior officials present from the White Hou;e or 
Departmcni of Ve1eran Affairs for 1ha1 maner. If race was 
a pertinent issue, I would think 1hai lhe viewpoints of 
college smden1s in the nation's capital on a topic that has 
divided the na1ion for years might actually wan1 to be 
heard. Of course, thal', if race really mallercd! Also. 
where were the studenls from Georgetown and George 
Washington U11iversi1y? Last I checked. race rela1ions 
,vere noljust exclusive to African Americans, bul inclu-
,i,c of everyone. 
Whether America e,cr reaches 1hat color blind soci-
Ct) in which everyone is viev.ed equally remains to be 
seen. bu1 in the interim one can be sure tha1 lhe issue of 
race-regardless of how ii is perceived-will cxisl for 
centurie\ to come. 
Loui< Stuli11g is the rnr,..,1t Undergraduate Tmsret 
,md a senior finance major. 
Moreover. these programs of dubious value have been 
plagued by problems. In 1997. a gun buyback program in 
Jack,onville. Fla .. was halted when it was discovered that 
young enlrepreneurs had been u,ing the program to unload 
inoperable and old guns. Until recently. police in Fairfax 
resold confiscated guns 10 gun dealers. allowing the guns 
they hnd 1aken from criminals 10 go right back 10 Ille stree1s. 
Granted. the guns collec1ed a1 the end of Augus1 ha,-e been 
destroyed. and the national program stipulates 1hai 1he guns 
thai are collected be destroyed. 
We mu,1 ques1ion the motives of the people pushing gun 
buyback programs. One migh1 say 1hat they arc inspired by 
1he recenl wa,-e of violence ,v.-eeping America. However. 
1ha1 is a suburban and rural phenomenon. Is there a reason 
1ha1 gun buyback programs seek mainly to disarm blacks 
and the poor. the o,-crwhelming occupants of our urban cen-
cers 1 
There is a school of thought that notes that the firs I thing 
an oppressive government seeks to do is disarm the peo-
ple. II happened in Nazi Germany. and it has happened 
couniless times in Africa and Asia. The de,-eloping pa11ern 
is diS1urbing. Instead of taking guns from violen1 offend-
ers and des1roying lhem, the government\ firsl line of 
defense seem, to be 10 entice the old. the poor. and 1he 
scared inlo giving up their weapons. 
Remember Mrs. Lowery\ statement Is the government 
playing on 1he lack of money in the gheuo? Is ii catering 
to our fears that the urban jungle is 1oodangerou, for guns. 
even despite the drop in violcn1 crime over the past sev-en 
years? If so. then "-e should be wary of the gun buyback 
programs 1ha1 offer us empty promises and quick money. 
All 1hnt gliuers is not gold. 
Mark Harri.r is a sophomore prim jo11malis111 major. 
Negrogate Part II: Why Do The Heathen Rage? 
1~964. James 
Farmer. 
classof'4I. 
remarked at 
a memorial 
service for 
slain civil 
rig hrs 
worker Michael Schwerner, "Evil 
socielies always kill 1heir con-
sciences." Thal mighl explain peo-
ples· anger aboul any discussion of 
systemic evil at Howard. Still, a 
Gomorrahesque ro1 of biblical pro-
portions exis1 wi1hin HUSA. UGSA, 
Studcnl Affairs. and lhe A-building. 
We arc besieged by a conspiracy of 
lies, graft, assoned immorali1y. and 
cronyism. 
The name of 1he game is paranoia 
faux. This is 1he administraiion using 
1he fear-driven excuse 1ha1 Congress 
will eliminale 1he federal appropria-
tion if facully and s1uden1s enjoy 
academic freedom. Thus, this game 
gives them the justification lhey need 
to Lreai us like HolocauM viclims: 
suppressing freedom of expression. 
1hough1. and assembly. Somehow 
tht i forge I that Presidenl Mordecai 
W. Johnson threatened to march on 
Congress when some supremists 
advocating culling Howard's fund-
ing. Johnson had not only Howard 
bu11he local community behind him. 
Why don't we have 1hc communi1y 
on our side, and why arc we in the 
Civil Rights Era such easrraied cow-
ards? Why do some prefer redbai1ing 
progressive people as enemies of1he 
race, and 1he same folks are afraid 10 
walk down Georgia Avenue wi1hou1 
a phalanx of armed guards? Is want-
ing 1oile1 paper, humane treatment, a 
true intellecmal environmenl, com-
puter access, and roach and ml free 
campus Afrocentric Communism? 
Actually. the eli1e fear losing their 
bloated salaries. and they fear 1ha1 
well-educated :tctivis1 s1uden1S might 
1emp1 Congress to look into !heir 
doings. In rcnli1y, lhe real threat to our 
ANDY SHORT 
appropriation is mbmanagemcnl :md 
poor usage of our money- rather 
than controversial faculty members 
nnd sruden1s. Their nice jobs are the 
fruil of lhe student revoh of 1924. 
which opened the Presidency and 
Vice Presidencies 10 blacks. Last. 
Congress has only lhreatened 
Howard's appropriation when !here 
was legi1ima1e evidence of admini,-
muivc corruption in the late 1950s. 
l:tle I 980s, and early 1990,. 
Anyone fan1iliar with liars knows 
1ha1 buck-passing and blame-mon-
gering is their preferred mode of 
opernrion. So. let's ask the buck 
passers some more questions. 
According 111 HUSA chief excculives 
lasl year's HUSA adminis1ra1io11 
blew $22.000 on mo,1Jy long-dis-
tance phone calls. Why should we be 
billed for calls 10 Europe, Africa. 
and the Caribbean? According to 1he 
siudenl leadership there is a con-
tentious pcrsonali1y in the UGSA 
who is un-validaled receiving a 
,1ipend and acting as a spy. Does 1his 
person have a back-balance of 
THOUSANDS of dollars while 
being permiued 10 destabilize student 
ini1ia1ivcs? According 10 University 
Adminis1ration a studem leader 
flunked uut of school. and is wrong-
ly holding office with official sanc-
lion. Mediocrily. 100. like misery 
loves company. 
Negroga1e exists on a managerial 
level. According to Howard staff. 
administrators Oout human resources 
policies by hiring family to work in 
their offices. Is this legal? 
Negrogate has no limils. According 
10 Howard Uni versi1y slaff an A-
Building employee resigned and 
snitched to 1he Jus1ice Department 
abou1 financial corruption. Are the 
books cooked? Do people prevent 
Accounls Payable from verifying 
1mvel expen,;es and vouchers? Isn't 
1his fraud? Are certain administrators 
really allowed to exceed their budgets 
wi1hou1 fear or having 10 comply 10 
accouming prac1ices as stared by 
University policy'? Was 1he Howard 
Self-Study within ils projected bud-
get? How common is o,-erspending at 
Howard? What is 1he policy for 
Howard employees raking equipment 
home? Guess who has three com-
puter, you paid for? Are people 
stocking-up on free goodies in lhe 
Campus Store with gold bracelels. 
cufOinks. Seiko wa1ches, and 
more ... ? Who is Harry Ram1ahal? 
Negroga1e has a sexual dimension. 
According 10 University staff 1he 
Howard Universi1y/Washing1on Met-
ropolitan Police Departmen1 Sub-
sta1ion is a place of whoredom for 
officers and female students. Why 
was a voyeur allowed to violate lhe 
privacy of coeds in the Quad, and 
why did Howard Police exchange 
friendly challer with this fiend 
ins1ead of arresting him? 
Ncgroga1e can be Mopped. First, 
Masters degrees should be mandato-
ry for all execu1ives. and presidential 
special appointees and all. No one 
should be allowed to work in any of 
1he executive offices if they don't 
have at a bachelors degree, Only eth-
ical persons with high morals should 
be hired - fire the gigolos. addic1s. 
illi1era1es. thugs. and 1huge11es. Lei's 
ge1 serious. this is a Universi1y no1 an 
alley for anti-in1elleciuals. and we 
only invite shame and corruption 
when pimpularity. past sexual histo-
ries. slo1h. pettiness. and academic 
failure would appear 10 be the stan-
dard for hiring. 
Last, all elec1ed s1uden1 officials 
must be required 10 make 1heir aca-
demic standing public or be dis-
missed from their posi1ion. Howard's 
traditional lack of transparency only 
promotes distrust and acts as a cloak 
for pimps. whores, and thieves who 
wanda.li£e our school, our God. and 
the human race. 
Randy Short is <• graduate Africa11 
studies swdem a11d Special Projects 
Editor for TIie Hilltop. 
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Students must pick up tickets in advance for football 
and basketball games. 
Current HU Students with CapstoneCards 
may pick up 
ONE FREE TICKET 
in the Blackburn University Center, Ground Floor 
TODAY 
FRIDAY, Sept. 24 from llam-7pm. 
-REMINDER-
. 
No free student tickets will be issued on game days. 
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htll TV l>re,11!'\\ 112 
Phom C'oune,y or TV Guide 
Countess\\m¢1nandMo'Niquc slarin UPN's''fh• 
P:ukcrs.'' 
The Parkers: Will 
It Last? 
8vT0111 MASON 
Hilltop St:,ff Writer 
TI,rough 1he years, producers of many 1elcvi-
sion shows have decided 10 have a spin-off 
based on one of the charac1ers of lhe show -
{rom 1he "Mary lyler Moore Show's" "Rhoda" 
to 1he "Cosby Show's" "A Different World". 
Some spin-off, become more memorable than 
tl1e original show. 
That was lhecase for "Family Mailers" based 
on a character who originally had a recurring 
role on the show "Perfocl Strangers" (Harriet 
worked with 1hc cousins in the department 
store). Keeping in the spin-off tradition. this 
season the producers of"Moe.<ha" have decid-
ed to give Kim (countess Vaughn) her own 
show, ·11,e Parkers." 
Remember last season on "Mocsha", Kim 
nod her mm her decided to attend the same col-
lege. Well, ·111e Parkers" is based on 1hat. For 
the season premiere. Kim and her mo1her 
{comedienne Monique) decide which sorority 
they want to pledge: both choose Alpha Alpha 
Alpha. When Ms. Parker breaks line in an 
anempt to sign up for a poclry reading al lhe 
home of the profc"or she udores. the em ire line 
is ordcn.'tl to goto lhc professor\ home and lake 
a picture of him in his underwear with them-
selves. When they are cri1icized for ac1ually car• 
rying out 1he command and Ms. Parker is 
degraded by 1he big sister, Ms. Parker retaliaies 
verbally and e.,pects Kim 10 give up the soror-
ity with her. TI1e pair has 10 handle being pushed 
around by their big sis1er. uniting for the good 
of their line sisters and overcoming the hin• 
drances of being mo1hcr and daugh1er. 
TI1eshow i, fiJkd wi1h a11i1ude and ignorance. 
Remember how dim witted the charnc1er of Kim 
was ponl"ayed in l\locsha? Well imagine 1ha1 
times 1wo. 1l1e mo1hcr daughter duo continu-
ally say ,1upid 1hi11gs while 1he entire studio 
audience as well as viewers al home laugh hys-
1erically. When 1he 1wo are firs1 deciding which 
sorority they wanl 10 pledge. Kim poinls out a 
frn1erni1y and says thal is 1he organization she 
wanls to join. When informed 1ha1 she has 
selected n f m1erni1y and 1h111 1hey only look for 
rnen, ,he and her mo1ber reply. ,;So am I." 
There is a moment in the show when there is 
a feeling 1ha1 the show may actual 1ouch on 
some social issues -1hat momeni is short li\ed. 
Kim has a white friend who decides 1hat she 
will pledge Alpha Alpha Alpha because her 
friends are joining ( not the be.,1 reason bul it's 
a TV show not real life). When 1he sorors see 
her they immedia1cly point out some of the 
while sorori1ics ;md tell her 1ha1 she would feel 
more comfortable in une of those organizations. 
Herc is when one would think a social issue is 
about 10 be .oddressed and that 1he resl of the 
show will deal wilh this issue. Nope. 1l1e sorors 
say "whmever" and 1he show continues. 
The show seem, lo be some1hing thrown 
1ogether for 1wo reason • more money for the 
producers and 10 calm 1he drama be1 ween 
Br:mdy and Countess. ln any event, lhe show 
is not ;11l 1ha1 good and probably won't make 
ii into a third season (if it makes ii lo a sec-
ond). Bui what do I know, I said the same 1hing 
abou1 Moesha. Now 1hcre is a spin• off of 1he 
show. 
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Life and Leisure at 
Howard University 
Students Move Off Campus 
For Dose Of Freedom, Real Life 
• • • • . Photo By TIO) Tic'\lc!I 
Simple thmgs hke candles, lamps, <tools, nurrors, pictUreS, Oowers and colorful boo sheets can brigbten up your apar1menL Nadine Robinson.senior health man.,gement major. de<0r:1ted her pad ,.;th 
the.M> ine.xpensh-e items lo brighten up her npartment. t 
BY JonN-JOIIN W11,1,1 \\IS IV 
Thmpo Editor 
11•, ,tressful. plea,urable and exaspern1ing all al once. It can be done by one person. or a group. bu1 ii is bet• ler wi1h two. 
Moving off campus is a big slep for college s1uden1s. The 
safe1y 11c1 of dorm life is gone. You are on your own. Rent is 
due every month. and !here is no longer such a thing as a meal 
plan. l1's surviv:11 of the finest. and only the strong survive. 
Camille Coward moved off campus 10 e.\cape the many 
res1rictions of dorm li fe. She go1 wha1 she wamed. 
"I don·1 have the responsibili1y of signing people in and hav-
ing certain rules and regula1ions." 1he 19-year-old speech 
paihology major said. 
Coward found sharing a three-bedroom house with her two 
brolhers was cheaper than living on campus. She pays 
around $275 a month. 
"I've calculated die e.~penses and found it 10 be cheaper." 
Coward said. "Since we splil die bill three ,v-ays, I have more 
money 10 buy more food. Norn.II my money goes to one place:· 
Tiie money she saves on re111 helps her to incorpom1e heallh• 
ier foods in herdiel, a 11u1ri1i1>11s luxury many .iudents find 100 
expensive. Co,v-J.rd a!S(> advised pms[J<.'Ctive students 10 get a 
house because of die increase in privacy i1 afford.s 1hem. 
"A house is more priv:ite,'' she said, "It's an intimate setting." 
An overwhelming number of s1uder11s who moved off cam-
pus cau1io11 prospec1iveren1ers to follow certain rules when 
,hopping for a place 10 live. O1herwiS<l, sludents may nol find 
what they are looking for. 
"Make an appointment 10 negoliale with lhe Reallor," 
Coward said. "Find people who are reliable and respon,i-
ble 10 li\'c wi1h. Move in wi1h people you really trust and 
depend on and s1ar1 looking early. The longer you wait, 1he 
fewer choices you ha\'e." 
Byron Scott couldn't be happier wi1h the two-bedroom 
apartmenl he shares wi1h his roommate. Scott, a 20-ycar-old 
undecided sophomore, and his roommate spend $1000 a 
monlh on rent. They splil lhe cosl equally. • 
"h's more cost effective," he said. "You get more for your 
money." 
Utili1ics arc included. and they ba\'e a washer and dryer in 
their apar1mcn1. And contrary 10 popular belief. they live 
wi1hin walking dis1a11ce from campus. Scotl's main reason 
for moving off c.1n1pus was 1ha1 he didn'1 feel lhat he was 
getting his money worth living in a dorm. 
"If you look a1 other campuses, you gel what you pay for." 
Scott said. 
He frequents The Dollar Store for ligb1 bulbs, cups and 
Top 10 places to shop to hook up your crib 
(111 r.indom l)rder) 
1. l.u •cl 
2. \\'i(."\'MlJ\\ •, lfnmc-rl3CC 
J 1 ... 
4. Piel l 
5. TJ \1,m 
6. OollJ.r Store 
7. K-~larl 
8. 1.inc1i, 'N Thin,:jr, 
9. Ma9', 
10. Wal-\1.lrl 
other "little 1hings 1hn1 make i1 a home." Scott also shops al 
Linens & Things 10 save money on decorating his pad. 
"Oe1 a couple of chairs for when people come over." Scon 
advised. 
Senior 1hea1er major Lynn Honon also finds living off cam-
pus financially cheaper. She pays S485 a month for her effi-
ciency apartment on Fairmont Road. All utilities are includ-
ed. Horton moved off campus her junior year because she 
was placed in Meridian Hill Hall. The move has had a pos-
itive effect on her academics, Horton said. 
"I'm able 10 have study groups. I don't have 10 check peo-
ple in. and have lhem out by a certain time," the 21-year-old 
said. "When people are ready LO lea\"e, 1hey are ready to 
leave. They have the op1ion." 
Horton also likes having the option of Mting on campus 
when she has a chance so she has d,ning dollars. 13111. ull1-
ma1ely, she favors being able 10 cook at hom • 
"l ent beuer. I have more control." she aJded 
Horton advi,es students to take advantag~ of tampus , en-
dors and the large varie1y of picrnres 1ha1 they sell She also 
recommends invesling in posters. and browsing 1hrif1 ,tores 
like Goodwill and Salvmion Army 
Despile all of the obvious benefi1,. living off campus isn't 
all abou1 Living trendy wilh a fairy t:~e ending. For many s1u-
den1s. moving off campus equals ;1 major dose of reality. 
Laundry cards are replaced with bills. bills and more bills. 
Oisell Dean found ou1 1he hard way. 
"We've (her nnd her roomrna1es) had our ~hare of obsln• 
cfes," Dean said. "I've had my phone 1urned off Thi, sum-
mer. I went n mon1h and a half wi1hou1 an air condi1ioner. 
I've had my gas and water rnrned off 100. 
"Bills area reality check." the 21-year-old public rela1ions 
major said. ''When you live in a dorm. you pay m once. When 
you pay rem, it's cons1an1." 
Dean said 1he key 10 moving off campus is comfort. 
"You need 10 know who you're living with. You wa11110 be 
comfonable in your house so you want someone who works 
well with your personalily." Dean said. 
Dean used her personal skills 10 decorale her house. She 
made her own curtains, and used her crea1ivi1y 10 make her 
house a comfortable place 10 live. 
"[ pul my wlenl 10 work. When I firsi moved I had nolh-
ing,'' Dean said. ,;Now my house is decent. it's home.'' 
Dean is quick to point ou1 that tl1erc are many advantages 
to living off campus. but she docs11·1 let tlia1 foci s1ray her 
from reality. 
"You have your freedom. but you also have more respon• 
sibility," Dean said. " I have to have a job now. because if I 
don't have a job, I don't have a house." 
Fash-umentary 101 · · · ········ 
av JOHN·JOIIN WILLIA\IS IV 
Hilllop Staff Wri1er 
Renee Faulk loves fashion. She lives, brealhes and 
wears ii. And for the past year, she bas studied ii. 
"I can't sleep at night," Faulk said. "I can't gel it out of 
mymincJ.'' 
Faulk, a student enrolled in ~,e Omdua1e School of Ans 
and Science.,. has spem most of 1he )'<!ltr preparing to tell the 
s1ory of Howard University 1hrough its Homecoming fash-
ion shows. Faulk came up wi1h the idea to do a documen-
tary on Howard Univcrsi1y\ Home<:oming Fashion Shows 
pas! and p1ese111. She submitted a two page proposal to 
WHIT this July It was quickly appr1wed. ''Ibey liked tl1e 
idea because ii had lodo witl1 fa,hion al How:.lfd,'' Faulk said. 
Bui whal would posse.ss her 10 do a fashion show docu-
mentary? 
"I fell ii had to be done," she said. "'The history of 
extracurricular activities al Howard University provided 
for studcnls. by 1be students is very scarce. I felt lhat fash-
ion was one example." 
Whal keeps her going? "h's the seosmionalis1 quality," 
1be 25-year-old said, "lhe en1ertainmen1 factor." 
The documentary is tentatively 1i1led "Profiling on the 
Yard: Howard Universi1y ;1nd Homecoming Fashion Shows 
1hrough lhe Years." However, while the tille may be 1en-
tative. 1he work is n0t. Faulk said on an aver.ige day, she 
spends four10 five hours a day working on the project Her 
bigges1 ally has been Moorland-Spingarn Research Cen• 
ter. Al the center, Faulk spends hours looking through pas1 
yearbooks and Hilltop newpapers searching for juicy 1id-
bi1s of information 10 complete her ma.,1erpiece. But the 
cenler has also presented some obslacles. 
"Coverage was differenl back then. Old Hil/10ps didn't 
have articles :md pic1ures about i1," Faulk said. 
The biggesl challenge Faulk has encountered is locat-
ing. as well as getting in touch with pasl fashion show 
coordinators. "Some of lhem live so far away," lhe 
See STUDENTS, B6 
P11010 Uy 1'n1)' Ticvel 
Renee l'aulk ha.~ bttn \\Orking dlligi-ntl) to oom1>le1e :l I IMH\rd 
Uni,eN:ily 1l omeeomlng fh'1don sho,, docun1t•nh1ry. 
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FALL TV PREVIEW 
8Y NrKOI. HOPKINS, ALLISON CONYERS 
and J OHN-JOll'I WII.LIAMS JV 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
• Shows that have major characters of color. 
NEW SHOWS 
ABC 
ODD MAN OUT (Fridays at 9:30 p.m.) 
Stars: Andrew Whitney (Erik von Detten), 
Val (Vicki Davis), Elizabeth (Marina Malota), 
Julia (Markie Post), Keith Carlson (1revor 
Fehrman), Jordan (Jessica Capshaw), Paige 
(Natalia Cigliuti) 
Premise: Yet another pre-teen friendly show 
has entered ABC's TGTF lineup. Howe\'er this 
one is co-produced by the creators of the 
hilariously risque film 'There's Something 
About Mary," so there may be a few jokes for 
the twentysomething set as well. Fifteen-
year-old Andrew is the only guy living in a 
South Beach home with his mother Julia 
(Post of ''Night Court"), his aunt, and his 
three sisters in this coming-of-age comedy. 
-NH 
OH GROW UP(Wednesdays at 9:30 p.m.) 
Stars: Hunter (Stephen Dunham), Suzanne 
(Rena Sofer), Chloe (Niesha Trout). Norris 
(David Alan Basche). Ford (John Ducey) 
Premise: This comedy has three Brooklyn 
roommates experiencing major transitions. 
Hunter is a skirt-chaser suddenly faced with 
an 18-year•old daughter he ne\'er knew about. 
Norris is a witty artist torn between art and 
paying the rent. Ford is a newly uncloseted 
homosexual undergoing a divorce from his 
wife (Sofer of "Melrose Place," "General 
Hospital"). 
-NH 
ONCE AND AGAIN (Tuesdays at IO p.m.J 
Stars: Lily Manning (Sela Ward). Rick 
Sammler (Bill Campbell), Grace Manning 
(Julia Whelan). Zoe Manning (Meredith 
Deane). Eli Sammler (Shane West). Jessie 
Sarnmler (Evan Rachel Wood), Jake (Jeffrey 
Nordling). David (Todd Field). Judy (Marin 
Hinkle) 
Premise: The creators of"thirtysomething" 
& "My So-Called Life" are back again with 
a romance/family drnma that is out 10 tug on 
a few heamtrings. Vulnerable single parents 
Lily and Rick. who pursue a relationship 
with each other despite opposition from their 
children. are the center of this show. The most 
familiar face in the cast is that of Sela Ward. 
who starred in :mother heartwarming drama. 
"Sisters." 
-NH 
*SNOOPS {Sundays at 9 p.m.) 
Stars: Glenn Hall (Gina Gershon), Dana 
Plant (Paula Marshall), Roberta Young {Pnula 
Jai Parker). Manny Lott (Dmmy Nucci), Greg 
McCormack (Edward Kerr) 
Premise: No-holds-barred Glenn (Gershon 
of "Face Off') is the head of an organization 
of private inl'estigators. and she clashes with 
the conservali\'e new P.I .. Dana (Marshall of 
"Cupid"). Creator David E. Kelly's ("Ally 
McBeal," 'The Practice") trademark quirks 
may be missing. however, because the series 
pilot is the only episode of the show that was 
penned by him. Did we mention that Paula Jai 
Parker is a Howard grad? 
-NH 
\ 
*WASTELAND (Thursdays at 9 p.m.) 
Stars: Oawnie (Marisa Coughlan), ly (Brad 
Rowe). Sam (Rebecca G iyheart), Jesse 
(Sasha Alexander). Russell {Dan Mont• 
gomery). Vandy (Eddie Mills) 
Premise: Six former college friends living 
in Manhattan struggle with careers and rela• 
tionships. The virginal Dawnie (Coughlin of 
De$pite a ,irtuaJ "hite,o1lSh lhis ran. ''!bird Watch" b om, of the nl06t dh"""' °"" "'°"' featuml this se-.tso n. 
"Tuaching Mrs. Tingle") is the glue that holds 
the group together. Notably. Jeffrey D. Sams 
("Soul Food.'' "Waiting to Exhale") is a la.,t-
mmute addition to the cast as Sam\ employ 
er and the ObJeCt of her affection. presumably 
in response to the NAACP's call for diversi-
ty in television programming. 
-NH 
CBS 
JUDGING AMY (Tuesdays at 10 p.m.J 
Stars: Dan Futterman. Amy Brenneman. 
lyne Daly, Richard T. Jones. Karle Warren. 
Premise: Amy (Brenneman) come, back 
home and becomes a judge (hence the title). 
It's like "Providence.'' only this time the 
woman coming back home is involved w11h 
the law. 
-JJ\V 
NOW AND AGAIN (Fridays at 9 p.m.) 
Stars: Margaret Colin. Dennis Haysbert, 
Heather Matarazzo. Eric Close. Gerrit Gra-
ham. 
Premise: The brain of an insurnnce-execu-
ti\'e is implanted into the body of a normal 26-
year-old. Of course the go\'ernmcnt " 
involved in the crazy experiment. The ,how 
basically focuses on the insurance-execu-
tive's brain trying to reunite with the family 
it left behind. One obstacle. The government 
forbids such contact. 
-JJ\V 
NBC 
COLD FEET (Fridays al IO p.m.) 
Stars: Shelley (Jean Louisa Kelly). Adam 
(David Sutcliffe). Pete (William Keane). 
Jenny (Dina Spybey). Karen (Alicia Coppo· 
la). David (Anthony Starke) 
Premise: Based on a \'Cry successful British 
series, this drarnedy follows three couples 
who are in various stages of relationships. 
Adam, a noncommittal architect. hits the 
jaded Shelley with his car. and love blossom, 
... cautiously. Pete and Jenny are a married 
couple who are soon-to-be parents. while 
Karen and David are Stroggling for a happy 
home life. 
NH 
FREAKS AND GEEKS (Saturday, at 8 
p.m.) 
Stars: Lindsay Weir (Linda Cardellini). 
Sam Weir (John Francis Daley), Daniel 
(James Franco). Neil (Samm Levine), Ken 
(Seth Rogen), Nick (Jason Segel). Bill (Mar• 
t,n Starr), Jean Weir (Becky Ann Buker). 
Harold Weir (Joe Flaherty), Kim (Bu,y 
Phillips) 
Premi...e: Already receil'ing heap,of praise 
from the critic,. this Wonder Year,,-esque 
drama ,et in 1980 focu,e, on a geeky high 
,chool freshman, Sam. and hi, freaky older 
,i,ter. l.inJ,ay, a, they try to ,urvi\'e adoles-
cence at a Michigan high school. 
-NH 
LA\\ & ORDER: SPECIAL VICTIMS 
UNIT (Monday, at 9 p.m.) 
Stars: Olivia Benson (Mariska Hargitay). 
Elliot Stabler (Christopher Meloni). John 
Munch (Richard Belzer). Brian Cassidy 
(Dean Winter,,), Captain Donald Cragen 
(Dann Florek) 
Premise: TI1i, ,pin-off of the long-runninr 
NBC drama "Law & Order" deals with sex 
crime, a, Ne,v York detective, sympnth1Le 
with their victim, and attempt to cope with 
their reality. At lea,1 two cast member,, should 
be recognizable for fon, of criminal drama,: 
Bel7erof"Homicide: Life On the Street" and 
Florek a, Captain Cragen. the role he m:1de 
popular on the original "Law & Order:· 
-NH 
THE MIKE O'MALLEY SHOW (Tues-
day, at 9:30 p.m.) 
Stnrs: Mike O'Malley, Will Arnett. Kerry 
O'Malley. Missy \ager, Mark Rosenthal 
Premise: Mike (O'Mnlley ofESPN) recon• 
siders his aimle" lifestyle when he attend, a 
friend\ weddmg. However, this may change 
as NBC ha., already onlered the pilot to be re-
tooled. 
-NH 
STARK RAVING MAO (Thursday, :11 
9:30 p.m.) 
Sturs: Ian Stark (Tony Shalhouh). Henry 
McNeely (Neil Patrick Harris). Eddie 
McClintock 
Premise: Henry McNeely (Harris of"Doo-
gie How,er. MD"). and anal-retenttve book• 
editor/bizarre horror novelist Inn Stark (Shal-
houb of "Wings") form " sort of "Odd 
Couple" for the '90s as Henry reluctantly 
accepts the job of helping Ian to cure his writ• 
ers· block. The series is executive-produced 
by Stel'en Levitan ("Ju,t Shoot Me," "Frasi• 
er") who ha, been successful 111 producing 
past hits. This could be another winner. 
-NH 
*THIRD WATCH (Sundays at 8 p.m.) 
Stars: Coby Bell. Skipp Sudduth. Eddie 
Cibrian. Anthony Ruivivar. Jason Wiles. 
Molly Price, Michael Beach. Kim Raver. 
Bobby Cannavale 
Premise: Emmy-winning producer John 
Wells ("ER") has gone a step beyond the hos-
pital drama and created an action-packed 
series about New York City paramcdics. lire-
lightcr, and police officer, who work the 3 
p.m. to midnight shift. Addttionally. the 
show·, actor, comprise one of the most eth• 
n,cally divcr,,e casts of the new fall show,. 
-NH 
THE WEST WING (Wednesday, at 9pm) 
Stnrs: Allison Janney, Moira Kelly, Rob 
Lowe. Richard Schiff. Manin Sheen. John 
Spencer. Bradley Whitford 
Premise: This fast-paced White house 
based drama, created by Aaron Sorkin 
("Sports N1gh1." 'The American Pre"denr"). 
surrounds the ltbernl president Josiuh Bartlett. 
whose advisor- often bring their personal 
li\es into the office. The show has been cril• 
iciLed for its whitewa,hed ca,t and the attack, 
may conlinue ru; conscrv;1tive viewer~ may 
take offense at the left-wing ideals of the lic-
tiomtl president. 
-NH 
FOX 
*Tll\lE OF YOUR LIFE (Mond.,y at Sp.m.J 
Starring: Jennifer Lol'e Hewitt, Jennifer Gar-
ner, G111a Ravera. Diego Serrano, Pauley 
Perctte. Johnathon Schaech 
Prembe: Sar.th (Hewitt) from "Party ofFl\e" 
ll°"' to New York m ,earch of her father and 
independence. The show look, a little like 
"Felicity.'' The biggest contrn,t between the 
show," that the pilot for "Time of \our Life" 
had toll<! re-done. Hopefully they got it right 
the second time around. 
ACTION (Thur,,day at 9:30) 
Starring: Jay Mohr. llle,ma Douglas. Buddy 
Hackett. Juck Plotnick, Jared Paul 
Premise: If "South Park" st.1rred real human 
actor,, this would be the ,how. 'Udk about potty 
mouth. Thi, show bleeps out more four letter 
worth th:m "Jerry Springer:· 1ne show takes on 
l'ery racy topics. and doe,n·t hold any punch-
es. This sho\\ is not tor younger viewers. 
•MANCHESTER PREP (Thursday al 8 
p.m.) 
Starring: Sarah Thompson. Robin Dunne, 
Keri Lynn Pratt. Amy Adam,. Sean Palfick 
Thomas 
Pren~: "Cruel Intentions" rn«b TV m this 
made for TV version of the hit Generation X 
movie. The characters from the movie are 
reprised. Sebastian (Dunne) and Kathryn 
(Adams) are the ringleader,, of Manchester 
Prep. Sex. lies and vengance are the name of 
the game. 
THEWS 
JACK AND J ILL (Sundays at 9 p.m.) 
Starring: Amelia Heinle, Ivan Sergei, Jamie 
Pressly, Justin Kirk, Sarah Paulson 
Premise: For starters, the neat thing about 
thi, show is that her name is Jack. short for 
Jacqueline and he's Jill. short for David J1llcf-
sky. The cuteness continues from there. This 
is definitely a sitcom for romantics. Jack and 
Jill are neighbors who are destined to be 
with each other. The only problem is he has 
a girlfriend. Since this is a sitcom. they keep 
running into each other and their attraction 
grows. This show is meant to ha\'e a "Felic-
ity" feel with a comedic twbt. Since most 
people either love or loathe "Felicity,'' it 
seems that this show will probably be the 
same way. 
-AC 
POPULAR (Thursdays at 8 p.m.) 
Starring: Carly Pope. Leslie Bibb. Tommy 
Lyn Michaels, Kip Pardue, Christopher 
Gorham. Tamara Mello. Sara Rue 
Premise: Let\ say you're in high school. You 
are unpopular. but want to be a cheerleader, 
and you fear that you·re too fat. Then your 
Dad gets married and you become the step-
sister of the prettiest girl in school. What are 
you to do. except star in your own sitcom? 
"Popular" is trying really hard to give the WB 
a sitcom that :1ppeals to the same demo-
graphic that most of its drama, are reaching. 
In order 10 succeed. it's going to have to make 
sure that this show doesn't come off as 1rite, 
especially since it seems 10 be leaning in that 
direction. 
-AC 
ROSWELL 
(Wednesdays r::::---------. 
at 9 p.m.) 
Starri n g: -
Shiri Appleby. 
Jason Behr, 
Katherine 
Heigl. Bren-
Jan Fehr, 
Majandra 
Delfino. Colin 
Hanks. Nick 
Wechsler. 
W i 11 i am 
Sadler 
Premise: It 
has aliens and teens and lo\'e and risk: what 
more do you need? This show centers around 
three teenager., who "ere left on planet Earth 
after their ,pac-eship. RO'>wCII. m~,/x:d. Now one 
of the alien teens h.'1.s fallen in lo\'c with an earth-
ling and the town sheriff i, gen.ing suspicious. 
Described a., a cm.s bet\\ttn "!l.ly So-Called 
Life" and ·11,e X-files." this show is a promis-
ing Sci-ft/Romance. Like many other shows this 
fall. ii caters to a fairly young demographic. But 
unlike all of those other ,how, 11 has a rwist to 
it that might just be enough 10 make it noat in 
a se.a of teen angst. 
-AC 
SAFE HARBOR (Mondays at 9 p.m.) 
Starring: Gregory Harrison, Scon Vicknry-
ous. Jeremy Lelhott. Rue McClanahan. Kurt 
Wetherill. Cody Wetherill 
Premise: The producer,, of ''7th Heaven 
bring you another fonuly-friendly show. It's 
based in Florida and stars a single dad trying 
to raise his three sons with the help of his 
mother (who owns the seaside hotel where 
they live). Along the way. they take in a 15-
year-old female runaway. This certainly 
sounds like a safe ,how full of nice homey 
thing1> that the family can sit and watch togeth• 
er. The father is a sheriff and it sounds like 
he'll be the likable kind of dad that everyone 
will want to have around. Bui is this show 
going to be too squeezably so!t 10 stomach? 
-AC 
ANGEL (Tuesdays at 9 p.m.) 
Starring: David Boreanaz, Glenn Quinn. 
Charisma Carpenter 
Premise: If you like "Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer:· you'll like this. too. It stars Buffy's 
love who got away. Angel (Borenaz). who has 
relocated 10 Los Angeles in order to save a 
couple hundred lost souls. He\ seeking atone• 
ment for his many van1p1re sins and e,·en 
enlists the aid of Cordelia (Carpenter), io Los 
Angeles as an out-of-work actress who will 
surely provide a 101 of comic relief. "Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer·· was a hit because of its 
originality and Angel was a large part of that 
,how's plot. I'm sure that fans of the show 
will enjoy seemg him slfut his stuff without 
Buffy there to cramp his style. The idea of 
Angel being a good samaritnn and saving 
other people is a little curious though. seeing 
a, he was an evil animal just a couple of 
months ago. 
-AC 
RETURNING FAVORITES 
FRIENDS (Thursdays at 8:00 p.m. (NBC)) 
Stars: Rachel (Jennifer Aniston). Monica 
(Courteney Cox), Phoebe (Lisa Kudrow). 
Chandler (Matthew Perry). Joey (Matt 
LeBlanc), Ross (David Schwimmer) 
Premise: Nuptial cliffhangers are now stan-
dard fare on NBC, and last season's "Friends" 
finale was no exception. On Chandler and 
Monica's first anni"ersary, the commitment• 
phobic Chandler was preparing to walk down 
the aisle with the ever neurotic Monica in Las 
Vegas. However, his plans were overshad-
owed when the inebriated on-again. off-again 
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• in shock. Will Joey get his movie career off of the grcou• 
pie. Rachel and Ross. stumbled out of the chapel seem• 
ingly wed as Chandler and Monica (as well as the rest of 
America) watched in shock. Will Joey get his movie 
career off of the ground? Did this unexpected turn make 
Chandler and Monica rethink their decision? Arc Ross and 
Rachel actually married'? And if they are. docs this mean 
that Ross will go through his third divorce in si~ years? 
-NH 
*ALLY MCBEAL (Mondays at 8 p.m. (FOX)) 
Stars : Ally McBeal (Calista Flockhart}, Georgia 
Thomas (Courtney Thorne-Smith), Richard Fish (Greg 
r Germann}, Renee (Lisa Nicole Carson}. Elaine (Jane 
Krakowski}, Vonda Shepard (herselO. Nelle Porter (Por-
tia de Rossi). Ling Woo (Lucy Liu). John Cage (Peter 
MacNicol), Billy Thomas (Gi l Bellows}. 
Premise: Ally has been submerged in a narcissistic. 
melancholy world of dancing babies, unicorns. Al Green 
hallucinauons, and (of course) man trouble for two years. 
Howe\'er. producers are now sugge,iing that her sadness 
and Billy obsession may become things of the past. The 
coming season will propel Ally into numerous relation-
ships and potential happiness. Don't bet on smooth sai l-
ing though; the third season premiere will find Ally in the 
midst of a romantic faux pas. 
Stars: Felicity (Keri Rus-
sell). Ben (Sco11 Speedman), 
Noel (Sco11 Foley}, Jul ie 
(Amy Jo Johnson), Elena 
(Tangi Miller). Meghan 
(Amanda Foreman). Sean 
(Greg Grunberg} 
Premise: Dear 
SaJly ... everyone·s been wait-
ing four whole months 10 find 
out who Felicity left New 
York City with: Ben or Noel? 
No one's telling. But one 
thing's for sure. if she went 
with Ben. that basically puts 
an end 10 Felicity's friend-
ship with Julie. Speaking of 
Julie. will wc find out what's 
going to happen with her birth 
parents? Will Elena pay for 
her Oing with her professor'? 
All these questions will defi-
nitely be answered when the 
season premiere airs Sept. 26. 
-JJ\V L... ______ .. 
-NH DAWSON'S CREEK 'Da • C ,. . r h \\'B' h"•" , 1 · • Th · (Wednesdays at 8 p.m. (WB)) ' wson s ttek is one o t e s lr;,,est rated retummg s 1o"s this ,all. c show mi<cs ndoles«nce with real life situations. 
Pho<o Courte>y of TV Guide 
7TH HEAVEN (Mondays at 8 p.m. (\VB)) Stars: Joey(Katie Holmes). ---------------------------------------------- -
Stars: Eric Camden (Stephen Collins}, Annie Camden 
(Catherine Hicks). Matt Camden (Barry Watson}. Simon 
Camden (David Gallagher), Mary Camden (Jessica Biel}. 
Lucy Camden (Beverley Mitchell). Ruthie Camden 
(MacKenzie Rosman) 
Premise: The WB network's highest-rated series will 
be gelling a little edgier in it, fourth season as the Carn-
dens and their Colgate smiles enter new phases of life. The 
eldest, Matt, will be leaving the nest. Mary wilt be get-
ting involved in some risky situations. Lucy will lose some 
of her sweetness. and Simon and Ruthie will be involved 
in fewer --cutesy .. Morylines. 
-AC 
*THE STEVE HARVEY SHOW (Fridays at 8 p.m. 
(\VB)) 
Stars: Steve (Steve Harvey). Regina (Wendy Raquel 
Robinson). Romeo (Merlin Santana). Bullethead (William 
Lee Scott), Lydia (Lori Beth Denberg}, Cedric (Cedric 
1he Entertainer), Lovita (Terri J. Vaughn) 
Premise: The highe,si rated program among black audi-
ences begins another season with Steve finally finding 
himself finally gelling closer 10 Regina when he is pro-
moted 10 vice principal of their high school. Unfonunately 
1 for him, he also has to get closer to his primary irritation. 
the ghe110 fabulous Lovita, when she moves in with his 
roommate Cedric. He's not the only one who has a nui-
sance 10 avoid. though; Romeo and Bullethead have 10 
deal with cla.~smate Lydia, who just doesn't know when 
• she's not wanted. 
AC 
t• *FELICITY (Sundays at 9 p.m. (WB)l 
Dawson (James Van Der Beek). Pacey (Joshua Jackson), 
Andie (Meredith Monroe). Jack (Kerr Smith), Jen 
(Michelle Wi lliams) 
Premise: Will they or won·1 they? After the season 
finale, viewers across the country were left pondering if 
Dawson and Joey would get back together, let alone 
speak. What's up with Andy and her mental illness? Will 
Jack actually stan dating? Will Jen ever find a man of her 
own? And what's up with thb new senior whose :.ole goal 
this sea:,on will be to take away Dawson's virginity? Yes, 
··Dawson·, Creek"' will be like that this season. So buck-
le-up and let the teens of 1he "creek .. show )'OU how small-
towners do it. 
-JJ\V 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER (Tuesdays at 8 p.m. 
(WB)) 
Stars: Buffy (Sarah Michelle Gellar}. Oz (Seth Green}, 
Willow (Alyson Hannigan) 
Premise: Buffy goes to college ,md faces the same prob-
lems she did in high school. but this time there is the added 
dread of freshman orientation. All jokes aside. the show 
will basically take on a whole new identity, and it will start 
off fresh. With a new campus comes new faces and prob 
lems. It's just what the writers for this show need after the 
departure of Angel (David Boreanaz) and Cordelia 
(Charisma Carpenter). 
- JJ\V 
*MOESHA (Mondays at 8 p.m. (UPN)) 
Stars: Moesha Mitchell (Brandy Norwood). Hakeem 
(Lamont Bentley). Niecy (Shar Jackson). Dorian (Ray-J 
Norwood). Dee (Sheryl Lee Ralph). Frank (William 
'· Lawrence's Cinema Streak 
•. Continues In 'Blue' 
Phom Coone,>, of Columbia Pic1u~ 
Detecth-e Hardcaslle (William Fors)the), lefl, btlieves Miles (Martin La"renre) Is an uperienced burglar. 
BY TORI M ASON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: A 
Martin Lawrence has done it again! He's mixed wit, 
character portrayals and physical comedy to create 
another outrageously funny movie in ··Blue Streak." 
"Blue Streak, .. directed by Les Mayfield (the direc-
tor of "Flubber" and .. Encino Man"), is the story of 
Miles Logan, a jewel thief who disgubes himself as a 
police officer. The movie opens with Miles and a 
group of his criminal counterparts stealing a diamond. 
Greed turns the easy caper into a catastrophe as well 
as turning friends into enemies. The police arrive and 
Miles e,capes the scene with linle time to hide the dia-
mond. Going to a building under conmuction, he 
hides in an air vent and tapes the diamond to the inside 
before surrendering to the police. After two years of 
incarceration. Miles is released back into society and 
the fun and games begin. 
After a brief visit with his ex-girlfriend, Lawrence 
returns to the corner of Fifth and Grand Avenues to 
find the building completed. There's one problem • 
it is now the newest LAPD precinct. Miles decides 
the only way to enter the building and gain access 10 
the area where the diamond hides is 10 disguise him• 
self. After an unsuccessful a11empt 10 gain access as 
a pizza deli\,eryman. Mi les a~sumes the identity of a 
police detective named Malone. Posing as a new 
transfer from another police department, Miles 
intrigue, his fellow officers by catching an escaping 
suspect on his first day. His criminal mind makes him 
a perfect officer in the burglary uuit and he is quick-
ly given the position of Lead Detective. What follows 
next. is pure chaos. 
.. Blue Streak" is a wonderful movie that keeps the 
audience laughing. Lawrence delivers his usual top• 
notch performance. This movie reminds viewers 
just why they flocked 10 sec all of his other films. 
and why they were enraged with Tisha Campbell 
when the hit series "Martin" was canceled. If you 
did not see .. Blue Streak'" on its opening night . 
don't feel too bad. Correct your mbtakc and go see 
i1 soon. Lawrence's acting in 1he movie is reminis• 
cent of the actor before things in his life became hec-
1ic and complicated. With one viewing of '·Blue 
Streak," anyone can forget the drama and remember 
our "King of Comedy.'' 
In the past. Martin has been compared to actor/oome-
dian Jim Carey. Lawrence's newest release, "Blue 
Streak," proves that he i, buck on the road 10 success. 
Allen Young). Myles (Marcus T. Paulk). Andel( (Yvene 
Wilson) 
Premise: Moi;sha enters college without be-,t friend Kim 
(Countess Vaughn. who now brings the charncter 10 life 
m the Mocsha spin-off. "The Parkers) after being fired 
from Vibe Magazine. The Mitchell household aho begins 
10 shift when it is shaken up by Dee and Frank ·s marital 
issues as well as the arrival of Moesha 's teenage cousin 
(played by Brandy's real-life younger brother, Ray-J). 
-NH 
THAT '70S SHOW (Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. (FOX)) 
Stars: Eric Forman (Topher Grace). Donna Pincio11 
(Laura Prepon), Steven Hyde (Danny Ma,terson). Michael 
Kelso (Ashton Kutcher). Jackie Burkhardt (Mila Kunis). 
Fes (Wilmer Valderrama). Red Forman (Kurtwood 
Smith). Kiny Forman (Debra Jo Rupp). Laurie Forman 
(Lis.1 Robin Kelly}. Midge Pinciotti (Tonya Roberts). Bob 
Pincioni (Don Stark) 
Premise: Arguably the mo,1 underrated sitcom on the 
Fox network, "That ·10, Show" is adept at tackling 
teenage is,ues mmus the ang,1. The new season contin-
ues the comical treatment of relationship slliryline, de,el-
oped in the first year: Donn:i and Eric's careful treading 
of the sexu.11 realm. Bob and Midge's crumbling marriage. 
and Kelso 's try\ls with Eric's older si>ter Laurie (now a 
permanent character). 
-NH 
THE X-FILES (Sundays at 9 p.m. (FOX)) 
Stars: Fox Mulder (David Duchovny). Dana Scully 
(Gillian Anderson) 
Prembe: Many televi,ion critic, were harsh on the la,1 
season of ·1nc X-Files," citing the program's waning cre-
ativity, unfocused topics and increasingly large plot holes 
as reasons for it 10 be retired. However, creator Chris 
Carter may have an opportunity to redeem himself for 
what is likely the final season of the critically-acclaimed 
sci-fi detective show. The theory of a Martian origin for 
humans will be ~plored. the formerly deceased "Well 
Manicured Man" wi ll resurface, and the fate of Mulder 
(last seen screaming in a padded cell} will be determined 
starting with a two-part sea.son premiere. 
-NH 
*THE PRACTICE (Sundays at 10 p.m. (ABC)) 
Stars: Bobby Donnell (Dylan McDermo11). Eugene 
Young (Steve Harris). Ellenor Fruit (Carnryn Manheim). 
Lindsay Dole (Kelli Williams). Rebecca Washington 
(Li~a Gay Hamilton). Jimmy Berluti (Michael Badaluc-
co). Helen Gamble (Lara Flynn Boyle). Lucy Hatcher 
(Marla SokolofO 
Premise: The que;tion of whether George Vogelman 
(Michael ~onks) is actually the nun who anempted to 
murder Lindsay will be answered when one of television's 
most riveting and innovative dramas return,. In the 
upcoming season. creator David E. Kelly ("Ally McBeal," 
..Chicago Hope," ·'Snoops") will bring back the libidinous 
judge. Roberta Kiuleson (Holland Taylor), and concen-
trate on whether Bobby and Lindsay will endure engage-
ment. 
-NH 
The 
A.J. Johnson 
Dolninlque 
Def Comedy 
Jam Tour 
Starring: 
Kid Capri 
TWyC.pu.dar 
Marvin Dixon 
Saturday, October 30 • 8pm 
at the intimate 
Cramton Auditorium 
2455 6th St. , NW• WDC (on the campus of Howard University) 
Free parkmg shuttle service available, & valet parking available 
Tickets on sale at all Ticket Master outlets including 
Cramton Auditorium Box Ottice, Hechts. & Kemp Mill Music. 
Charge by phone 202-432-SEAT or purchase onhne at www.ticketmaster.com 
B4 
BERTOOWN 
l'ik Photo 
Steel Puhe is a .-.gg.1e group " ilh sbl)lng po"er. '111eir dominance~ spanned a 
few de<ades. 
STEEL PULSE: 
A LIVING 
LEGACY 
By M ONIQUE STEl'llt:NS 
Grade: A 
An old Ethiopian Proverb stales ... Tu one who does not know. a small 
garden is like a fores1." Tuff Gong International reggae recording artists. 
Steel Pulse. illustrate this proverb by packing powerful lyrics and live 
music into a small yet rhythmically euphonious dynamic CD. 
The music and messages contained within the 12 tracb of Steel Pulse's 
Living Legacy"definitely have a 10-fold effect on listeners. causing lis-
teners to feed off of the mental vibe and the many social and political 
observations provided in this CO. 
Listeners of reggae music know that the music takes us far beyond the 
ritualistic. "bump and grind" messages so popular in contemporary 
music. Steel Pulse offers a variety of flavors for your musical ear. The 
song topics range from black unification 10 combating prejudice to the 
genesis of mankind. Concepts characteristic of reggae music such as the 
conquering of ignorance. awareness of cuhurnl roots and reverence for 
religion. are all emphasized in .. Living Legacy." The members of Steel 
Pulse definitely do the tradition of reggae music justice with this album. 
Though you can sit back. relax. and meditate 1-0 many tracks on 1his 
CO, other tracks will make you stand up and shake your groove-thang. 
This CO will not put you 10 sleep. Most of the songs are upbeat. Even on 
a serious song like. "Ku Klux Klan (Slight Return)."' the fast-paced 
beats and rapid tempo compensate for 1he gravity of the lyrics. 
Other songs are spiritually uplifting. Whal deep philosophies grow in 
the garden of a band that is a .. Living Legacy .. ? Toke your pick. The 
strongest tracks are. "Medley. Medley, .. "hlnnds Unite." and "Reggae 
Fever ... In lyrics like "Is a 1·ersio11. ama Ki11g James \~rsio11, 'cause 0111 
of Africa, came the /1,ard,·11 of Etlt-11," Steel Pulse vocali1c, the folsc 
depiction of the origin of man. 
In "Reggae Fever," Steel Pube sings in honor of reggae music: .. Reg-
gae music makes me hot aro1111d tire collar. my blood pre.mire high" You 
will definitely work up a sweat and misc your blood pressure when 
dancing 10 a CO like this. "Islands Unite" is about the unificmion of 
Caribbean folk. The song stresses the importance of undermining the 
conspiracies of other races to separate the reggae people: "Unite." reali-
1)' night, \\~ fight, and keep them 0111 of sight."' 
The music on this CO is as vibrant as the lyrics and controversial 
issues addressed. The dis1inc1i ve instrumental sound. featuring guitars. 
drums and keyboards, is not looped or dubbed. making the music a nm-
ural complement for the original lyrics. This is real reggae mu,ic. 
Are you feelin' Marc 
Dorsey? If so, the first 
five people who come to 
the Hilltop Today at 5pm 
will receive an auto-
graphed color photo of 
the Jive Record artist. 
The next ten will receive 
glossy black and white 
autographed photos. 
First come, frrst serve. 
One per person. 
The Hilltop is located in 
the on the P-Level of the 
West Towers. 
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Marc Dorsey: 
Fans Something 
By T ORI MASON 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Marc Dorsey is no newcomer 10 the 
music industry. He has been invo lved in 
1he business for 12 years, having worked 
wi lh artists such as Lauryn Hill and Faith 
Evans. His port fo lio al so includes j ingles 
for products such as Coca-Cola , Coll 45, 
The Army, Johnson & Johnso n and Kodak. 
His album, "Crave," was released on Jive 
Records on August 20. The title cu1 , 
.. Crave, .. also appears on the sound track 
for the hit motion picture .. The Wood." 
When he heard one of his songs on the 
rad io for the first time he was relieved. "II 
wa, like finally," Dorsey said. 
Born and raised in Washington. O.C., 
Dorsey has a close rela1ionship with his 
family. He gets his passion for singing and 
his vo ice from his mother. and his man-
nerism~ and busfness sense from his 
father and brother. He said he remembers 
the things his family ins tilled in him when 
dealing wi th people and lakes ca re to 
watch out for people who might want to 
be associated wi th him j ust because of his 
fame. 
A distr ict native, Dorsey frequented the 
nightclubs in 1he area after par1icipa1ing 
in a theater program at Howard University. 
Afler the nightc lubs, Dorsey went to New 
York City nnd performed at the world-
famous Apollo Thea ter. He said 1ha1 he 
was in1 roduced more 10 the mus ic industry 
while he was in New York. While there. 
he met famed direc tor Spike Lee ("Mal• 
co lm X .. and .. Mo' Beller Blues") and 
wro1c songs for the "Crooklyn" and 
"Clockers" sound1racks. 
After one year of produc1ion. Dorsey's 
..Crave" was released. He said the album 
could have been released sooner but there 
were problems with the di rection of the 
album. 
In an effort to promote his new album. 
the ar1is1 is traveling overseas to countries 
like Australia, France, England, Germany. 
and Japan. 
"Those coun tries don·1 have a big market 
for R&B. but they are receptive:· he said. 
Dorsey said there was a 50-50 mutua l 
understanding between him and Jive 
Records (the label that he is curren tl y 
recording on) concern ing the amount of 
input he had in se lecting whal songs 
would appear on his album. " If You Really 
Wanna Know," the curren1 hi1 single. was 
selected by both himself and Jive. Dorsey 
said 1he song was meant as some1hing 
men could identify with. 
"Every man has ei ther been in that si1ua-
1ion or can relate 10 1ha1 si tuation." 
Dorsey said. "Women have so many 
women oul 1here singing on their behalf. 
h's 1,me 1ha1 men have that same luxury ... 
Dorsey is also taking an ac1ive role 1n 
his business affairs. He refuses to be like 
others in 1he industry who have pu t their 
complete trust and loyally in others and 
later find out they have no money. Howev-
Concert 
er. Dorsey has not paid much a11en1ion 10 
his own record sales. 
After 12 long year, of hard work and 
dedication. Dorsey·, dream of being a 
recording star has frnall} come true. He 
said that in 1he future he plans 10 take 
more ro le, rn 1he ,ndustr>, but right now 
he b focused on the lllUSlC. 
Dorsey said Howard students interested 
in becoming involved rn 1he music busi-
ness should "get i1110 the business aspect." 
He advised student, to get a, many ,n1ern-
ships ns possible ,o 1ha1 they can learn 
everything they can before trying to 
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To Crave 
become artists. He said ii is also impor-
tanl 10 get out there and meet people. 
"Networking is a big part of 1he busi-
ness," Dorsey said. 
The smgle, "If You Really Wanna Know," 
is currentl) being a1red on the radio and 
the video can be seen on The Box and 
BET. "Crave" is the next single to be 
released. Fans can e,pect the video 10 be 
released soon 
Sevendust • • • Rocks! 
By MtA So,n:RSALL 
Hi I hop Staff Wri1er 
Head-banging, mosh pining and pure. unadul• 
1em1ed musical energy ruled la,1 Sunday's Sev-
endust .. Home Tour" concert a1 the 9:30 club. 
Around 800 heavy metal lovers from the district 
came 011110 hear the Atlanta-based group get 
hype. And get hype 1hey did. 
Skunk Anansie. a British metal group which 
has exis1ed ns long as Sevcndust. performed 
firs1. Skin. the lead singer of the band. happens 
to be a sis1a·. Ahhough she had a soft. pleasant 
speaking voice. there wns no denying 1ha1 she 
rockedthe audience. With an excellent stage 
presence, a subtle (not raunchy) sex appeal. and 
an excellent rapport with 1he crowd, Skunk 
Anansie was exhilarating. 
Staind. a group with a calmer performance 
style. was 1he second opening act. Though the 
band lacked energy and stage presence, ii 
gained 1he crowd's favor with the quali1y or its' 
songs. The 20 or so people pushing each other 
in the mosh pit in the name or fun provided free 
entertainment to anyone bored by the group ·s 
music. 
Next came Powerman5000. The bright, well-
planned lighting complemented the group's 
energetic performance. But the party didn't real-
ly begin until four white guys and a brother 
dubbed Sevendusl came to the mic. 
'T m a 1ermina1or/de1ermined to end your 
life/I'm a 1ermina1or/de1ermined 10 end your 
life," screamed Lajon Witherspoon, Sevendust's 
lead singer. full or rnw soul and hard rocking 
fury. ln response. fans jumped, waved their 
hands and sang along 10 the loud, metallic 
vibrations that emanated from the spca.kers and 
seized the minds and bodies of the audience. 
Filcl'ho<o 
Atlanta ba.-.ccl M'J, y Ille!:~ gn,up Se,endu_,1 gme n great shO\I nl IM 9:30 club last Sund&)' 
Unlike most of the 01her band\' lead singers. 
Witherspoon didn't ,teal the spotlight, despite 
his well-conditioned body and oven se~ appeal. 
He and the band's two guitar players in1emc1ed. 
leaping from speakers and running up and down 
the stage collectively. Even the drum and bass 
players were hard to ignore '" they savagely 
beat their in>1rumen1,. 
"There is nothing like 1he energy of a heavy 
metal concert," said audience member Torrance 
Biddle, a senior film major from Howard. 
Impressively, 1he band played an equal :m1oun1 
or song, from their firs1 album as from their 
second, which came -0111 on Augu\l 24. Most of 
the songs it played were about rage. drugs and 
women. However. Sevcndusl refrained from per• 
forming the controversial "Face:· which 
explores a woman's S&M fantasy. One of the 
high points of the night was when Skunk Anan-
sie's Skin returned 10 the stage 10 perform the 
sexy duel, "Licking Cranes ... with Sevendust's 
Lajon. The musical chemistry was definitely 
there. and their voice, complimented each other. 
Another surprise guest came 10 the stage when 
an exhilarated fan danced with Lajon and 
exposed herself 10 the cheering crowd. 
Viewers left the concert aching from the head 
banging. tired from the mo,h pilling, temporari-
ly deaf from the music-blasting, and soaked 
with the sweat of themselves and others. But 
one thing is for sure: they left satisfied. Rock 
-011, Sevendu>t! 
' 
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VIDEO RELEASE 
File Photo 
Denzel Washington 
"The Siege" 
Starring De~! Washington, B~ 
Willis and Annette Bening 
Written by Menno Meyjes, Edwa(d 
Zwick and Laurence Wright 
Directed by Edwa(d Zwick 
Grade: A 
BY FREDDIE ALLEN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Edward Zwick co-writes and 
directs this compelling action-
drama about the illusion of peace 
and civil liberties Americans 
stumble through everyday. 
Edward Zwick is no stranger to 
the conspiracy-laden genre of 
films, previously directing 3Den-
zel Washington and Meg Ryan in 
"Courage Under Fire." 
Holy wars and civilian bomb-
ings engulf a terror-stricken New 
York City, as the FBI, CIA and 
the Army form a reluctant 
alliance to extinguish the terror-
ist flames. Denzel Washington 
stars as Anthony "Hub" Hub-
bard, the quick-witted head of an 
FBI anti-terrorist group that races 
precariously on the thin line 
between sacrifice and suicide. 
Annette Benning is Elise Kraft, 
an undercover CIA operative in 
the Arab-American community 
that has seemingly lost her loy-
alties in the battle for peace in the 
turbulent Middle East. Bruce 
Willis is the morose Army Gen-
eral Devereaux with a secret 
agenda that threatens to plunge 
New York City into a hellish 
nightmare. 
''The Siege" builds up to an 
apocalyptic climax as a terrorist 
bomb tears a play on Broadway 
asunder. Martial law is declared 
in the city and General Devereaux 
is given total authority to annihi-
late the threat no matter what the 
cost. Arab-Americans all over the 
city are herded into "relocation" 
facilities in shallow efforts to 
ensure their safety. Hubbard is 
forced to solve the case of the ter-
rorist bombings and put an end to 
General Devereaux's plans for a 
brave new world before the city 
perishes in anarchy. 
lronically, ''The Siege" is not 
against the threat of terrorist 
bombings, but against the threat 
of the government's power to 
control our lives. The film por-
trays Edward Zwick's intelligent 
writing and directing sldlls in an 
intense thriller that pulls no 
punches. 
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BY MONIQUE STEPHENS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
On the 28th block of Georgia Avenue stands 
an establishment which caters to the needs of 
the Howard community since 1977. 
The Blue Nile was the creation of an African 
herbsman, Duku Allen. Allen created an estab-
lishment that could provide holistic herbs and 
spices to a community with such specific 
needs. Just as the Ethiopian Nile River replen-
ishes the fertile land which surrounds it, the I 
Blue Nile supplies the community with an 
abundance of healthy and spiritually rejuve-
nating products. Afrocentric books, body care 
products, fabrics, incense, oils, jewelry and 
candles are offered in addition to more than 
300 herbs and spices. 
"Here, you may find chamomile, Guara, 
which is helpful for late-night studying and 
specialty cold and flu mixes," Allen said. 
These special herbs and spices have kept a 
faithful clientele coming steadily to the Nile. 
''The patrons of the Blue Nile include Wash-
ington D.C. natives and individuals from the 
Caribbean, basically the entire spectrum of the 
African Diaspora," Allen said. 
With a student population as diverse as 
Howard University's, it is a certainty that not 
all individuals are conditioned to American-
ized, manufactured products. Some students 
might not find what they may need in a local 
grocery store, or at the pharmacy. Students get 
homesick and long for those "natural" home 
remedies What about mama's food, and her 
seasonings that can not be found in a local 
nutrition store? You could go to CVS or Safe-
way, walk down the aisle marked "ethnic" and 
experience disappointment, or you could have 
your parents mail those unique items to you at 
a great expense. Why torture or deprive your-
self any longer? Why be subject to alternative, 
non-organic substances that may enter your 
natural and melanin-blessed bodies and threat-
en the balance and purity within? 
The management is very ldnd to its cus-
tomers and offers herbal advice, much like a 
pharmacy. The management of the Blue Nile 
knows the essence of their goods in-depth, and 
willingly volunteers their expertise. They are 
not to be taken lightly. And, what you see is 
what you get. There are no surprises or disap-
pointments. All herbs and spices are stored 
fresh, in transparent contain-
ers along shelves on the walls. 
The Nile River is actually 
the longest running river on 
this planet. Our ancestors, the 
Ethiopians, the Krnetians, the 
Kushites, as well as many 
other Africans thrived off of 
her gifts as a source of pros-
perity. The Nile is associated 
with life, and the color blue is 
associated with peace and har-
mony. The words life, peace, 
and harmony aptly describe 
the store's overall atmosphere 
and spirit. Duku says that the 
association between the store 
· - and its namesake can be found 
in our musical history. The 
wife of the late jazz musician 
John Coltrane, Alice, sang of 
rivers. She, in fact, sang a 
song called "Blue Nile." 
When I enter this establish-
ment, I feel as if its very exis-
tence is a blessing to the 
African-American communi-
ty. The store allows people to 
get a little piece of home when 
it is not actually possible to be 
there. Howard students 
should definitely solicit the 
Blue Nile. This is definitely a 
hot spot. 
Photo By Troy Tieuel 
The Blue Nile, located on 
Georgia Avenue, attracts 
patrons from all over the D.C. 
area. The popular store offers 
Afrocentric books, fabrics, 
oils, body care products, jew-
elry, candles and over 300 spe-
cialty herbs and spices. 
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BY DANELE RIDDICK 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
September marks the three-year anniversary of the death of 
Thpac Shakur. The slain rapper has managed to release more 
albums in death than many artists do in their entire careers. "The 
Rose That Grew From Concrete," a poetry compilation by him 
will be published in November by Pocket Books. 
Charli Baltimore's long-awaited album, "Cold As Ice," is still 
long awaited. Apparently it will be shelved indefinitely due to 
a number of disagreements between Baltimore and the Unter-
tainment Record Label. Don't count her out of the spotlight just 
yet, a contract is in the works with Company Models. Speak-
ing of album delays, Inspectah Deck's "Uncontrolled Sub-
stance" will be released on October 5. 
Jay Z is in the final stages of completing his next album, "The 
Life and Times of Shawn Carter Vol.3." It is due in stores on 
December 26. Fellow Def Jam label mate DMX's new album 
• 
"X:The Man, The Dog, The God," is also slated for a Decem-
ber release 
Following in the footsteps ofR&B divas like Diana Ross and 
Whitney Houston, Mary J. Blige is preparing for her first act-
ing role. She will co-star with Q-Tip (A 'fiibe Called Quest) 
in "Prison Song." The film was co-written by Q-Tip and shoot-
ing will begin 10 October. Janet Jackson is returning to the big 
screen after a six year absence to star alongside Eddie Mur-
File Photo 
MasterP 
phy in the sequel to 1996's "The Nutty Professor." The last 
time Jackson appeared in a film was the 1993 release "Poetic 
ree 
Justice" with the late great Tupac Shakur. Juvenile's dou-
ble-platinum album, "400 Degreez," has finally managed to 
break into Billboard's Top Ten after a 45-week climb, almost 
a year after its November 1998 release. Master P continues to 
represent the dirty dirty in all aspects. He has inked a deal with 
the Toronto Raptors to participate in training camp. Montell Jor-
dan will host Motown Live and is worldng on an album. 
NEWS FLASH!!!!! 
Do you think you've got a look that could grace billboards? 
Are you a young woman between the ages of 14-25 and have 
the afternoon of Saturday, October 2, 1999 open from I :00-
3 :00pm7 The Ford Model Agency could be looldng for you. 
There will be a model search at the Hecht's Tysons Corner 
where five_local candidates will be chosen to appear in a Tommy 
H1lf1ger Lifestyle Fashion Show. One national winner will be 
selected to receive a Ford modeling contract. Application are 
available at the Tommy Hilfiger men's or women's fragtarice 
counter at any Washington-area Hecht's. Experience and pro-
fessional pictures are not required. 
Tommorow ESSENCE Magazine is sponsoring a Pentagon 
City Mall event to include beauty tips, celebrity guest, and a 
fashion show. The mall event is culminating a model search con-
ducted earlier this week and will conclude with announcement 
of regional finalists . 
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THE LAST WORD 
No More ... The Non-Nore Jump-Off 
BY ORF\\ ANDf'Rso, 
Hililop Staff Writer 
Welcome 10 the not-always wonderful world of Droopeeze-A-Leo. 
Please kcl free to be yo' .. self, or determine just what ,elf should be. 
Bui only enter if you're trying to ,ee .. 
No more unwanted calling collect. No more Towers Security guards 
trying to nex. No more of those damn black Express I-shirts with the 
yellow X. No more lack of Malcolm X stamps. No more money get-
ting jacked through tax. No more Def Jam remixes featuring more than 
twenty cats. 
No more pigeons and scrubs. just the giving of love. No more need-
ing 10 leave ID'sjusl 10 visit my thugs. No more ladies with AIDS. No 
more babies with babes. No more solving our problems through Mills 
Lanes and Ricki Lakes. 
No more Crew Tham playerhaters. No more fake hnrdrock perpetrn-
tors. No more slow TG.l.Fm.tay·, wailers. No more hard Now & Lal-
ers. No more coast-hating DJ's. No more D' Angelo CD delay,. No 
more conniving immature females trying 10 set you up on three-way. 
Fellas. no more haters miking about you bad after dapping your hand. 
Ladies. no morc random cats in DC Live l{mbbing your pa"ing ass. Pro-
fessors. no more cla" clowns or sly turkeys crying 10 leave early. Stu-
dents, no more 3: 10 professors arriving at 3:30. 
No more inner truths considered 100 blunt 10 speak. No more Howard 
students switching persona, to front for Greeks. No more biters. No 
more 359 degree ciphers. No more annoying adult-proof "child-proot" 
cigareue lighters. 
No more scheming on the next man; more dreaming up your next plan. 
No more Raphael Ramirel-style railroad murdering Mexic;ms. No more 
need 10 say "no offense ... No need to be so tense. No more off<aJence 
emcees as defiled by Dr. O<:tagonicologist. 
No more damage to the Nav. No more cheating from Hamp. No more 
jiggy "homeless" cats scrambling for ca,h on Georgia Ave. No more 
hocts and pseudo-stars. No more loss of places to park. No more women 
from Venu,. No more men from Mars. No more jack-faking Bible-
q11<llcrs who arc whores behind closed doors. No more roses with thorns. 
No more saying "no more ...... 
Did I offend some? Probably. Did I tell the truth? Undoubtedly. 
"11\just my interpretation of the situation .. • Andre of Out Kast, "Spo1-
1ieo11iedopaliciou, .. 
------ -- --'--------~-
The Rebel 
~lRt~ 
'Tl-le:~~~AMAI-.J 
~D Hl'o~. 
i..aa-~TM6PEeel, 
~11rr~mu, 
~ 1llmON ell.L .~ 
Nt14 1-1£;. ~ ~ 
~"-lt;e,O 
Student lraces Howard 
History Through Fashion 
Georgia native said. "so they are not easy to locate ... 
Despite being an Enghsh/literature major, Faulk is no stranger 10 working 
with mcdiil productions. La-t summer. Faulk interned with the "Ricki Lake 
Show." It\ an experience that has helped her with this project. she said. But 
taking the lead role has taken some adjusting 10. 
"I'm alway, Wililing for someone to say ·Renee do this, Renee do 1hat."' Faulk 
said, adding lhitl she reali,ed she\ the boss. "I'm still adju,ung 10 i, ... 
Currently. Faulk is looking for individual, who ha,e worl:cd as fashion ,how 
coordinators. models. emcees, ushers, homecoming ,ieering comm.iuee members 
and anenclee,. 
'The response ha, been excellent." Faul~ said. "People have been very recep-
ti \'e," 
Faulk expects the projec1 will be complc1ed around February. She thinks that 
the response will be great. 
'This production will function as a visible thank you 10 all former Home-
coming fashion show participant, whose ultimate goal was 10 entertain 1he 
Howard University community:· Faulk said. "It takes courage to expose your 
ph}sical and creative beings and this production will reward that courage." 
Faulk ,aid 
'lroyTieuel 
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If These Walls Could Tulk 
• 
Dear Rosy and Kia B. 
1 have more of a concern than a question. I've been at Howard for the past 
year :md I've found that the women, or shall I sny "girls." that I have dated 
here are overly consumed with themselves and all the things 1hnt I can pro-
vide for them. I think I have the qualities that most colleg,ia1e women would 
find attractive. I'm not trying to play them, I believe in chivalry, and I def-
initely treat a woman like the queen that she is. But it seems 10 me that the 
only things that "girls" are concerned with are if I have a car(which I don't) 
and what I'm gonna buy them next. I just wnnt 10 know - where are the real 
Howard women? 
- Drew 
Kia 8.: Well, we thank you for writing 10 two "Real Howard Women." I think 
the problem lies within yourself. I've always learned that you attract what 
you are. If all you do is go to clubs and parties in search of your soul mate, 
don't an1icipa1e too much. What do you expect when you surrou.nd yourself 
wi1h women who basic~lly have reverted to acting like foolish children? 
Rosy: What makes you thmk that all women want what you ha,-e to offer? 
Believe it or not. there are some ladies out there (myself nod Kia B includ-
ed) who have their own car. their own money and don't need anything from 
you but your time. respect and a little bit of romance. 
Kia B.: I think that you may have been somewhat intimidated by women 
who are on the same level as you and you surround yourself with "girls" who 
are looking more for a daddy than a mature man 10 have a relationship with. 
I find it hard to believe that you can't find a "good" woman at Howard. 
Rosy: Your problem is either your approach or the people that you are 
approaching. If you want to know where 10 find the "real Howard women," 
go to chapel. the library, or beuer yet, go 10 class. You can't always expect 
10 find the woman of your dreams at DC Li,-e. the Ritz or 2K9. 
Kia 8.: I'm a.n avid believer that there is someone out there for everyone. 
Rosy: Don't give up on Howard women just yet. Like Kia B. always says, 
"No limits. no guarantees. no regrets." 
Lll 
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENI'S 
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT M AYO CLIN IC 
& HOS PITALS - ROCH ESTER, MN 
t lpr(• •~ your opportunuy to wor~ ."'\I M.._,yu Clinl(.· (or tht.. .. summer. 
">un,nit ... , Ill i, .1 p.i,d~ sup<•rvi~t-d ho<:tpit'-,1 work <..•><pt. ... r,cncc at S.:11n1 
M.:.rys ;1nd Roc.ht"'St<...'r Mt:.•thodi!>I Ho,p11,1I 
You .1,c clisibl(• (or Suml'ncr Ill after your Junior )r(.•.._·u of a four~yc.lr 
b.,t.:c-.1.n,rt•,,tt .... r"'lltr'<li-n.,.A p.-ogram. rt ,nc-luctf-.. ~ dirlf..s.ct p..,ti, .. nt ,c- ;,n, .. c...•,cpt•ri~n<.t.-· 
in tht• inp,ltlt•nl or ,"lcl",hul,1tory c-are" ""<"tting. 
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TRY'ffif=,.~ 
A1~1yo Nur,,n,; \v .. 1-. ."Jn ;ud<..vi the..• M.-,,:nt.•t f /u-..µit.tl Rec ugrution St,uu, 
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fl.\ND It 
CheckUs Out On-line!!! 
HTTP:/ /HILL TOP .HOWARD. EDU 
Application Oe.,d linc-: J.,nu.>ry t 5 • .ZO<Xl 
I or more 1nform ... 1t1on cont.:--ct; 
Mayo Clinic & Hospitals 
!)ur"t'lmt•r HI Pro~r-..lm • Hun-, .. 1n Rt;:~oun .. c.;"> 
O,,-nun L.v,t • 2CXl f ir.,,I ,,n~•t ~W 
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I 600 S62 7964 
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A .. ,nol,..\'-fr\-<" in-..t1tu11on 
Corne to 
TIAA-CREF's 
One-on-One 
Counseling Session 
To Personalize Your Retirement Plan 
A TIAA-CREF retirement pl&nnlng expert wil l be o n 
campus to answer your questions about building a nd 
pl"otecting your assets, tux-smart ways to invest.. and 
getting the most from your retirement plan. 
DATE: October 1 
LOCATION: Benefits Office. Suite 422 at the 
Universi ty Center 
WHO: All faculty and staff 
HOW: T o reserve your place, ca ll 
Darlene Hughes at 202 637-8922 
Seating is limited: Call today/ 
Enr;ur,ng the future 1 800 842- 2008 
wvvw .. tiaa-cref.org for thUt--tt who shape tt 
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Bison Tame Wildcats 
By KEv1N Snml\RT 
Hill1op Spor1s Edi1or 
Howard's(HU, 1-2.1-1 MEAC)victOl)'over Belhune-coolonan (BCC. 2-1, 1-1 MEAC)) 31-Tl in the first River Fronl Oassic on Salllr-day ,viii go down as an ugly win. but ii will be a ,vin tor 1he Bison. In a game in which bolh 
ieams combined for 23 penalties for 191 yarc1<;. lhe Bison were 
able 10 O\fflX>mc a 17-poinl lead by BCC in lhe fourth quarter 
on lhe arms and legs of HU quanerlxlck (QB) Bobby 
,I 
Mark Coleman 
Howard wide receh-cr Elijah Thurmon scored lhe final touch• 
down to gh-. lhe Bison a "in agaill.51 Bethune-Cookman. 
1ownsend and wide receivers (WR) Elijah Thurmon and 
JC\oole Philpot 
Town.selXI compleled 18 of39 passes for 396 yards and hir 
loudxlowns (ID), three of which came in 1he lounh quaner to 
spur the Bison 10 victOl')C His final 1D came with 31 ~ 
left in lhe fiJurth quarter to Elijah Thurmon tor 35 yards and the 
score. 
Thurmon had 11 caldles on the day ror 202 yards and led all 
recc:i,crs in receptions and Iola! yards. HU WR JC\'Ollle Philpot 
only had IWO receptions tor 75 yarc1<;. but his 73 yard 1D score 
in the lounh quarter was the calalyst ilr Bison comeback. On 
the ocher side of the ball, the BCC P=ing game was missing 
in action as BCC QB and MEAC Rookie of the '\bi" Pa 'iell 
'Irouanan gained the majority of his yardage in rushing (17 
carries for 115 yards), and no receiver on the BCC squad had 
over 2 I yards. 
HU's running backs Jermaine Hutchinson and David John-
son combined for 119 yards on 25 attemplS. BCC gained the 
majori1y of !heir offense on the ground wilh 51 atrempts fi)r 
'297 yards wilh a commiaee of running backs and quarter· 
backs. 
HU place kicker Owles Card was able 10 get his first field 
goal lor the season. when he was able 10 convert on a 27 yard 
attempl 
The HU de~ put in a solid efloo against lhe BCC 
oflcnsc. HU uneoocker Rhoon Hill lead all players wilh nine 
racldes. Linebocker 1lncy While. defensive lineman C1larles 
\\ooda11. and deleo.she mckle Douglas Miller combined lor 
lour sacks wilh V.l:>oda!J conlributing 1wo of !hem. Freshman 
de~he back ~trae l..oog swprised many wilh SC\<en wi.'I.S-
si.sted ~'lCkles. Defensive back Brain McDonald continued his 
great season wilh another iniero:ption 10 bring his toial 10 three 
on lhe seasoo. BCC's All MEAC pre-season selection line-
backer 1eny Doctor had eight mcldes. 
8CC head cooch Alvin Wyatt looked in10 his oogs of !ricks 
and pulled out a fi:w tor the Bison. This was evident in the 
opening kickoff. He had BCC kicker Adam Dennison lift a 
shon kick over HU's front line. and the Wildcals recovered at 
the HU 34 yard line. BCC was not able 10 convert on a 46 yard 
field goal anempt and came away scoreless. 
The first half of play was very conser\'ali\'e ilr the Bison. Al 
theendofiwoquartersof pk1ythe Bison were down by three 
wilh the score being6-3 BCC. Howard's only score in the half 
came from the foot of Charles Card on a Tl yard field goo]. 
Mark Coleman 
Qw,rtert>ack Bobby Townsend passed for lhree touchdowns 
in Che fourth quearter. 
Second half play became an explosive event as bolh ieams 
scored the majority of !heir poinis in the final two quaners. 
BCCSU'UCk first wilh a 24 yard run from QB Pn'1ell Trout-
man Rlr the 51:0re. It only took IWO plays and 41 seconds tor the 
Wildcals to make the si:ore 13-3 BCC. 
HU COWJlered wilh a 39 yard strike 10 WR Richard McEn-
tyre from QB Bobby Townsend 10 bring Howard within slrik· 
ing di.stance. Charles Card was able to 00\ffl on the PAT 10 
make the score 13-10 BCC. The Bison were able to march 71 
yards on 4 plays in 1:17. 
After a 44 yam iniero:ption return by BCC 10 the Howard 
26 yard line, BCC was able to score on the nex1 play on a 26 
ynrd rush by BCC running back Jeremy 1homa<; fi)r the score, 
giving BCC a 20-10 lead wilh 8:03 in the lhird quaner. 
BCC was able 10 increase !heir le;id in the rourth quaner 
when !hey v.ere able to march 67 yards in 16 play:; for si:ore 
' 
31 -27 
with 8:51 left in the g;une. Wilh a 27-10 lead BCC play selec-
tion became oonser\'ativc. 'fha singled lhe beginning of the 
Bison'srun. 
It suwd wilh a 73 yard 1D pa,;s to HU WR JC\OlllC Philpot 
from 'Rlwnsend wilh 8: 18 in the game. Philpot made a iremen-
dous play after only catching abou1 a 5 ynrd toss. He ,v.1$ able 
10 lake the ball an additional 68 yard,; for the score. This cner-
gizod the HU delense and the BCC oJ'len:,c went lhn»and-out. 
HU continued the surge wilh a lhrec plll)4 76 yard drive. The 
dri-e was finished otrwilh a 16 ynrd pass to Elijah Thurmon 
from Town.send lor the score. With the Owles C'll'd PAT coo-
version the score was 27-24 BCC wilh 4:26 in the game. 
Again the =igth of lhe HU delerue showed again as BCC 
v.,::r,1 lhree-and-oul, 
Wilh the game all QUI over the Bison took over wilh 2:03 left 
in regulation and the fuse of the explosi,e combo of "TNT' 
(lownsend and Thurmon) was Iii. S1.11'1ing at the Bison 34 and 
two timeouts left the Bison began their march. The end seemed 
near ror the Bison as Townsend missed on a rourth down pass 
to Thurmon, bu1 a late pass in1etfi::1e11cecall kepi HU's hopes 
alive. The drive was capped off wilh a 35 yanl 1D pass from 
Townsend to Thurmon wilh 31 seconds in the game. Charles 
Card PAT sealed the victOI)' lorthe Bi'i0031-27 
This victOI)' CQlllCS at a \'ery hea,y <XN 10 lhe Bisoo as m.tny 
key players v.ere il\ilU'Cd and 50l1'1e were CV<.'n lo& tor the sea-
son. 
HU DCC 
San 31 r, 
FlalO-. 2l 21 
Rit.J 
··~ 
.29-116 51-297 
l'laq,lnls(Nd) .JJ6 46 
'lltal<amefflp:W.:rt. &q,? 71.J8 
l\nRltTt"\icL 2-2 441 
~ 3"-6 6-116 
lii ..... lW=IMlllm 1..16 14' 
flmlll(l\1111• ..., 4445 44118 
" r '1km 14,111 9,81 fl i11Tbe rl:15 lZltS 
s.:11•• 3,)7 2-IO 
~ Bison Take On Tigers at Greene 
By A LLEN P OWELi, 
I Hilllop S1affWri1er 
• T omorrow's game between lhe "boys in blue" I of Howard Univelliity and the Thxas Southern 
; Tigelli will be a dandy. The game will be a 
: chance for lhe Bison to avenge an embarrass• 
ing loss last year, in which lhe defense yield-
ed a school reconl 444 yards rushing. The Bison lost 10 
'lcxas Sou1hern 30-7. However. bolh Thomas Sieh and DJ . 
Bmdlei the two running backs lhat ripped the Bison in lha1 
meeting, are no longer ,vilh lhe team. This should make 
the defensi,-e load a 1i11le ligh1er. The Tigelli' running game 
will surely still be a poinl of concern for Howard coach 
Sieve Wilson in Saiurday's game. 
The Bison 1viU be looking for an outs1anding perfor-
mance from senior linebacker Rhoan Hill. who leads lhe 
team in mcldes, and defi::nsh-e linemen Doug Miller a.ad 
Oby Arah. These 1hree have combined for more lhan 36 
tackles and six sacks. Howard's secondary will probably 
try 10 lalce advan1age of TSU quarterback 'll'entoa 
Zacharie, who comes in10 the game with only 148 yards 
passing. one 1ouchdown and a single in1ercep1ion. 
Zacharie's fn,-oritc mrge1 seems 10 be senior wideout Goldy 
Jackson. Howard's secondary. led by preseason all-MEAC 
t 
' ( 
Bobby Townsend will oome out shooting as the Bison seek to a,-.nge la.st year's~ to the Tigers. 
candida1e Omnr Evans. sophomore safety Brian McDon-
ald, and freshman safe1y Vontrae Long should ha,-e no 
problem comai.ning the Tigelli. However, lhe play of lhe 
Bison s i:,J 1eams could be a major factor in !his week-
La!.t season. lhe Bison v.-erc led by record sening quarter• 
back 'led Whi1e and only managed seven poinh a~ainst 
TSU. This year. the Bison hopcjuniorquar1erb.'\Ck Bobby 
Townsend and running backs Jenn.line Hu1chimon and 
David Johnson will be able 10 pul up be11er number;. 
"Rolling Thunder" has amassed 349 ydl'ds ,tnd SIX IDs to 
date. Townsend will also be looking to his favorite target, 
senior wide recei,-er Elijah Thurmon, who has more lhan 
400 yards receiving three games into lhe season. The 
offensh-e line will ha-e 10 contend againsi TSU's sopho-
more lineb.'\Cker Lernard Mack. Ano1her lhrea1 is senior 
defensive end Carl Davis. who ha., 1wo snck.s and ,ix tack-
les for a loss. The Bison will need 10 e>1ablbh lhe run in 
order 10 open things UI) for Townsend. 
After lasi week's win. the Bi<;On coache, will probably be 
telling lhe players allhough lhe fans hke comebacks, 
coaches love consislency. The Bi'\Of'I need to come 001 
early and exen lhemsel\'eli again.,1 a physical Tiger 1ean1. 
As in any game, the line piny will be momentous. Hopeful-
ti All-American candidnie Mpumi Masimini will be able 
10 goad 1he offensive line in10 dominating 1he game e.vly. 
hile Bobby Townsend w,llo able to throw for nearly 400 
yards las1 week. the running game is key 10 a Bison vic1ory 
The Bison have somelhing to pl'O\'e after la,t )'--ar·, deba-
cle. 
-
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amedMEAC 
layers of the Week 
By KF.\'IN D. Sn;W,\RT 
Hilltop Sport, Editor 
Howard wide receiver Elijah 
Thurmon has been chosen as the 
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference 
(MEAC) Offensive Player of the 
Week following his 11 receplions 
for 202 yards and two touchdowns 
in a 31-27 come from behind win 
over Bethune-Cookman Wildcats. 
His final catch in the fourth quar• 
ter with less than one minute left 
allowed the Bison to take the go-
ahead score for the \'iCtory. Thur-
mon is leading all wide receivers 
in the MEAC in receptions and 
yards. 
Thurmon was not the only player 
from Howard to recei,-e this acco-
lade. Bison offensive guard Mpumi 
Masimini and All MEAC Pre-sea-
son pick ha~ been chosen as the 
MEAC Offensive Lineman of the 
Week after grading out at 98 per-
cent on his blocking assignments. 
Howard had 512 yards of total 
offense in the win over BCC. 
2 MINUTE DRILL 
Administration: Show Athletics 
SomeLove 
KIMOTHY K. BROWN 
Why doc-sour beloved administration continue to disrespect our intercolle-
giate team:;? I know Howard University has a rich academic tradition, but 
let's Ix: real. We all know athletics completes the overall college experience. 
Money made from athletics allows other school progmms 10 thrive. 
Here at I loward. our athletic teams remain competitive dc,,pitc the lack of 
support. ·me men's soccer l(.'am. women ·s basketball team, football team 
and baseball team are all among the top teams in the Mid Eastcm Athletic 
Conference (~IEAC) every year. The baseball team has the worst situation 
of all. TI1is 1cam doc-snot e,en ha\'e a home field 10 play in! How can this 
ins1inition blatantly neglect its teams? 
I have 10 give lots of credit to our teams. 1hough. -n,e football team has 
winning records reg.1rdless of the fact that Greene Stadium is the wor,,t I 
have ever seen. TI1c astroturf co,ts more than th05C ragedy bleacher.;. I 
know visiting football tt-ams chuckle during every visit to the campus. To 
head coach Steve Wilson's credit, he's been able to n.-cruit talented player.; 
with a poor stadium. 
Let's look at Burr Gymmisium. We all know it's time the administration 
coughs up the money 10 build a state-of-die-art. modem athletic comple.,. 
There has lx.-en talk of the Univer,,ity building a facility by Banneker I ligh 
School. ne new arena is badly needed. Burr Gym was a modem facility 
during the 50's, but now its time to get with the proi,,mm. Of course. 1he 
new athletic complex would also be used for tennis. volleyball, swimming 
and wr,;;,tling. 
President Swygert has been passionate about wanting the new sports com-
plex. He has expressed concen,s on how out-dated Burr Gym is. He knows 
that in order 10 thrive in today's age of sports, Howard has to "kc'Cp up with 
the Jones•." Schools like Norfolk Stme, which has mostly bad sports teams, 
probably has the lx:s1 a1hlctie facilities of all MEAC instinuions. That is 
because administm1ors invest time and money m ilS in1ercollcgiatc athletic 
programs. 
I w:as the sports cditorofl11e Hilltop last year. I never went 10 any base-
ball game,. Why? Well, that was partly due to the nC\,,-papcr not having 
the budget to allow me to 1ravcl to away games. In addition, the baseball 
team does not really have a home stadium. The baseball Bison piny its home 
gamc-s away from home. I think if1he team had an actual stadium on cam-
pus, fans would come in droves to watch them piny. 
The power-wielding sorcerers in the administr•tion building have the 
nerve 10 support tuition increases bill ve,y little of 1ha1 money is put towards 
athletics. Some ,ay athletes have too much already. After all, they do have 
full scholarships. On the 01her hand. they are snidcntS just like us. Sure, they 
do have more lhan the average studenl. but we must support each ocher. I 
don ·1 ha\'e a scholarship. and I still don't complain. 
Howard's rival 10 the south. Florida A&M University. fully supports ilS 
a1hletic teams. Sure. they do not have as many team:; as Howard, but FAMU 
does support all ilS teams. FAMU also has some of the best facili1ies of any 
MEAC-membcr university. 
Look at the athletic accomplishments of Howard University athletics: two 
NCM Division I-A soccer championships. a pair of Black College Foo1ball 
champio,,ships. numerous women's MEAC championships and much more. 
Now. does this look like teams that should not be supported? 
In short, 1he administration has to get rid of ilS nn1i-athle1ics attitude. Since 
1 loward is not consiMn.'d ru, "athletic" institution m1yway. what do we have 
10 worry abour! A0cr all. quality academics and athletics are a good combi-
nation. The second mono for Ho"ard should be "Howard University: The 
NurnbcrOne Hl.lCU in Academics and Adlletic,.." 
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Florida State Is Tops in Division IA Poll 
By TYRONE MCCANOIES 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In the top IO chis week, we see the Seminoles holding down the top slot 
with a trip 10 Tobacco Road as they take on the Thrheels of North Carolina. 
Penn State will take on Indiana. No. 3 Florida will battle the high flying 
Wildcats of Kentucky. No. 4 Michigan will tangle wilh Ron Dayne and 
Wisconsin. No. 5 Nebraska will battle Missouri, while No. 6 Tuxas A&M 
competes again,, S.Mississippi. No. 7 Tunnessee will try to rebound against 
Memphis Stmc. No.8 Virginia Slate will play on Thur..day against Clem-
son. No. 9 Georgia will play the Golden Knights of Cemral Florida. 
Rounding ou11he 1op 10. Ohio Stale will play a Cinncinati 1enm fresh off 
their victory 0\'er Wisconsin. 
Divbion 1-A Top 10 
I. Florida S1a1c 
2. Penn State 
3. Florida 
4. Michigan 
5. Nebraska 
6. 1exasA&M 
7. Tunnesscc 
• • • SPORTS 
By KF.Vl1' D. Sn: WART A1'0 KJMOTIIY B RO\\N 
Hilltop Editors 
• • • 
It is week four in black college football. Our ,-cry own Howard Bison were 
able 10 come from behind and defeat the Bethune-Cookman Wildca1s lor the 
first win of the season. Howard's rivals, Florida A&M were pounded by 
Tennessee State. 45-28. That leave, everything up in the air in the Mid Ea~t 
ern Athletic Conference. The Hampton Pirates are the current lender, of the 
conference. Here our Kimothy Brown and Kevin Stewart·, picks for this 
week in HBCU football. Do 1101 use these picks to gamble with .... we·re seri-
ous! 
Brown: Howard + 10 (30-20) over Thxas Southern 
Stewart: Hownrd +7 (28-21) over Tuxas Southern 
Brown: Bethune-Cookman +12 (40-28) over Morris Brown 
Stewart: Bethune-Cookman IO (30-20) o,·er Morris Brown 
Brown: Bucknell +I I (20-9) over Delaware State 
8. Virginia Tech 
9. Georgia 
IO. Ohio State 
In I-AA. top mnked Georgia Southern takes on Tennessee-Chattanooga. 
No. 2 Montana will visit Weber Slate. No. 3 Troy Staie Jakes on South 
Florida. No. 4 Appalachian State will face the Ci1adel. No. 5 Northern 
Iowa will play Southern lllinoi,. No. 6 Hofstra w,11 hos1 California Poly 
Institute. No. 7 Delaware wi ll battle the Dukes of James Madison. No. 8 
Tennessee State is idle. No. 9 Hampton will tn\\'el to East Ru1herford to play 
the Tigers of GrJmbling State. No. IO Southern will host Alabama State. 
Division I-AA 
I. Georgia Southern 
2. Montana 
3. Troy State 
4. Appalachian State 
5. Northern Iowa 
6. Hofstra 
7. Delaware 
8. Tunnessee State 
9. Hampton 
I 0. Southern 
TICKE .R 
• • • 
Stewart: Bucknell +30 (45-15) o,er Delaware State 
Brown: Florida A&M +7 (31-24) over South Carolina Stale 
Stewart: Florida A&M +3 (30-27) over South Carolina State 
Bro\\n: Hampton +14 (28-14) o,er Grambling State 
Stewart: Hampton +22 (35-13) o,·er Gr.imbHng State 
Brown: Rhode Island +10 (24-14) o-er Morgan Swte 
Stewart: Rhode Island +7 (28-21) o,er Morgan State 
Brown: North Carolina A&T +3 (16-13) o,-er Elon College 
Ste\\art: North CaroHna A&t +3 (20-17) o,-er Elon College 
As :1 result of Kimothy Brown's ill-advised pick of selecting FAMU 10 
defeat Tunnessee St .. Kevin Stewart was able to tie the sea,on win-loss 
record. 
Join The Hottest HBCU Sports Couerage 
Hround. Contact Keuin Stewart Ht 806-686 
or Email hilltop_sports@hotmail.com 
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Post-season 
· Lack of Media 
Exposure Doesn't 
Affect Jenkins 
By WILLIA,\! BRYANT 
II was your typical media day al Rams 
Park in Earth City. The media contin-
gency arrived at S1. Louis' training 
facility seeking interviews from several 
St. Louis players about !heir victory 
against the Baltimore Raven~ and their 
1hough1s about their upcoming game 
against the I 998 NFC Champion 
Atlanta Falcons. 
On Wednesdays, they talk 10 'the regu-
lars; otherwise known as those Rams 
players who can help sell newspapers 
and gain readers· interests regardless of 
!heir play on the field. They are all 
starters; running back Marshall Faulk. 
quarterback Kurt Warner. defensive end 
Kevin Carter. cornerback Todd Lyght, 
and wide receivers Isaac Bruce and 
Billy Jenkins, Jr. Torry Holt, the Rams number one selec-
tion from North Carolina State. 
The biggest name on 1hc Rams roster. by rar. is Faulk, who the Rams 
acquired in a pre-draft trade from 1he Indianapolis Colts. Why does the 
media like talking to Marshall? 
"Number one. the money chat St. Louis gives Marshall is the reason so 
many people from the media want 10 talk 10 him.'' said Billy Jenkins. the 
former Howard University football player. "There are a 101 of expectations 
from Marshall. He has a name because Faulk is a three-time All Pro Bowl 
performer who has rushed for 1.000 yards in each of his five seasons in 
!he NFL." 
Jenkins also understands why these select players will always get inter-
viewed after games and during 1be week. 
"II is basically common sense.'' explained Jenkins. "When you are a 
first-round draft pick in the NFL. it is just natural and automatic that you 
are going 10 get a lot of publicity. If you sign a seven year. $45 million dol-
lar contract with a $8 million dollar signing bonus, obviously you are 
going to gel a 101 of publicity ... 
Jenkins is one St. Louis starter who does not receive a lot of in1erview 
requests from local writers during media day. Despite leading the Rams in 
iackles last season. he is not considered one of the media ·s favorite players 
6n St. Louis' roster. Jenkins, who will start against the Falcons, knows 
why local members from the media ignore him. 
"They do not talk to Billy Jenkins for several reasons," he said. "Number 
one, they wrote in their respective papers that I was no1 supposed to be 1he 
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starting strong safely. They wro1e that 'this guy is clearly this and this guy 
is clearly that.' Now they would have 10 come back and cat their words if 
they would interview me. The media did not look a1 me as a starter when 
mini-camp began. They looked al me as a backup from day one. I do not 
care if they tall lo me or not. I am not going to make it a big issue over it. 
This year. it is on me especially if I make plays. As a result of my play on 
the field, they will have to talk 10 me. They are not going 10 have a 
choice." 
Billy Jenkins is not wonied about lhc lllCk of media exposure. 
Though some players would get angry about being ignored by the media, 
Jenkins sees ii as a test of his ability to make plays on 1he football field. 
.. I am in a perfect situation righ1 now. I am going 10 have 10 make a 101 
of plays on the field to get the recognition from the media:· admitted 
Jenkins. "I feel 1ha1 is the way ii should be anyway. I do not want the pub• 
licity before I make plays. I want 1he media attention after I make plays. 
That is !he way I prefer it 10 come. I want 10 make the plays and then gel 
the recognition ... 
Jenkins is familiar with getting ignored by the media when ii comes to 
interviews. The same media snubbing he is dealing with in St. Louis 
occurred when Jenkins played football at Howard University. Despite his 
W e ~h r g t c: t 2 
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stellar career, Jenkins was not a favorite amongst the writers who fol-
lowed and covered Howard foo1ball. He feels that select players arc put 
into the limelight and receive all of !he interviews before and after games 
at Howard, other historically black colleges. and small universities. As a 
resuh, players like Jenkins must deal with adversity and make plays on the 
field. 
"I went through the same lhing al Howard and I nm used 10 it by now. I 
did not gel any type of publicity from the media until my senior season. 
There were certain people on the football team who always got attention 
from the media. They were the guys al Howard who were expected to go 
the extra mile and play in the NFL. They gol their names in Tl1e \Vashi11g-
ro11 Pose or stories about them in The Hilltop.'' 
Jenkins and most people who follow Howard athletics know that the 
D.C. media is not too involved with Howard athletics. The lack of cover-
age given to Howard can be directly attributed 10 its close proximity 10 
University of Maryland College Park, Georgetown University. George 
Washington University, and to newspapers' need 10 cover professional 
sports learns like the Washington Redskins and Baltimore Orioles. Never-
theless. Jenkins made the best of his situation at Howard and got a chance 
10 play in the NFL. 
"I am not complaining about the lack of publicity while I was al Howard. 
However, I was never expected ro go 10 the NFL and play at the next level. 
I just was not one of those players. I had 10 start making plays on defense 
10 where I had 10 get noticed. I was making plenty of plays during my 
sophomore and junior seasons. As a senior. the media had oo choice but 
talk 10 me. Their options were limited because I was a senior who started 
for three years:· 
Last spring, Jenkins returned to Howard and spoke with some of the cur-
rent members of the football team. He slated that most of his conversation 
with them centered around life in the NFL. Although Jenkins does not stay 
in contact with all of his friends, he does speak with former 1eammate and 
current Howard University quarterback coach Pep Hamilton. 
•·Pep and I talk about everything from Howard's current foo1ball team to 
recruiting," he said. "Pep always wants 10 know what is going on with me, 
both on and off the football field, game-by-game and week-by-week." 
When Jenkins was asked about the possibility of former teammates 
being jealous of him. Jenkins quickly responded, "I really do not care 
about people like that. They do not cross my mind. I would hope that 
everybody is supporting me from my Howard family because I support 
everybody who has a chance 10 come out and play at this level." 
Bryant e11couroges a11y Howard U11il'esity studelll who is interested i11 
pursuing a career in sportslp11b/ic relatio11s to ml11111eer i11 the office of 
sports information located i11 DTl'w Hall. llbrki11g i11 the office of sports 
information gives st11de111s 011 opport11nity to conduct illlerviews, a11d write 
media g11ides, press releases, and game notes. 
The following PR employees worked in the office of sports informatio11 at 
l1isrorically black 1mil-ersities; To11y \Vy/lie (Director of Media Services-
Ten11essee Tita11s-Texas Southem); A1·is Roper (Assistant Director of Com• 
1111111icatio11s-New lork Gia111s-So111h Caroli11a State). Bruce Speight (Com-
m1111icatio11s/Marketi11g Assista111-Caroli11a Pamhers-Howard U11frusity), 
and Christian Joh11so11 (Public Relations Assistam-Green Bay Packus-
Norfo/k State U11il'ersity). 
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Wxnen's 1ennti learn~ -.wlC'I Titles Cross Country learns Competes 
atFsem 
By T F.RRA MCKINNEY 
Hilllop Staff \Vri1er 
Lamia Alami. despi1e 1he wild wea1her during 
1he 1eam·s deparmre for 1he Eastern Collegiale 
1ennis 1ournament. managed to escape the slug-
gish. tiresome emotions that she and her team• 
mates accumulated during an all nighter on the 
road by winning the A flight singles match. 
The rainy. windy conditions of tropical storm 
Floyd interfered with the meniality and perfor-
mance of some teammates. But the women's ten-
nis team did not let Floyd interrupt them for long. 
The team managed to place in many of the divi-
sions, both singles and doubles in the tournament 
held in West Point, N.Y.. on September 17-19. 
Alami reached the finals with a 6•4.4-6,6-1 win 
in the first match; a 7-6,6-1 win in the second 
match, and a 6-1. 6-0 win in the third match that 
derived entirely from her"descent serve record." 
her skillful techniques, swiftness. concen1ra1ion, 
and determina1ion. Alami served and played 
superbly contributing fai1hfully to her team with 
jusl an act of playing safe. 
"I think that I played well in ibis 1ournameo1," 
said Alami. "But 1he competition was not easy. 
Last year, I won all of my matches in two sets. 
This year the finals were harder." 
"The team played excep1ionally well in 1he tour-
nament," said coach Larry Strickland. "We had a 
few obstacles this year, Hurricane Floyd caused 
us 10 be on 1he first day of competi1io11. but we 
played well the remaining days of the competi-
tion." 
In the other women's matches completed on 
Sunday, Erin Adams and Ekaterina Okpala won 
the A flight doubles competit ion. Tiffany Speas 
placed first in the B flight singles consulations. 
Antoinelle Lee and Kristinza Woodard also con-
tributed 10 the team. 
"I think that the team played well in the tourna-
ment this year," said Okpala. "But the competi-
tion was not easy:· 
Teams that compeled in the Eastern Collegiate 
tournament included lhe United States Military 
Academy, University of Connec1icu1. Cenmry 
Connec1icu1, Seton Hall. UMBC, Manha11an Col-
lege, Fordham, Loyola. University of Pi11sburgh, 
Fairleigh Dickinson. Mary Washington, Leigh. 
and Howard University. 
Pep Rally 
File Photo 
Ekaterina Okpala and other members of the 
women's tenms team nere able to capture titles in 
both singles and doubles play. 
Friday September 24, 1999 
._, 5:00 p.m. 
Main Yard 
FREE GIVEAWAYS· 
in Cappy Invitational 
By D REW ANDERSON 
Hilltop Staff Wrirer 
Howard's men and women's cross country squads 
faced half of the Mid-Eastern A1hle1ic Conference a1 
1he University of Maryland at Eastern Shore on Satur• 
day in 1he Cappy Anderson lnvitalional. This marked 
1he second meel of the cross country season for the 
Bison. Both the men's and women's ceams compered 
againsl approximately 40 representatives of conference 
rivals Coppin Siate, Delaware Stare. Hampton lnstitule, 
Maryland•Eastern Shore. and Norfolk State. 
In their three mile contest. the women performed well 
due to slrong performances by rookies Faith Murray 
and Crystal Henderson and ve1eran Adrienne Trice, all 
of whom finished in the top ten. The ladies' squad 
came in just behind a beefed-up Norfolk State to take 
home che second place trophy. Also contributing for the 
Lady Bison were Jamila Jordan. Tranisha Williams, 
Tonia Rhone. Jodie Reid. and Tia Clemmons. 
"I thought we ran slrong and competitively. Me and 
Jamila foughl off !hose Norfolk girls." senior Tranisha 
Williams said. "I thought [the meel) was quite differenl 
from the way we pracliced. since we practice with hills 
and the course was Oat. We had a good time." 
The men pur up a hearty five mile wuggle. bu1 fin-
ished fourth place overall, lead by senior Micheal Zipf. 
who placed fourth. 
"It showed us where we are in 1he season," said Zipf. 
"Even though we're 1he underdogs in lhis, I think we 
still have a shot at the championship. We just have to 
work harder together. Hopefully by the season's end 
we'll be able to, ifnol win lhe championship, at least 
give them a scare." 
A bit of confusion arose concerning 1he race's final 
standings. It appeared that Hampton I ns1i1u1e entered a 
competitor as running "unanached,'' yet this was not 
thoroughly taken into consideration when places were 
calculated. This was 1he second week in a row that 
Hampton institute took home a trophy due to a techni-
cali1y (the first was after the dispute at the Howard-
Hampton Cross Coun1ry Classic last week). 
"I think it was a good race overall," said Bison assis-
tant coach Kenyon Link. "I was a liulc shocked at the 
performance of the other teams. It makes me a linle 
edgy because we don't know what other schools like 
FAMU have. They might have some awesome runners. 
I could see how it would be ea,y to lose focus with the-
seHamplon [incidences) 1wo weeks in a row. and Nor-
folk's going 10 be a big obstacle. But we can't lose 
focvs, because when we won the championship last 
time, ii wasn·1 easy:· 
On Sunday, the Bison 1ravel to Centreville. Va., 10 
compete against George Washington Universi1y. 
Women's final standings: 
I. Norfolk Siate 
2. Howard University 
3. Hampton lnstitule 
4. Maryland-Eastern Shore 
5. Coppin State 
6. Delaware Slate. 
Men's final standings: 
I. Norfolk Stare 
2. Hampton Institute 
3. Maryland-Eastern Shore 
4. Howard Universily 
5. Delaware State 
6. Coppin State. 
Check Out HBCU Sports at ... 
www.MEACfans.com & 
www .On n ida n .com 
@BUNCHE!! 
HAPPENINGS AT THE RALPH J . BUNCHE INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS CENT ER 
September 27 • October 1 
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL VIS ITORS 
I NTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
Information Senion ,vi1h E'<canive Oircclor Or Sherry Muc:llc:r 
Tuesday~ September 2sch 3:00 pm 
THE PEACE CORPS 
EXPLORE OPPORTUNITIES IN AN INFORMATION SESSION 
\Vith C•mpu.s Recruuer •nd Howard Graduate C O Glen 
Tuesday, Scptert"\ber 2Sth 4:00 pin 
U .S . D E PT. OP COMMERCE 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINYSTRATION INTERNSHIP AND 
CO- OP OPPORTUNITIES 
\ Wi1h Commercci Oc:panmenVIT A Rc:pre~tuadve• 
'\.'Ve dncsday, September 29th 4:00 pm 
PREPARING FOR NOV. 6 "' FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM 
(IMPOR1'ANr NOTP, OCTOQCB ,, .. IS 11ft PtAPl,INf m REGISTER fQB 1·11t tXAM!) 
With Chri1tian P'ilo&u-a1. Oiplomat-ln-Res,dencc 
Thursday, September 301h 3:00 prn 
THE JAPAN EXCHANGE TEACHING PROGRAM 
I S IT FOR YOU? 
(Rc.,chedulcd fco= Septembe r 16) 
I\ Special lnl'of-mal10n Se:uion with A R~preu,,iadvc of the Japanuc bmbany 
'l ..hu rs day, Scptc.rnbcr 30'h 4 :00 p m 
ALL EVENTS AT THE BUNCHE CENTER 
2218-STH ST. NW, NEXT TO THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Phone: (202) 806-4363 Fax: (202) 387-6951 
. 
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. 
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THE HILLTOP FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1999 
invites JOU to 
' 
19:6-9 p.m. 
· \ · Ba1lroom 
I Blacltbum Center 
, Howard University 
Washingion,, D.C. 20059 
90 Years of Service 
For more informatiuon call 202.319.1498 
B11 
B12 
All HILLTOPICS 
are due, paid in full, 
the Monday befor 
publication. 
Announcements by 
campus organization 
for meetings, semi-
nars or non-profit ar 
charged as individuals 
advertising for th 
purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying 
or selling are charge 
$5 for the first 2 
words and $1 fo 
every additional fiv 
words. Local compa-
nies are charged $1 
for the first 20 words 
and $2 for every fiv 
words thereafter. Per-
sonal ads are $2 fo 
the first 10 words an 
$1 for every addition-
al five words. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Excellent RESEARCH OPPORTUNI 
TY for all sophomores and jWliors inter 
<:->led in obtaininf a Ph.D. degree! 
HowardUniversitysRonaldE.McN ' 
Program offers a paid summer rcs<~hl 
eJ<PCrience with a Howard faculty men 
tor, opportllllities to present and · 
yot1r research paper; paid OIH:.'IID 
housing and meal plan during the sum 
mer; GRE preparation; and assistilllC 
with the grnduate school applicati 
process. All majors welcomed; mini• 
mum 3.0 GPA. Priority pven 10 I 
income illlll first generation students. 
Appllcallon deadline is Tuesday 
October 12, 1999. Pick up an applica 
lion at the Graduate School, 4th & Col 
lege Sts., NW, Room 307; 202-8 
4708 
southern 110,pll, lit 'I 
On behalf of Def Jam's College Re 
Departmem we would like to congrat 
ulate HUSA and WHBC 830AM. 
--HU Def Jam College Rep Cath 
Jerome 
Pre-Med? Health Professions Club tri 
to Philadelphia College of Osteopath, 
Medicine, October 15. $10Regi>terb 
October I SI. Call 238-2363 
Pre-Law? Cntr. for Pre-Professional 
EdUC:ltion trip to BU Law School Oct 
ber30. $25 ReJ;ister by October 15. C'lll 
238-2363 for info. 
Pre-Med? Health Profession.~ Club tri 
to AAMC Student Development Con 
ference Saturday Oct. 23. Call 238 
2363 for iJ1fo. 
It's time to get your praize on! Youn 
Adults Fellowship presents: Frida 
Night Live -an evening of gospel aance,a 
rap and more. Friday, October I, Engi 
neering Auditorium at 8pm. Spon, 
by RcJoyce in Jesus Oimpus Fellow 
ship. For more info call 202-882 
WORD 
What is SOHO'/ 
lnlercsted in writing for a ncwslc:tter 
Aru. & Sciena:s Student Council need. 
you' Please contact Angelique o 
Shantrellc <.• X06-7(V) ro, rmre mil 
The HU Chapter of the National 
ciation ofBltiek Accountants is present 
ly seeking an lnde~ndcnt, Dedicated 
and Reliable Individual to tench n six 
week GMAT cour.;eat HU. $2~2511 
GMATexperiencea must. If interest 
call Mrs. Momon @ 202-635-9503 o 
momonathu@hotmail.com. Positio 
closing <late: Wed., Sept. 29 1999 
l..ooling fur on ~ty to silo\\ 
yoor crcalh'C wrinng skills? Ans 
Sciences Slu<knt Council ~ >' 
help on our 00\1'leaet! Please cool3Cll 
Angelique or Shanudle @ 806-
h OlOIC infu. 
SOHO -• DSB 
Current Student Ambas.,adors. there i. 
a mandatory training session on Sept 
24 at the Annex in the seminar room 
'lhuning session swts :11 9:30am an 
food will be providL-d. 
For Rent 
Grad Student wanted to share two 
bedroom ap1. in house. Lg Lv rm, Lg 
Eat in kit, W/0, off St. parking, utili-
ties Inc., $300-$345/mo. Only pre,. 
requisite-home economics IO I. Avail-
able in Oct. Dave for details 
301-585-3520 
Help Wanted 
Free 'Dips and Cash!!! 
SpriJ1g Break 2000 
StudentCity.com is looking for Highly 
Motiv-dted Students to promote 
Spring Break 2000! On,anize a small 
group and tr.1,-el FREErl Top campus 
reps can earn a Frce'Jnps & o,'CI' 
$10,000! Choose Cancwi, Jamaica or 
Nassau! Book 'Irips on-line Log in 
and win free stuff. Sign up now on 
line! wm.:StudeotCity.com or 800-
293-1443 
Song writers needed g=t opponuni 
ty for Kational E.,f".>SUre c:all Mad 
Record,. A&R 0..-pwtment 1800. 
474-2932 
Child Care - Earn xtra $ working 
special event. 1emp. Fix hrs. $7-9/hr. 
Exi,'ref req. 800-942-9947 
Fitness. Looking for people with 
ex.ceUent people skills to help with 
expansion. Thuning awilable. Call 
now! 703-256-7949 
Spring Break 2000 
The Mlllennlwn 
A new decade ... nce in 'Travel Free 
trips. Free drinks, free meals. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, Barbados, 
Bahamas. Don't drop the b.'111! Siga 
up now for2 FREE Thp! l-8()0.426-
7710'wwwsunsplashtours.com 
The Audubon Naturalist Society 
seeks volunteer tCllcllets for nature 
programs in DC public schools. 
Expertise in natural history not 
required. Volunteers are trained and 
asked to commit 10 one-half 
day/week, for three-eight weeks. Call 
301-652-9188, ext 18. 
Consulting firm seeks ambitious and 
outgoing television production intern 
(non-p.-ud) for the Fall semester. 
Intern will assist a free-lance produc-
tion team in the pre-production phase 
of a satellite video conference about 
AIDS in the African-American com-
munity. Three years of television pro-
duction courses preferred. For imme• 
diate co,i.sideration fM resume to 
301-657-4258 or email to 
hr@betah.com 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 1999 
Hill TOPICS 
Receive a cellular phone ancVor pager 
without a credit check, monthly bill, 
security deposit, or long-term, con-
tmct. Nationwide & International 
with 800#. Affordable prices. Please 
Call 202-422-4534 
Students, Faculty, Staff 
Top Prices Paid 
For used and unwanted Toxtbooks 
1l\i Book Service 
202-722-0701 or outside DC 
1-800-223-TAJO 
Happy 23rd Birthday Big Brian. the 
Ill Guyanese. 
"WJL" 1-5683 
"Walk good, step light'' G.B. 
Happy Birthday to Angel 1l:rry and 
Alexis Boateng. From the \\lbeatley 
4th Floor Posse 
Happy 20th Birthday Toyita. From 
Channy and N.LH. lnc. 
Coach 'Thomas, 
We're cool and all, but just in case 
you're trying to forget. let me remind 
you: I bleed Bison Blue. Go Howard! 
(An hey, how's that pro-caliber prac-
tice field going?) 
$100 CASH REWARD 
For the return of Sapphire and 
Crys1lll Stone Bracelet "ilh Gold 
Bars lost Tues., September 21, 1999 
- Bracelet~ not ,'ery ,-aluable, but 
sentimental 
- No questions asked 
- Contact: Marilyn Lruiitl'Nollcy, 
College of Engineering, Architec-
ture and Computer Sciences 
202-806-7420 
Fung-Sai-U defends his title against 
Friction, Star Orion, Perfecto, Rah-
Vital, & De.'ld End@ VERBAL 
ARMAGEDDON, Monday, Sept. 
27th, 7:30pm in the Blackburn Ball-
room; get $2 ticketS @ Crrunton 
Saba, my Queen: 
Way to work out that City .fage! Did 
you find that other gig yet. I'm feel-
mg C.Q. are you? 
M.E.A 
().B<,lt. 
TnE H1u:ror 
011THE11c, 
Assistant - $500 a month/Private 
room & board available for a Friendly, 
Strong, Dependable female in 
exchange ror providing personal care 
10 a young, professional, disabled 
,voman. Perfect if you have daytime 
commitments and want a Bethesda 
location. Driver's license required. 
Please call Elaina, 301-412-1492 
From 'A'2)' lai. in our~ 1iley d.l)'S lM'll.!gh )'1,-.ur 
Lloyd C'Vffli11g1• dlr M«ca. v.---eW--ays l~ you'J 
...i..-.......o1,......it Ofooly )Wrould,Uy 
#YtTJ from wecb<,kt b)J in the rdrigmiror_,)Con-
Jhb 10 the l.ady Lawyer •b<>h de.ling IWYI~  
and mal:ins • sir;nifK'8tll impicr on TSIJ'1. ~crhc 
towanlocdkin1 
One time for my Florida Homies: 
Thj, Money, Da-Ville, Kionne, and 
Shanxi. Can y'all put a brodler for 
some of that Southern Comfort?! 
........ 111111, 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our 
circulars. No experience required. 
Free info packet. C'lll 202-452-5940 
For Sale/Services 
PERSONAL SECURITY 
Fountain Pen Pepper Spray. $14.95 
(Check or M/O) Cooks, Inc., 540 W. 
Roscoe, Ste 370, Chicago, IL &J657 
Ordinary looking sunglas.~ w/ 
unique feature: built in, undetectable, 
REAR VIEW MIRRORS. View 
everything behind you w/o anyone 
knowing you can. Bicyclist, street 
combers, Kool dudes, send: 19 bucks 
to: JRT PO Box 1066 Laurel, MD 
20725 
Spring Break 20001 Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jnmnica, Florida & 
South Padre. Call USA Spring 
Break for a free brochure and rates 
and ask how you can G-0 For Free! l• 
888-m-4642 www.usaspring-
break.com 
Find out how you can get 7 
cents/minute long-distance, 24 hours 
a day! Call 703-708-5030 
C111 you use $1200 and a new com-
puter'? Do you want your own busi-
ness? C.'lll 703-708-5030 
Cap City 
Negro League Collection 
Worlds Freshest Baseball Caps 
(202)722-0701 
outside DC 1-800-223 TAJO 
- Cocunut Groo..-e 
"'Booom of the Map" 
''Hialeah ... Tullabassee ... Palaka ... Day-
lJ)Jla Beach ... Pahokee .. . 
Clcarwater ... Okeechobee ... " The 
Florida Club is calling you! Come to 
the Florida Club meeting this 
Wednesday at 7pm in Douglas Hall 
The B-S<.'Clion of The Hilltop tcall}' 
appreciates the hard "Olk and dedica• 
lion of our copy editors Ja,mine 
Brown and Tu.,ha Steward. Maybe I'll 
give you part of my salary .no, I don't 
think so! 
• Kimothy, Managing Editor do 2000 
lb.r,py B~ Kaw,!!? 
h,aKi Im 'l-d lo \1,i.in ('amp,4 pJ,c .. nk 
New Orleans rolls deep at HU: 
Uptown, Downtown, across the ri,'et, 
the E.-m and my home1own-The 
Parish! 
-KKB 
Howard Campus Police NEED Auto 
We.'lj)OtlS AND better equipment 
School of C people are definitely n.1)-
resenting w/ New Vision, Politic 
magazine, The Hilltop, The Edge, and 
Spotlight. 
-do2(ll) 
One time for all the Annenberg stu-
dents representing The Hilltop. See 
y'all at the next meeting. M.E. 
111E upnnn,<" O!- 01\ ' " • TllVIIT" 
~ OlAl'Tt 
THE CAMPUS SPANI<-DOVv N 
99' 
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 24, 1999 
ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN BALLROOM 
TIME: 10 TILL 2 
DAMAGE: $5.00 
TICKETS ON SALE >\i CRA~11"f(11\J 
AUOITORIUl\1 STARTIN(, MONDAY, 
SEPTE~tBER 20-FRIDAY SE:PTEl\1BER 2-t, 
1999 
!lfURDAY, 
l~PT 25t~ 
SELMO c, 2:K:9 
present 
Greeks 
$S b4 
11pm 
one day onlv 
18 to party 
21 to drink 
